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tex:t: :f~r automatic. inte~p:retation of aerial pp.otogr_aphy.. One type qf 
photo . i_nt.er'.preta·hio_n :s_ys:tem interprets. a frame -·of · aerial ,phot.ography 
:by ·.dividing_ the· ;fra.J11e, .inti) sev~ral s:quar.¢ ceJ.is and. ·classi-fying each 
_)ceJL A p.a.rameter e~ra.ction device sCans e~ch cel.f, nuikes· measurements., 
Sys-




' u us.e o.f co~textual informatiop from measurements made on neighboring cells. -~.._..__..,..---. . ,;.,_.,.,_ ............. . 
D 





Since real measurement data was -µnavailable.,. measlirement~ were 
simulated. The.results of this·study, however, appe~ to be .indepen-
<~_,,.-. ,,r~ dent -of.· ~p.~.- -particular simulation. · ·:· 
A rule, for drawing ~textual ,information about a cell from each 
of its four adjacent neighbors independently, h.as :bee_n derived from 
r·ai·rly :general assumptions. Tests indicated that. ·context can cut the 
e:rror rate in hal~~ 
Region theory has been developed to prevent the fixed cell size, 
dictated by hardware considerations, from interfering with the context 
mechanization. Although it has no experimental· verification, calling a 
connecte_g _s~~-- of similar cells a region, inferring that these cells con- · 
stitute one target, and recognizing regions rather than cells, improves 
performance by using region geometry to characterize the target, and 
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1. 
C • 
·· THE CENTRAL PROBLEM : 
"' 
•.. I. -
SECTION I · 
ffiRODUCTION AND SUMMARY. 
There is an· acut:e need .for automatic. _s_y$tems t.o · red~ce th·e burdens of . . . 
;reconnaissance image i·nterpreters·-in all branches of.the,-miii,tary. ·An auto-,.. . . . 
:ma.tic interpretation system c·a.pable of screening :or partially in~erpre~ing · 
aerial photographs w9uld prOba,hly be the most effective device ~hat could b4: 
.cievelop~d for this purpo_se. _Num.e-:rous organizations have wo~ked :on this pr.ob-: .. \ 
+e~, and in the last 10 years·'· :a _f e:w target recognition devices . have been.· 
deve·loped which have h-~d some -success. ~ilco-Ford _Co_rporatio·n has copst_:ruc·t~·ed ·- . 
. 
~ --
. •. . 
' ,··~. 




_. ~- J: . .... , .. · .. -:- " __ ,· ~*4·,· -~4 ..... - .. - --·: ·,.<If·;;.,. 
, . ._:· .an· e~ectro-9.ptical _,,scanni~g systent~usittg: statistically des'.igned masks for , ·· ·· 
ta.ct-ical target re·cognition_. The Un-iversity of Michigan and several other 
·organ;izations ha.:ve produced coherent. optical recognizers, arid Litton Industr·:tes 
has developed an electro-optical machine capable of reco~izing scanned areas 
as well as some types· of object targets. These machines do not ·take advan~age-:: 
of ,context. 
. .... : . , . 
Personnel involved with i-mage interpretation acknowledge that interpreta-
t:it>n· of isoI·ated point, or area targets is often very difficult and that re-
liable recognition requires the use of context. Tho~ working on automatic 
recognition systems know this and have often considekd t~ advantages of 
using context. Nevertheless, context has not been previoutly studied for 
use in automatic interpretation systems. Consequently, the objectives of 
this· study have been to devise methods for using context in such systems. 
2.. · TYPES OF CONTEXT 
Webster's International Dictionary defines "context" as '*the part of a 
discourse in which a word or passage occurs and which helps explain the mean-
ing of the word or passage." This definition fits our needs in image recog-
nition if we identify the words "word or passage" with "target" and identify 
"discourse" with·general situation, background, and neighboring targets." 
Thus, context can be considered to be any informntion on the General situation, 
background and neighboring tarc;ets, which helps in recoGnizing previously 
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i:arg·et- it-self. -~_uc,h infc5rmat:i.on .i~- often :called. a.ide· information. 
" 
- ·~ . . . . .· .·.· . - . . . . . 
· _ . Ex:amples of ·side information for the. detect.ion of mi_li ~a.ry_ vehi~l:s· in :a 
. . 
photograph are terrain type,. .sun angl~, ·pres·ence· bf nearby highways·, "o.the;r 
vehic:Les, tanl{. t1;acks, et_c. Ex~ples for t-h~ detec_t,ion of- industrial buildings . 
are railroad ·tra:c~~, · storage yards, -and. a .. nearl:>y river. _ .Exam:Lnations of such 
side inf9rmation. provide c·lues which. c.an be used to decide :upon the pr.esence· 
cir -targets of int_:.erest .or to. classify photographs as :Lnte~es~~~g_ ·or ri~~~~-----· 
interesting. _c. 
Two sli.ght)_y over:l~Pl?ifig (i ... eo:,.., 'hot ··mutually eiC1\tsi,ve)· types. of cop.t,.ext 
are:· 
.,_ . 
:a. · ·presenc·e .indicators ·· 
):· 
.. . 
-b. ~p.p~arance niodifie-rs·:· 
.. 
, in detecting industrial buildings. Examples o-f· appearance mo.difiers are .. · 
. -..... 
........ 
brightne_s_a .. pf sunlight and dynamic range of ·film. -Shadow·s modify the appear-: 
' anc--e of the obj€ct,- -Wt. -they-will--al-eo in -some·- sitµations ac-t-,aJ}-pr,e-s-en~,~-
" 
. . . 
:indicators. Ho\i!ever, there ar~ ·not. many contextual clues that fall in both 
.. 
categories. For the most _part, contextual clues: wlll. be eit)1_er pre.s~nce. 
- 'indicators or appearance modi-:fiers .• 
3. THE SPECIFIC· OBJECTIVES OF THIS s·.TUI)y 
. . . 
-. ' -
This study had concentrated on the .mechanization of presence iridictttor, 
context. There are several reasons for considering t.his type of context 
before appearance modifier context. It. is similar to the context that is im-: 
portant in iinguistics and hence ther·e is some theoretical background for 
/,. . handling it. Furthermore, it is a form of context that is explicitly taught 
to image interpreters and that they use when recognizing uncertain targets. 
Human interpreters use appearance modifier context as well, but often only at 
the subconscious level. One tlotable exception is the procedure of turning an 
aerial photograph so that the shadows fall toward the viewer. Here photo-
interpreters must consci0usly make an adjustment so their subconscious 
mechanisn1s f()l' using appearance modifie~.'.'S can function properly . 
H.i.s Ll>r.i c:1·1 ·1 y, tl1e idea of nsing appearance modifiers in an automatic 
recoc;n.Lii('ll 0.'rstcrn i~ relntively novel, while the idea of using presence 
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. menta~ work has been done. t·_o- implement either ~ind ·of context •. · Why is ·-.this? 
. . ~ 
-
- One. reason is that the interesting recogniti9n studies have tradi tiona-lly b~en __ 
I I 
. • --·:. • •• • • • ' ,• -·--<-:--:·; - _\:- .- . ,- ~ - . -. •-~; hardware oriented. · _Unfortunately, .a: hardware study o.f -context would. require a 
- ---: 
. 
·parameter -extraction device so compl·ex that research funds cou.ld not easily· be ' 
j·ustified for Pits: con·struction,. Evet:i ·it: such funds ·became available,. -without 
prior studies of context·, ·.it .wouid be impossible to speeify· what :kind of· pi;Jra·-. 
meter extracti-on device.to-build. , .. 
One or· the principal achievements, o·f this .atudy pas' b:een to ·bypass ·the. -
h-a:rdwar~ requirement which has b~en dete.rrin.~: the development of a pr:actic·al 
image interpretation. system for years-·. .The v·ehicle i_s.· a n·ew simulation tech-
n_iqµ_e, which w·a.s developed for s.tudyi·ng :cont·ext in· a rea·listic way witJ1out. , .... ,,,, •• -,.• " ·. ~ v .. 1· • ' .•<C• • ... • • ' 
.•. 
• ""':'O O • • • 
-·., -~ -• -,;, \)...:, , ••••• "-~•.• "o O ••• .t- -1-· • L •• • ,.~ l -~ ,·,·1,,,i~.·j"';o< 
us t~g ·an object o; -are~-· target recognizer.- This technique is· quite e:conomicti-i 
_, .. t 
·'; 





that would have been required of such a system in a researcl1 environment. 
Q 
. 
.. ... Using this simulation technique and some original theoretical developments; 
....... 
it has been possible t:o appiy an extensive background of compound ~decision ~ 
. 
'--,-,._ 
· tli'eory to the pr·oblem o.f us·ing pres-ence ind:Lcator cont.ext iri automatic--imag~ 
interpret at ioi;i. As a _r·esult, a completely. autom~tic- technique for implementing_ 
has been developed an~ tested on actual aerial photography. 
4 .. SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL APPROACH 
At the beginning of the program, it w:as··.·stated that,, recognition data would 
be made available from the Litton Automatic Target Recognition Device (A.T.R .. D~ 
The A.T.R.D. is a machine capable of recognizing both point and area targets 
but more uniquely appropriate for area target recognition. Early in the study 
it was found that the A.T.R.D. could not provide adequate recognition data for 
a meaningful study of context. Since there was no other machine set up to 
supply such data, it was decided that the study could be performed using 
real imagery but by simulating the basic recognition measurements. Con-
sequently, a data simulation technique, based on real. aerial imagery, was de-
vised to generate recognition data resembling that of ·,a general purpose recog-
nition device son1elhinf~ like the A.T .R.D., and this has resulted in a more 
flexible and n1eanin~ful study than would have occurred if this data had been 
available . 







I . l 
.. 
·- . -- --'--------- ·---
Each: c.eJ;.·1 was classified: :by a phot·o _i:nterpr·eter :into. on·e of 22. ·possible ·cate-
g·ories, Thi-s ·image-trJ.1th data was then fe1d. int.a -~ c·ompt1ter which. was pro- ·-') ~ ~· - .. ~ 
_gramm.ed to simulate, .for· eac:h cell::, s.everal recognition measurements,· con-- . ~ . . . : . 
~· 
. 
. ceptually similar to the meas\)X.ement~ maq.e by the A.T.R.D. Each meas.urement · 
was made up of tw.o· components, one :fixed according to the interpreter' s · 
.. 
c·l.~_s,sificati-oh of the cell, the othe·r r·andom. Chang~ng the fixed comp.pn~nt·s 
·made ;Lt· possi·b·l.e to·arrange· which'tar.get categor.ies would be.c·onfused w.ith-::· 
1,....f 
.each 9ther ._ Iner.easing or decr:-~~sing the :random compone.nt·s vari'ed ·the degree 
o.-r· .confusion .. 
,:. 
-It was. t:hen t~oss·ible to apply· a c:ontextual mechanis!}i to th-is ''Mont·.e c:ar101;· 
-
. 




recognition measurements from a general purpose recog_nition device had they 
, --1-·-;::---· -·~·--'\'"-9-~--~""""'n~:Y~l~Jal?le. · 0 The simulation offered InDch greater..-.:tlexibility;- ta·an any:=··-----"--,-~~-~ 
existing real machine, h::iwever, since the number of c·las ses recognized was not 
1 . . ' 






limited, and the accuracy of the -simple cell by :cell recognition could be set 
at any desired level. 
In such a system, context for -a particular frame inql udes the re_cogniti.on 
measurements for all :OJ-: t.he cells of the frame •. dompou.nd -decision theory ir1-
~ 
-dicates that the optimum ·wa;y to· use this context is to make a separate decision· 
for each cell of the frame using the recognition measurements fro1n all ce·11s 
in the frame. Actually, the measurements of the immediate neighbors of a cell . 
. --~- .•. _ ·-~ .. 
contain most of the context for that cell. Several mathematical forma.lizations 
based on Bayes Compound Dec±sion Theory were devised for using the measurement~ 
~ 
from immediate neighbor cells to improve the recognition of the central cell. 
In general, it' is not easy to mechanize the context information from·. even 
the four adjacent neighbor cells since these neighbors interact with one 
another in a complex way. The 1\.ey theoretical development of this study was 
the i1111ovation of a set of realistic assumptions that re.nder these second 
order neig11bor interactions negligible. Thus contextual information can be 
d.ro:wn frorn each adjacent neighbor cell independently. Implementation of this 
context alr;ori tl11n recp1ired the estimatic1n of tl1e probabilities that a parti-
cu] nr i.argct 1.·.1.il.1 occupy a cell and that l,\·JO 11urtict1lar targets will lie next 
to each other. 1.i.111csc e~; Lirnatc~ v:crc calc11latecl from a count of target occur-
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To: tes.t the .c-c:>ritext a:lgorit·hm, the computer flrst r-ea.d 0 the c·ell stat.·es or· 
·'I 
.:_, :,-Jlatur~- ,corresponding·· to~ .a· frame_of .imagecy,~a,.nd .simulated :rec_0gnit.iap.._Jn:e_aSUf~~- -·· r 
. . .~-· 
me_nt:.s for each cell in the:- -frame. :Next th_e ~ Eriori. probability est·im&tes. 
·were- combined wi·t·b ·the slmuiat·ed recognition measur-ements in. order t·o ma,k_e: the 
opt_im.um sin1ple (non-cont:extual) deci·sio n for each cell. The results o:t" thes:e 
-·decisions were: printed. Then t·he -compound. or ._contextual ·aeci.sion theory 
mechanism :via$ .. ·ap.plied t-o. the sali1e se_t .of simulated·<recogri:i.t.iori vec;t·ors ... ·. T·o 
deci·de on the. nature ·of each: cen~ral :c·ell this mechanism used the ~- priori .. 
•. . " ._;+"7 : . •· • . . . . 
··prob_abil.it:Les, the recognition me.asurement-s from th·~ 0 cent-ra·1 cell, the ·con-
-i • . • 
,dit~ional prqbabilitie·s· ·fo_r pairs C?f ~dja~e~t. ce.lls,. and th:e. recog_r:iiti9n _mea-
~.--- +·- .~~ .'. ~-·~ .. ~·sl11?emeut~s--··fr.:Qµt ,e;a.j-aeeB-t,.- ne1·gh:bors .. ot. 'th-&---ce~tra±·. (jelJ. .,~ B:a~inJs -done 
0




cqmputer printed these results for comparison with_ the results· or·· the simple 
--~ec·tsio:t1s-. ..... ginee ... the '.eas4-ek~~oo.ognition-- S-QG;t!~s -wexe controlle·d by· tne simu- ·. 
lt1ti·on, it was the comparison betw_een the two sets of results that was of 
. 
primary importance. The object w:as to devise a·· context'ual decision mechanism 
·that Gould provide·· sub~tantial improvement over simple recognition for· a 
·broad range of simple recognition performanc-e levels. This procedure was re-
\Jl)eat:ed for diff~rent recognition me~su.rement sirnu_lations, f.or different simple 
recognition performance levels", for different size contextual neighb.9rhoods, 
·ana for several variations of the contextual mechanism. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Tests we.re run with several different variations of the contextual 
mechanisms, an<i w·e- -are. ~ble to conclude that: 
·a. T.here is contextual information in aerial photography. 
b. This information can be mechanized for automatic recog-
nition by a relatively simple conditional dependence al-
_gorithm. 
c. Even with the relatively 'simple recognition scrieme that 
was simulated, context was able to reduce error rates 
significantly. 
We also conclude that: 
d. The simulation of basic recognition measurements provides 
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J. 
·.e. 'I'ne results obtained with. our simul~tio_n would probably 
: .. :,. be repeated if our contextual algqrithm were applied --/ --· 
. 
. . . 
-
· to a h~dware -recognition system of the same general 
.·,,. :_·f .. 
type as that which was simulated. 
Sin·ce our use ·of .context has_ been ·relatively primitive,: further studies of· cont ext can b.e, expected t<:> :provide 
-- -- increasingly 'dra.mat.ic: improvements· :ip· re:c,ognition · per.:. formance. 
... . 
. __ _;; 
.,· 
r - ' .: -, ~"' • 
:: .. , '· 
.! 
. As: :<a -restilt,- of,: ·these experiments· vte ·recorfunen:d t-h~t :-
g... Further ef:forts. t·o develop· an e·rrective ·automatic in-
·, ,·berpretation system should inclu.de the use of context •. 
. ·• ... .. - -, 
. . . 
· · h:. Be.fore attempti!lg to b:u:j.lg. .. e. ... J~Ql!lPle.~ ... iQt.e:i;.pre;tat.ion. i,··,. ~.· ":·':'· ,_.-, ....... ,, •.•• ,_.,,.:c."·- ..... ~. --'I;,,-_-./ ..• ~ :.,~"'!. .·, ,, ·'f.~,,.;.- ,,--., .-.,. c- -• 'a'.·.•.•-.-~_;_,.,··"·-~-'- 'l,,,c .,4 ,--: ~ '• ..... . ,;r• " ;,·, -~ ... , . ,.,.. - .·. ~-"'- ... ,- • . • \.,.,l,. 1..l¥ • d • • 
..., "" • • 
•, fl ', . _ system, the entire system configuration. should be 
. . . . , . . -:,; ... . ...... -·· ~--
studied to determine the various forms.of context that 
would b~~~~= -~~e .. s ~.! ....... oL .t:fil:..~-~iggg_rj._e_s_ .......... rue;:;.Jq-4..1U..i...iwr~e;;J,,a4--· ------------~----__._,.. ___ 'f"'o provide the desired contextual information, and the 
"'· 
best structure for the overall sys.t_em. 
i. Further simulation studies .should be performed to ex-pand the number of ways context can be mechanized, ard 
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·SECTION- :II _ 
PREPARA.TidN·OF DATA . •. . . - . . . . ... 
• ·_,• ,I. f, 
.. ·, .. , 
,· 
A set ·o.:( a.bout 100· ·not.t.~overlapping frames of· 9 inch ·imagery with- a s-cale . . 
-~-of a,pp:r-oiim.ate:ly 12,·000-:·1 .was sel_ec·ted as t'he ·data bas.e •. Half of the ~magery 
·was· taken. qve:;r iirbari ai·eas in ·the ea.stern ti. s. ; the o_ther half · was f:rom nearby. · 
.rural areas.- Usi~g .a grid over~Lay,_ each frame ·was d:ivided ·into 289· ce)~is, 
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n 
·p_rovide·· disc:i:-imi_~-~ti_on betwe~n .neighboring smal.l target$ and .yet farge· enC?ugh . . . 
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[] 
chosen to provide. a satisfactory compromise for these two ·r·equirem~nts ~ 
-~.......,.........,..;-.. ,..-==. -~·-.... :·~~·-4=·· ___,,.. ::'--,~,-- --~-,~~~~ >ii?•·• 1' "''"u~~-,._ -
:2:• TARGE':ii CATEGORIES 
\ 
. r.~ble I is a list ·of the ·target categories tr1,at we.re used.. Most of th·ese ·· 
·:categories ~re area targets-; a few are object or point target's. Several fac·-
·tors influenced. their select·ion .• · o·rigina.l plans called for the re.cogni t·ion ·· 
:dat~ for this stu~y to be p_r9.vided by the Litton A.T.R.D·., which is'principally 
·an area re·cognition· device. After deciding not to use the A. T .R.D., the orien-
':tla;tion· toward an area target re·cognition system and toward some of the targets Ir 
re.cognized by the A.T.R.D. remained. Some targets such as woodlands, fields, 
.and bodies of water were added for completeness. Certain targets such as park-
ing lots, storage yards, and athletic fields were included especially for their 
contextual value. Object targets such as airplanes, tank farms, and bridges 
were included partly because of their value as context but mostly because they 
are important targets. "Unclassifia1)le mixture" was included because there are 
times when several targets over~.ap in a cell, so that no machine could possibly 
classify the cell. 1 This category was seJ_dom used, however, since a hierarchy ) 
was devised to help classify cells with mixed targets. (See Appendix V) 
3. MANUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE IMAGERY 
A photo interpreter interpreted each cell of each frame of imagery, and 
these interpretations became the imagery truth. Experienced interpreters at 
RADC did n1ost of the work. The classification of eac11 cell in the 17 by 17 
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rr: --=-·· 
CoQ.;ingForin, usipg the simp],e two letter code shown in Tablet. From.the cOd~ ~ 
ihgiorni, keypunch ope:t'ators.puhchedthe cod,e qp.to·Bo OOltimn data cai"q.s f'O:r< 
. . . .. -· . ' . 
computer. input. · 'l'he computer converted the letter code to a n~eric code. .. A -
set .of ruies was devised for classifying cell$ whiCh contained. Several target 
t:r:i:>es or target types that do not clearly fall into one Of the ;?2 allowable , 
-G~t:egories. These rules are listed .in Appen..clix ·v. 
V 
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TABLE r· 
. TARGET; CATEGORIES .AND .. CODES 
. .. . - .... ' ' . - -· ' - ·. . . . .-. ,· .• .· . ·- .. ·. - . 
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·. (arHER) BODIES OF WATER '. 13· TF TANK FARMS · 
ATHLETIC · FIELDS , 
4. •SC SCHOOLS / 15 AP AIRPLANES D I 5 'LB: (OTHER) LARGE BUILDINGS 
.J/} F.p: ROADWAYS '. ,J 
D '6 UR URBAN RESIDENTIAL & BUS.INESSi 17 Rtr RUNWAYS '' . ,. . . . ~ 
7 SH SUBURBAN HOUSING 18 SF SMOOTH FIELDS D :g FB FARM BUILDING COMPLEXES l,9 :w PLOWED FIELDS '. 
9 PL PARKING wrs :20·· RF RANDOM FIELDS ... ·. . u Ib RR R.R. TRACKS 2'1 w~ WOODLA.Nn 
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. SECTION III 
~ :SIMtJt,A±!.ON: M:~'fflE~SIM'PLE,. BECOO~TI0N SY~" . ' - • C'S ·- .'r- cf ... - •. " - ••. < -;J 
:1 .• : --INTRODUCTION 
This s·ect.ion des¢rib:es the. simulated r-ec·ognition sy_stem. a.nd_ the _conq~pts 
,·. 
·o_f'- simple deci-sio11- the9ry that apply to t-his project·. The· concepts ·wh·i_ch are pe.culiar to 'c~ontext·· will ·be dis.cussed in a ··1-ater section; more·, .mathematical 
~-," ~- .· 
.treatments of simple ~d. compound dec:Ls:i.on t-h~ory ar·e presente·d, in Appendices I ·and II. ,-
Simple dec:is-i-on theory e_stab;li.shes rules f·9r: __ cnoosing an action· bas~.d on 
·g; .:set bf meas 1:1rem~nt s -so ··tnat. .. ~h . -s o~e sense" -a ~lass :in ·IJlih_imi·zed; ---_ In the prob_;· .... .., "" ' . ,'( ,. .. 
-·1etn at hand, the· action_ is ·to d·ecide on_ the state of nature of each cell in a .. 
-*~.-A.-1:P-D__:_p~~~-----... :wft:~.l."l":l' 
frame of imagery_!__ __ ~p.~ __ _fyJ1g_"t,j.on_;_o~.-:-a_-recognition -mach:f-ne like the A.T .R.D~ ts - ---- -----------~---·-·----~-· ~---·- . . to generate for each cell a set of measurements to be used in the decision pro-
cess. The set of meas.urements for each cell can be represented as a multi-dimensiopal vector x •. Instead of using recognition ve.ctors from the A.T.RoD., . : 
we simulated vectors by computer-. The details of ~.he simulation are presented 
-- -- -
-- -
later; now it is ·neces_sary o'rily to think of the" set df measurements as a multi-dimensional vector·. Before describing the decision mechanism in greater de-
tail, we will discuss the elements of the decision problem one at a time. 
These elements include the nature space, the aetion space, the loss· ·function_., 
the recognition vectors, and the~ priori_ probabilities. 
THE NATURE SPACE 
The nature space® = (1,2, ••• ,r) is the list of image truth categories into which the photo interpreters classified each cell of each frame of imag-
ery. Table I lists the admissible states of nature, their corresponding num-bers, and abbreviations. The nwnber of categories, r, was 22 throughout the 
study. The choice of objects to be· included in the nature space sets an upper bound on the performance of a target recognition machine, since imagery cannot be interpreted more precisely than the nal.ure space allows. For exarnple, with 
__ . the nature space described in Table I, an interpreter could not distinrr,uish 
bet,.;een bris ebnJ l cliaJnoncls and foot.ba·11 fields, nor between commercial aircraft 
and bon1bers. On the oLher hand, if the cater~ory, airplanes, were subdivided 
· into bombers and corrnnercial aircraft, the t\·JO classes could later be xnerged 
10 
\ .. , ...... ~ ....... 
•. - "'"" 
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~nto one :t:f' the distinction -w~r·e not w@teo.: for .a· s.peci:f;i.c. -~ppii.ci:1tion. 
' 
;,__ ____ _ 3. · · 'l'HE AC.TION SPACE 
·...,._._, . '""'. _,,,· 
-·---... 
The. action space .A == {1,2,:~: .•. ,s.) is. the set of deci,sions availab·1·e to. th~· ":. ... 
t~get .recognition_ machine. Gener·ally·, A = @ . That is, .. the· machine will 
:examine each cell an:s. cho.ose th·e category that· it , mos_t resembles. :tf·., how-
ever, a certain· application were to :dictate t:qat . no .. distinct.ion should be rriad_e between two 'parti·cu1.~types of ta.r_gets, th.en the action space woµld be smal.-. -
- . 
-
.ler than the- n:ature space. In this study the action ·space and !l~t-ure sp.ace j . , . t• • 
. )• 
•.<" . .... . 
th.· .. 
. 
. The loss function L(8 ,a) is_ ~ss incu_::~~ing ~~~~------·~ 
·-··H··-_____.-'-- tfie true n~Se®. Without loss of generality, we may insist, that the 









lqss function be non-negative and that 1(9 ,a) = 0 if 9=a. It is a·lso perrnis--
.. sible j,...or 1(9 ,a) to be zero when 9:f.a. The loss function is usually displayed. 
'in the form of a. ·matrix·. 
. . ~ Variations in the function can be use.d :to spec:i._f.y the obj€ct,ives:.-:of ·a 
:recognition machine in an operational environment. For instance, a ~<ihine. 
could be programmed to separate tactical targets from all other categories· 
simply by· assigning equal non-zero. losses to all elements in the matrix repre-
senting confusion between tactical targets and non-tact-ical targets, while 
ass~gning zero losses· to a.JJ_ other elements. 
A very connnon loss function assigns a loss of zero. t.o all elements lying· 
oh :the diagonal of its matrix and a loss of unity to all elements lying off 
the diagonal. Such a function specifies that all errors are equally costly 
and that the recognizer shoul~simply attempt to minimize errors. 
One further property of a loss matrix is its ability to contract the 
action space. For example, let a1 and a2 be two distinct actions, and suppose 
that L(8,a1 ) ~ L(8,a2 ) for every 8 in the nature space. Then the target re-
cognizer will not distinguish between the actions a1 and a2 . 
' Several loss functions were used in this study, but all results presented in this rep.ort will be based on the minimum probability of error function 
shown in Figure 1. 
11 .. 
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. . - . 
5 .. " .. ·:: . RECOGNITION VECTORS 
·--~ ~- :The recognition ·ve,~tor for eae.h cell. i·s the :set:· of·: measurements that :the:· 
· recognition machine ~oul~ extract,~,by sca~ning or. by corr·eiat'ing re-c.ognit.ion· '-
;.ma$ks ·with· the·.imagery in that ce.11. ln bne version of the .A.T.R.D.- 17 me.a-
sure-ments were made, resulting in, ·a 17·-a.imensional r~cognitfon vectqr. F·o.r a · 
coh.er,e~t optical co,:rrelator 'the measurements would. be tne· .amp:1-i tu.des ·of· the. 
c.orre.-;l .. ation functions for e~ch dif.ferent t·arget :mask.. :rt is charac~e:ristic of 





. sJ:gntficant random· components. · . Therefore they ·must be· described ·in ·terms. of 
t·heir proqabil"i ty density functio!1S ,-p(x/·9). The expre·ssion p(x/9· ). is·· th.e . . .. . . 
.1 












. ~ cell from which x is extracted is' from ·target e. 
multivariate probability denstty function used to d:escribe them, it is con-
. ·venient to think first in ter.ms of a '-simple. case. Suppose that a recognition_ 
machine were designed to recognize. only thre1e· classe·s, @-= (A,J?,C), a.no. that 
it could do the job ·with only two measurem~nts., ·x1. and ·x2 . If the density. 
:('.unctions- p(x1 , x2/0) were assumed to·. be normal; they could be displayed as in 
Figure 2. ·Here the density :functions are illustrated by denoting the mean 
values with crosses and by drawing the ellipses that a:re th_e loci of poir1ts 
for which the values of p(x1 , x,j8) are a constant fract.ion of th·e value at 
the mean. The fraction used throughout this report is 0.607 which corresponds 
to one standard deviation from the mean when measured on either principal axis. 
The probability that the vector (x1 , x2 ) will fall within its associated el-
lipse is about 0.4. For measurements a&-illustrated in Figure 2 it is clear 
that the machine could do a good job, since the separations between the mea-
surements for the three classes are greater than tne spread in the measure-
ments within each class. For a larger dimensionality, it would no longer be 
possible to use such a graphic illustration of the density functions, but the 
idea would be the same. The accuracy of the recognition machine would be de-
terrnined by the a1nount of' S()paration existing between the density functions as 
comprtrcd L1: i he ~~preacl within the functions. In a real recognition machine, 
the clen:;it.Les p(~·:/8), \:1here x = (x1 , x2 , ... , xn)' depend on the type of pro-
cessinc dune by the n1achine; they would not necessarily be norma]. 
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__ , ___ ·· - Figure 2, The Bivariate Normal Density Functions Specified 
" 
by Means and by Constant Probability Density Ellipses 
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normal r.andom. va.r,iab.Ies· ,witJ~ .. ·different means -and· variances corresponding ·to 
the different states of' nature. Normal distributions were cn.osen for thi13 





-- ·: . ,.-
' •. .. • 
\ .: 
·simulation .because ·normalLty. usually provides a ~good ·approximation to realttY, 
and for simplic_ity; the n components of e.ach. random v.e.ctor were. :taken to. be 
-~- stati'stical)_y · _itidepen~ent. 
. . ·1 In the course o·f the stu~y-, two ·different~~,.~et.·s of :,sirnul,ated measurement · 
.· ... 
ve·ct,ors -were us-.ed. ·The fi:rSt. s-et, used 2-dirnensiot1.a'l. vectors·; th·:e ·sec.end set 
used 22-dimen~io.nc:11 v~ctors •. 
... l 
/ 
:a. :·Mea·surement Vec.to'r Set 1 .. 
. ·~ 
·• . 
"'·.Figure 3 dis··p.lays measµrerne.nt vector S.et ·1. · In- th-e corhput~r ·s :fmulat.i.on·-c ' 
, 
.-.,1'>---~ .-~. ,·-;. - --·,.;·,,,.,.,·, . ...-;,-.-.• •.-:_-,.,-,,.;--,.,'.c.-,"":;·_•.,-c· ·~ _<,._,,- .,••_;:,·.·,-.·;_-1 ."-.,,,•.·; .. •.: :.,. :,:.-
·"' ,,-•<.,.)-, - .• - ..•. ,. - .• -~·~-- ·,· •. ;~ ··.,· .;;_;;·-., ···-:1-·- --,. - ·. -- . -· ,,,_. .... ·-_ ···5' .• - ·_ •. ,...,_ ;·. ,-.,,. .--:- .. \o,, .... -~ ._.··~,;--- :·.·=.: - . - '···--~··:.· . ;;.:= ... .t~·· 
' 
· - .>three_ dimensi·ons .. were ·progr-ed, ·but f-or" this -set the· third dimension had 
exactly the same probability density functions for all target classes so that 
--~=-----'--'" .... ,. . -· . --=· ·.. . .. . . .. +--=.ir· . ·----~~----
- -,Z5"~r·:---.-..,....--~~....,.-:.:_ . .....::,,-;-~cc.,-,.c-.~ , :;li):;:-, .;..=. ~-=--=:.•·-·-·---. 
- .. -=. . == in essence it was only-a 2-dimensional simulation. This layout was devised 
by arranging the t_arget cla-s·s·es so that targets that would look similar to 
ea-ch other would be most l.ikely to be confused. There-. ,are limi"t-ations to the 
. 
. . 1 
·u-~e of only two dimensio·ns s in.c:e .only a few targets at. a time can be made to 
' 
cdnfus e with each otp.er. On ·the other hand, it is ·e.a_sy to .dis play and to . 
manipulate the density functions in 2 dimensions, -~d almost all of the desired 
confusions can be arranged. Notice in this layout that the obj:e_c;t targets 
were more isolated than the area t·a·rgets and were g_ive·n. smaller ·variances .. 
b.· Measurement Vector Set 2-
It was not feasible to devise a recognition. vector,simulation that was an 
exact replica of an actual machine. For this reason we were uncer-
6 tain of how the lack of realism in our simulation would tend to bias the re-
sults. In order to test the effect of the simulation, we devised a very 
general type of simulation that involved no particular arrangement of density 
functions to bias the resul'ts. In this simulation each target class was con-
fused equally with each other target class. To do this, it was necessary to 
generate a 22-dimensional recognition vector for each cell in the frame. The 
probability density functions can be "·1is·:alizcd" as twenty-two 22-dimensional 
r.;pherc:~ each 1lu.v,inc a radius of l and each bein[~ l ucated on a separate axis in 
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., The d-ensi ty function can written ,as: 
I """ p{x/8 
22 - · .. .• ,.··. 
rr ( 1. -1/2.(x. -m .. : )2··-) - .. e ·1. I .·· i=l ~ ,· .. ·. 







.As -wili ·1.e. 
. ·, .I 
<it sh·ow~ that 
, h • . .• /'· -;· . ,;. . ; 
I /,;. 
m .•. -~ 
.l.-
· -- k >" ·e·· ~ ··f· · · ·1.···. -..... a:·_ 
... ·. ·. ··•·· .. ····:::i.· 
0. 
For each cell of e~ch t~st frame 1t· ·was r1eces·saxy for t·he simulator to. 
generate a random multi-dimensional vector from the appropriate probability 
distribution. Each n-difnerisionaf vector used n independent normal random 
variables. These random numbers were generated by a random number genera~or 
that was written as a subroutine and is explained "in g.reat<;r detail in 
Appendix VI. 
6. SIMPLE DECISION THEORY 
B3yes Decision Theory as :tli.·s:eus,s:ed in Appendix I concludes that the op-
timum simple decision is that which minimizes the average risk and is obtained 
as follows. 
Given a nature space@= 1,2, ... ,r, /' 
loss function 1(6,a), and a measurement vector x, the optimum action is that 
which minimizes the sum 
an action space A - 1,._2., •••. , s 
' a 
r 
[ 1(6 ,a) p(x/6) G(6 ), 
9=1 . {See Appendix I) · 
where: p(x/9) is the probability density functions for 
x as descr.i bed in the pre·vio11s section 
and G(9) is the prior probability of occurrence of class 8. 
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a 
.. • . .::..;" 
· ,; ~ ::Q{:.8) ,: and in mos·t ·p~~cttcttl pattern recogni t·~·on. prob'.iems ~he difficult pa.rt of 
' 
. 
' the: job is. to: estimate thes·e· two· s·.ets. of funct:ions. · .. Ifi· this simulation, how-
. ev~.r, .we knew 'P( x/8) fo:r.- any value of e- · bec~use · we gen~rat~ci it • On thie other 
band, the .! p-r_iori prob~bilities a(e) were a. fl).llction of ·the imagery ~nd were 
.,.\ .,.,. 
, .. , ,, I 
.not s.imul~ted. A separate computer program was written to co1.Int cell occur-
-r.~nces in a .set 'Of trairiit1;g imagery., and the ~ priori probabilities- ·we;re 
.estimated fr.om ·th·e,s:e c.ount·s .: 
7 .. ' ·us.ING. A LIMITED ·s·ET OF' DATA F'OR "TESTING AND ·TRAJ:NING WITHOUT, OVERLAPPING . .. . . . ·,. ··;. . .. . .- . . . . . . · ... · . ·-- . 
Imagery ,-f-rames w·ere 11.eed.ed. bbt·h for e·s.timat.ing probabi.lities an~ for 
0 testing the recogn·i t·ion algorithms,· but. sirtc·e the inter:pr.etation of data ' -, ,._• 
:,· . • •••• ~ ·~, -"· •• :: , 0 ,.~iime:s .. ~:was -·~-8:· ·O.iff~O.~ilt ····P:FO<}~S'.-S/,~'!-.there''"..W~re ··· limit-ed( numhers of. 'fr.ame·s·. a Vail~. 
... 
·ab.le •. · 
'1J ' 
_ ...... !.i 














~eriment, a speqial technique was ettlployed to take maximum advantage of the 
·1imited supply of data without overlapping the· design and .test· samples. To 
o~gi"n with, all available data ·of :a given type was used for estimat.ing proba·:-
-r bi}it·i~s-•. Then tJ1ese sante dat·a. frames were used for testing as w.ell. But·, 
bef·ore running the test on a particular frame, that frame's contribution to 
the estimated probabilities was· recalculated and @ubtracted out. Hence, no 
frame was ever tested on its own training data. wtth this techniqu~, a data 
base of N frames was able to supply N-1 training frames and N test frames. 
8. FLOW CHART OF SIMPLE RECOGNITION SIMULATION 
Figure 4 presents the flow chart of a simulation of simple target recog-
•' 
. t. 
.n1 ion. Such a simulation by itself would have little intrinsic value, but 
for us it serves as the skeleton computer program around which the contextual 
























·.· ,,.. . ,_· 
I I 
1-. :Read the loss matrix, the means ·ancl · 
· :variances· of t~e probability density. 
){functi~n~_~,-the :Q.umber of training 
" imagery frames' and the ~ priori . 
·counts derived from them. 
.. 
. 2·. Read the nature .. o.f :eaG;h c.e~Ll in. a. 
test imagery .fr:am.e. 
Subtract this frame•· s :do:htr:ibut:'i:on; 
to ·the ~ priori counts ·and n:orma·1i·ze 
the counts to obt_ain. pt,.bbabili tie:$. 
:•rt: 
·1+.: .. ··. ·F·or' .eP!.ph · cell, g·enerate· a: random 
· v~ctor ·with the cbmponent means 
. 1/. 
.:!,··,.... ~ .,__ I-":' • ' ·r 
/··· --
":~· .-- :~ 
.... 
·;,,··:.:-. 







:and var 1 an c es pres er i bed b.'!__y_:::_th~e~.:.,__,.~----'-:-----'-'------'---"~-'-"-'--'~.. __:·l_, =-·. ---"-"-'~··· -~--""--· 'C=.=-· ~--==--~--~-=·--· -
1 ·-----··--'c··:-·; -.·;..,,. - ~-:·- .·_c~,~ __ '.,_'; .c._: ··:'··:'"--·-"-== eerl+ s sta: te crr-,ra:ttrre. --
• 
5·" For each random vector xk 
(k. - 1,2, ...• ,289), compute the 
22 density values p(xJ9), 
.a ·= J ,. 2 .. , •. ~ • , 2 2 •. 
6. :F.or.· e·ach cell k, compute the ·2-2 s:ums:' 
22 
[ L(9,a) p(xJ9) G(9), 
9=1 
and choose the index a of the 
smallest sum. Store the decision a. 
7. Tabulate the results for this frame. 
8. If there is another frame to be 
-processed, go to 2, 
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1 .. INTRODUCTION 
·Given a simple rec.ogn:ition maqhine qa.pa.ble of ·ext:ra~cting :mea~ur~ments fr.0m· 
. 
. ,· cells in an image frame, ·we have described how t:o use the meas·urements from. 
each cell to make the pest decision for t·hat cell itself. This is the simple · 
. 
. . decision problem. All of the ava.ilable contextQal infor~ation in a, cell-by-
. cell recognit.ion system res .. ides ·in. the me~surements. ma.de on the remaini~g 
cells. Hence· the problem ·is ·to use the measurement vectors from all ·the· ce.ll·s of a ·f.r-aine to·· Y.nprove .. ·the· ··re··c_ognitiotf --~5r··-··eadn"'~celr''.'f'ri 'tne~fr'"aine·~-~~c:-~-··:····'' ... ,,, .. ,.,(,c;","· -··-''··~~'"'~''.·":·-:-.~;-,··'··,y~·· ····;:·•,,··--· 
. -
After considering this problem for some time', it became cl·ear that com-
• 
·=----------.,··~~-.;:;.··.!.':-,,, poimd. aeoisio:a tfteeey-pr 
··eworR'."diJpoir'"wnicn-fo""1)ase~a ·so-lu-
tion. So we began to search for specific ways to apply that theor~ to the 
problem. 
2. ·rrHE GENERAL SOLUTION .. PROVIDED' BJ COMPOUND DECISION THEORY 
Compound decision -t,he'ory .has b.een a topic of study at Philco-Ford for . 
. 
_many y·ears. Solutions have been worked out for· applying context to pri_nt 
re:a.ding and to _communications coding problems, but no practical implementa-
tions had been devised for use in image interpretation. Nevertheless,. the 
theory provided a conceptual franre'Work upon ·which to base the problem, and it 
was anticipated that some kind of practical solution could be devised. 
The compound decision problem is 9ased on the same elements as the simple 
·decision problem. There are natuxe states, action states, a loss function, 
and multidimensional measurement vectors. The object is to make an optimum 
decision for an entire set of decision cells instead of for one cell at a 
-time. The set of decision cells can be defined in any desired way. We will 
start by defining the problem on all the cells in a frame and will later re-
duce the effecti~e neighborhood of interest in order to obtain a practical 
solution. 
The general-solution to the problem defined on the entire frame of imag-
ery is derived in Append.ix II. The decision strategy used is the minimization 
of o.vera1re risk, which is the Bayes Crit.erion. For our purposes the solution 























as ·t.h~y w'.e·re -r·or simp:l.~-.decisi.ons,_ an·d where 
is a s:horthand notation for_ the· .ensemb.le, of recognition vect¢rs ~tor .?-l}. Q_eli$. _ --:~. --~-- . .-... --~ ·. y .:, ' C "-· •>"'' • '< • '••! -· • ••'• :'· >,•.- - .-•, : • •'' • • ;,- ••• ·,,' ' C '\_ •- _ ... 
- ,.' ,_. •\ ·,.•• .-. ._-, .• · ~-, •' • ~-- : ·, ~ 4 ••• ,• .,,-, • ··."' ~ 
• 
.,, in the frame. The compound."· decision differs t:Jrom the simple decision only in I••.! • 
. that the compound decision uses all the recognition vec~ors x _ rrom_ t,ri~ __ eut_ite.,,: ________ _ ~~"""'"'".,..:=..esz.~::....~...u:,;;...-,..-=..·~.,~•"-"=.1........-... .,~~.:&au•J.t.;•;, 
-----f-.:-r-am._...,,._e_t:-o-e-stimat~ the nature 9k' whereas the simple decision uses only the . 
.. ' 
.• 
vector from--the cell k. It is particularly noteworthy that even though the 
-problem is defined on the ·entire frame, the optimum rule is to make. ·an indi-
vidual decision on each cell. This is a considerable simplification but does .-
:not _·yet give a practical solution. Note that the solution requires the evalua-
t;ion of p(~/9k) for all values of 9k. The expression p(xn/0k) is a density-
function for 289 multidimensional vectors, and is completely impossible to 
evaluate as is. Therefore, it is necessary to devise a number of simplifica-
tions and modifications of the general solution to find a practical solution. 
3. SIMPLIFICATIONS NECESS IBY FOR A PRACTICAL SOLUTIOtI 
The first simplifying assumption that will be presented is the t}1eoreti-
cal key to this entire study. A ltl1~ugh it may seern obvious, a complex line 
of reasoning led to it; it was not devised G:cbitrarily. 
The assumptiop is based on the prcnri se that most of the context for an 
imagery cell resides in its nearest neir)1bors. I>recisely stated, the asswnp-
tion is that the states of nat,\1rc ,_i:L' • ·.·H_; ~~,Jnad,jaccni cc11 ~~ ;1rc inclCT)cnc1cnt 
when conditioned on any rnea:: 1 :rc::ten ·, ~., n C \ ( 1 , ' \ i) • , • 1 , '., \ . r• , ~ ., \,,._, I • ....,. '~-· , •- '_} \ , •, ' \.,,...; ...__., ''r.-·.rn ,·\j 1I'er l ~ I '••• \.._.• •. ! 
eel ls in the J'rarne. ( n,~.1·> c-.·1·1,, "l'C·.} j_ 11 l_ t...: . • • . • . U U,. ad.jaccnt if t1~cy 11~1·.re a conm1on side.) 
Syinbolically, thi:3 rncans th.-1t for any nun-ad.i acen L b and c 
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, 'Figur.e· :5.~ E~ample of Three Neighb·or.:ing Ce-I1s· 
.. l' 
~:C .gives info:rma'tion ~bout, -~d and. jcd. giVE3S -information. about ~, then XC wil,l 
:giv.e· ·i,nformation about. ~· Our a.ss·µmption, however,. states that such tr.ans-
e -M ., 
.. f·e.rred information i_s ·.to· be considered negligible, .along with any information: 
tna.t . xc might directly prov.ide about ~. T_his st·rong assumption is hot · en~ .. ___ .. , 
• 
-• .+. .WI~_:,,..·~-~· ., .• ·..._.i·~:"-.-···.·'·.·c.~,:. ·,ii.,.·.· ,:,,.··q.":.~•-·-:-<"- .. •· .- "'·~·- :_• 11.'.l,.·"_·'·~:····',,..;.'_,··~-·-+~~--:-~·-_rr~'~--,-i,_.•'·..,"'_'ij".;,."' .. ,.,• ~··:~-,,.-~; ~ ,;.--=-\.r.r,.0"'1 • "'fl" ,;,~ • -~,;,- · ._'. ,·-b.i~ly-r.eaii$ticY;·' 'bUt· i·t _is· ~Ise·a ,'b~ecause ·it·· lea·ds to a neat· a.p.a. s·impLe, yet 
powerful solution. 
- --- • • • •• . • ... • • - > •• -
~·~~~~~rrt-imt~~~rrr:tm~~~~-wt.~~~i~~~;:-~·~,.,.,~=··"" -- j. ·The seoor1d ma'.jor assumption that is criti~al 'to:~the solution of the prob-
f: . 
·nll,··.·.·1 
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leni 'is one which is not novel to this study but which has been used in the 
:·past when applying compound decision theory. This assumption acknowledges 
·that the recognitton vector ~ is p~tly deterministic and partly· r-andom, _aqd 
.• sta:es that the natur~ ek specifies al-1 of the ·d~termtn.istie. information 
available about ~· Symbolically, this is 
,.. 
·,c·~.- \ 
. .. ,._I I 
. !). 
This assumption implies th~t the appearan~e -~. o·f a target 9k is a function 
only of that target 9k and depends not on the nature of any other targets nor 
. 
on their appearances. This means either that there is no appearance modifier 
context, or that the appearance modifier context has already been absorbed in--, 
to the probability density functions. It leaves only presence indicator con-
text to be handled by the formalization. Equation (3) extends (2) to apply to 
the ~ognition vectors~ and~ as well as the states of nature. C Appendix 
VII proves (4). 
p(~/8c' any other x•s or 8 1 s) - p(~/ any other x's or 8 1 s) 
p(~/xc' any other ~'s or 9's) - p(~/ any other x's or a·~) 
Here band care non-adjacent cells. 
22 
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. .. DERIVATION OF A PRACTICAL CONTEXTUAL: DECISION RULE 
Thy --pro~leni i·s. tq ·sl111p1ir;y .and evaluate p(~/8k) 
C . I \ 






k3 k k l 
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)C: _ .represent all the measurement vectors in. t·he ·.fr.-.ame 
·--n ' 
-~ is the vector of cell k 
X = 
-AD ~l' ~ 2 , ~ 3 , ~4 is the collection of vectors 
from the 4 cells adjacent to k 
~A= ~ 5, ~t6, ... , ~ 288 is the collection of 
vectors from cells not adjacent to k. 
{5'} 




























' ··- '"''"""= 
.; .. • ' I 
Th.f;!reto:re, .the optimj zation rule Ca.rt be restated: . 
S· 
. .-... 
.,._._ -·---· '---·-· -·-·-··-'· .... ,_ -
1( ek,a)p(~/~ Ji,(;AD,V ek )G{8k) 




Since p(~~AD) is not a function of Sk, howeve:r, it ca:n be put outside of' 
· .. the sutnma.tion, and since it is hot a function Of a, it cimtrot .a;;f'feCt the . .a.e~ 




• ' • ,., -~·o:· ....... -.... . • • . 
~ ... 
- ~-
.· ··G.··h·("\o·s_e · ··a· ~- .A, .. t·o'· .-· .-m.4·:n·· 4'~-f·z-·e···'· .-;, ·,_,, :· ··~ ,, " 
u v · ,t=\· .: . _J.U.~ .l.lU.L . · . ~ : . 
.... ~· : :· ~-; 
',t..; 
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.---. ~-. -~ r . . L(Elk,aJp(RAD~vek)Q{~T.-· 
9k=l. 
·----------------
This · represents· a gr:eat. r~qu'c~_t·ion ::in complexi\y since all but 5 measure-
ment vectors have been el:i.minated. In general, however, a direct evaluation Qf 
joint density for 5 such vectors is ::itill impossible. Fortunately the two 
main as sumptio.n-s were chosen. ~o provide further simplifications. 
F'irs.t we U:se (,3), to separa.te p(vek); as fOllows: 4" 
(10) 
(11)' 
Now using standard relationships for conditional probability we can break up 


























. ~d ·since each neighbor ~~11 is "e,djacen't o~ly to.~ cell k and not adjacent to. 
, ... 
any of the other three neighbgrs, we ca~ apply (4) to obtai,n: 
p(3£fili8'k) - p('1t1/Sk)p(~J9k)P('\sf8k)p(~il-Bk) 
... 
4 . . 
- TT p(~/,Elk) 
i=l 





tiext ·We expand:each ·p:(:x./8k) in terms· of e·. and __ .. use· -( .. 3·.-~)_· .. : 'to obta'ih :ari :,e:xp· .. - .re,s._:-· 
- . - - . -_ 1 ·. · - . 1 
siori- in terms of p(:x:/8 :i.), which we know how to ha.rtdle. 
. .- .• 
•'!.• 
Now combining .(lJ):, {.f4), ·a.lid. (17'). gives 
\. 
4 ~ 
TT L P(~i/eki )p(eki/ek) 
i=l aki 




I - -- - - ~ - • • 
This is the contextual decision rule in its final fo:nn. Notice that the part 
of the expression outside of the product sic;n is identical to the expression 
for the :::; in1p 1 e dee is ion rule ( sec Sect ion III-6. ) . 'rhe pr()clu ct t.c~11n repJ·c -
sents the contextual infor1nation J.'or cell k. The fo11r trnJltin!icr:_; ii1 the 






















tt. ~ ... 
. . ·-.-:ne:±ghb."or ·c-ellst~ · · ( 
. ;.\,,,-
·· :Note :also that th,~ assumption~· leading to: the .de:cislon rµle· :result ex- 0 •: 
pl:~cltly·· in~ a 4-neighbor r.ule •. ----I-t'-:more ·~th~n four neighbors were "to he·, .use,~,:~ ... ·· '.., ' ~ 
. .. 
-~ . . ·. ' ' 




. re.ductng the complexity of the general solutio·n would .have:. to -be emp:Loyed:. 
·:5-•. ESTIMATION OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES·· 
One of the requirement·s .. of° th·is rul~ i''.s ·t,ha,t .. the. conditional pr.olJa.b.ili'!"" --- -- - ---- -- - ... ---·, 
. ",:_ ties p(8. /8k) be known. Since ·they ·are not,·· khown, they have to· be established l . 
by guesswork or to .. be estimated froni imagery. We chose the latte-r alte·rnativ.e. 
. 
. 
'!'he conditionals were estimated the sam.e way that the ... E:.. _·Pi'.i-or·i probal;)iliti~s . 
. 
.. _.,, -~ .. ·--~~:(~o) _yt~_t~: ...... ~.§i .. ;hill~°t§.i:. !Q.t,.~9 . .l.mpl.e~. ;r.e:ca¢ ~.i:0~_·:-·,> .Th_e. s~~~- _:pr.og:r:-a~ th·,at·'. wa~-~ U$·ed ·:t9 · ,·,. · . ... • ' . liq"' t ,: • • • ' • --~~- •• • ' a. • -.&, ·- • •• .. :·· . .- • .. 
• ' • 
·11,o,·· 
-· 
' •• count cell occurrences in a set· of· training image·s was used to count· joint oc-
. " 
.. _____ . __ . ___ cu:r:~e.!}~~.§ __ 1 __ and . the __ c ondi.t.i.o_nals __ J-l_e.r_e __ . . ~- -- ,_,.__ ------· ·------ ---- .... ·--- ------, 
abilities were calculated for both the 4-neighbor rule and ·the -8-neighbor rule · 
(wh.ich w.ill t>.e. describe·d later). . ·-···:· .. ~· 
1. 6' '_"!,, , .•. •
. . .AN .ALTERNATE DERIVATION 
.• 
. -~ .-.-.. ' ... •·: 
The heuristic .derivation that. w.as f-ir·st· used to arr:ive. :·at· · -eur·-$:O.lUt=io:n tt~-. · 
·the compound decision pr·obl.etn will now :l?e --presented. It s-hou.ld provide a 
broader view of the solutions and should. justify the ·use. of a mor·e general rule 
employing more than four neighbor cells. 
It was known that -p(~/0k)G(9k) could ·not be directly evaluated for 
n=289, so the problem was redefined as f.ollow:s. If the measurement vectors 
from only the four ... adjacent neighbors could be used to make. the contextual de-
. · cision 011 cell k, what would be the optimum way to make the decision? Com-
pound decision theory indicated that the loss expression should be minimized 
based on the function 
(20) 
-·-·---------- - --·-··----- ------------- --~----- -- ----
· This seemingly simple expressi~n is really impossible to evaluate, however, 
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·------- - --- -~-~- ~-
-------- ---:--- -~----- .--~ -~--- -. ---r-. ·- ---
.-· i.:.··· . -----·---~~ ·----~- .~ .... ··-· '--,-_.::_~--- .· 
.• 
-· ---
-~.~-- . - ., ' - ··-. ,· . 
' ahd,expanding the denSity'fun:ciion as a.sum. ov~r-ali p0Ssible'values of8kl' 
·ek2'8k3'e·k4' give_s._the .fol+~:tng_:_ --, -~-; 
--· ·-· - -· -·· . ····---- ------ - :-{. -·------ •.• - _t.._. -- -~· -· -----·--···----
_!_. ·--~- -,·-•• ,.-: .-.· _. --T'-~:·"=--·"-~ ··--··-·-,....-..~..: ........ _ ... 




---.- --~ . 
i 
. ~--
,c,_· P(~/ek) l; '.' L P(ekl'.' ',ekJek) 7f p(~/9ki), (22:) - ·-(· 
~kl. 8k4 i=l 
~- ,- "' - ""·. ·,t. - -:-- --
.: ... ~-
where a number of intermedi te steps have been omitted. This cannot be evaiu-
,= ~ --··-·· --- - -- ·- - .. - ---·. ·····-·--·· .. - .. - . . - - . . . . • . ·• . - .. k -i:_;: ,. " ., " •.• "'"•'(!• "" •• .,.. . . ··- ............ ·- · ... _.. ··-,. 














. are 225 elements in p(8kl' ... ,9kJ8k) which would have to be ~sti~ted. . 
At this point it was apparent that a vast simplification was necessary·. 
But even if only -two neighbors were us.ed, a joint probab'ility containing 223-
,t 
elements would have to be estimat~d. Therefore, it was decided to_redef:i.ne 
' the problem as follows. If the measurement vector from only one adjacent 
I 
neighbor could be used to make the co.ntextual decision on cell k, what would 
be the optimum dec·ision? As might be expect.ed, the solution in t~is c·ase is 
to minimize the loss expression ba·sed on 
where ~l is the measurement vector for the one neighbor. Now using Assumption 
2 and expanding around 9kl gives: 
- - - ------ - - ~ .. : ·- .......,.. ______ ----- -- . . - --- ~----.---·- -- .-
L p(~/8k)G(8k) p(~1 ' 8k1/8k) - 8k1 







































This. i~ .. a. soluf}1on~ that can more easily0 be handled, -·since. the , summati~n i~· . 
. :~.c9verconly 22-te:r;tnsy-and--Sine-e_p{8It1f8k) .j_nvelves--only 22-20 elemen'&s, Notte.e.---- ----•- ------"- ·· 
·. -furthermore ·that the e·xpression divides neatly into ~wo ~arts~ l'h,e expressi·on 
._ p(~/8k)G( 8k) provides all the ,information from ce.11. k, and th.e surmnation pro-
vides all th~· information from the neighbor cell. A problem with: the s:olution 
is :that it seems arbitrary :to. ·choose only one neighbor t·o 'be used -as conte:xt· .. 
·._:ct · (\ How, . for instance~ would you g.eCide which one to use? ' ~·-::;':· ···> • 
The· final solution a_ros'e fr·om the decision not to ~s.e qne. neighbor, but · .. .. ( 
. . . 
-J "'t·o calculate the context ter-ms ·· for a nurn'ber 6f single neighbors and to combine 
, 
. ' 
. them in some reasonable way. ·. At first we con:sidered- averag.i~ng the ~expressions . .. 
" 
' for .a n·~per of neighbors, but this .-w~s rej·ecte_d. b-ecause niultiplication is· a 1 ,.:. • ·,_:/ 
~- • -, lnt>re a:pprbpr±ate method f.or c-bmbin:tn.g,-conditio~a.-1 prObahilities. , Multiplying · 
the expressions for the four neighbors gives the followi·ng:. 
l~:--·- ------· -·--···-··-·-- . . .,. . ---- . . . _,_ . ·. :' 
rr ~ p(~ , .. /~k-. )p(ek .. /ek_), L KJ. J. . i .... 
I. 
, ......... ,,_;1 "' 
i=l eki 
which can be seen to be :t'he expre~sion over.""whi·cn the loss functio_·n i$ m.ini~: 
·<\. 
mi zed in Equation ( 19). Working -~backwards we .saw that this solution could be 
obtained from the general solution in a :more direct manner simply by using the 
\ 
assumption that the measurement vector.S :from non-adjacent neighbors are com-
pletely independent. 
,.7. THE 8-NEIGHBOR RULE AND ITS JUSTIFICATION 
Experiments were run using the decision rule described in the previous 
sections with more than the four adjacent neighbors as context. The use of 
the rule for more than four neighbors can11ot be justified on the basis of the 
assumption that measurement vectors from non-adjacent neighbors are inqepen-
dent, but it can be justified simply by extending the heuristic derivation of 
the decision rule presented in the previous sectio11 to eight neighbors. In 
our expertments we tested tl1is extended rule using the further c;round rule 
that all eicht neic)1bors ,,,ere ·to be treated en_ually. ( It would ho.ve been bet-
. ter to 1t:1nci"l e the ad 1jacent 11eic:hbors separately from the corner nei1~hbo1's and 
to estimate separate sets of conditiona] probabilities for each type, but 




























, USing, eight neighbors wiH 'Pe presented la.tel'. 
8~ FLOW CHART· FOR· rE·STING CONTEXT -.. --:;--···· ., .· , c--····-·:;;,,<r·-< · . __ - . ·. 
Tfiis flow chart outlines a; computer p:fograin which cbttlpares the sioiple. 
. ·. . ,, 
· C:t'Ule, the- 4-cell rUle, and. the 8..:ce}.l rule. The following formµlation Will · 
' ' 
siin:PJ.ify the computer program and w:lll reduce its running time. 
Note: that · )~, 
. ". . .. • . . . ' 
:.and .. 
•, " I • ~ 
. .... ,; . . ' :. ·p· ' . ·c·e ... ' 'e . ·) ' .: ' 
· · · , · .- · 4 ··8 - ··• , · . ',: ', ... '' ' '' -. ' : . ' .. . ' ' ' '' ]. k 
, p(x:/9i)P~9t/8k) -. P(x:i,8i) G(8i )G(ek) ; 
where P4(e,e,) and P8(e,e,) are the joiht probabilities of natures. e: and 9 1 
lying in neighboring cells for the· 4-cell Ellla 8-ce:u l':Ules, respectively, 




niin L 1(ek,aJG(ek)2(V8k) 
a ek 
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_,· ... ~·~ -
'·' 
-~ 
...-:· - . ·-· -·---··-·-
Read: · single and joint- oc9urrenc-e 
counts for · all stat_es .. of :nature, -~ 
loss_:, matrix, d·istributio!]; · means. " __ ._,_ .. ---, .. -- ,~.- .. 
· and- variances. - ·· <, .· 





:3-,:. S_ubtract this fram.e"·-s-- contribu-t·ioA · 
to the input dat-a, ·and norm·alize- · 
the counts to ob"'cain -probabilities· .• 
Replace PJJ., 3(0, 0' ) by ... ·. , 
P4,s(e,a,) / a,(e)a(e., ). 
... 
4. · Generate a random vector ~ for, 
ea;ch cell k·, · ·and compute 
p(xk,ek) = p(xiJ9k)G(9k) for · 
: each nature 9_k_ f_<?!_ __ ~a-~!! ____ ~eJ) .. :¥:=~-'"-:.· 
·.--....:--·· .. ·- _·. _·_. __ .. -:..-::.._.:. ____ ..... ~------·-··------ . ' --- . 
5. Compute the simple decision foit 
each cell f. choosing a to 
minimize · 1(9 ,a)p(x. ,e ) 
, k K k 
' k ' 
6-~: B=4 
·7. Execute steps 8. to 11... for 
cell kin the frame. 
8. Find the B neighbors 
k1 ,k2 , ... ,~ of cell k. 
9. 
10. Find the context product 
'J'ext (ak) = fr p(~)ek). 
i=l 
each .., 
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.:----~ ~-. ----.-- ·'• . - .- -. )....... . . . - 7 - ... _,,. __ . ··-
,. ---~-
l2. If . B ___ 8_ ). go to 13. .·_ I:f: .B=lr,_ :· 
.~_et. B=~ and go to· 7·. ·. \:. .. i. 
-~· 
i,3 ... ,. .Tabul~;te. t'l1~ r.e.s.u:lt s .• 
:: :-
. 
' -"-----''~~-'----=,...,,1.:..-... ,;.,.,;-_~ ,a!_'•..:...,,,,~•~.;._,,,._.:, .. ~·~, -~,•.a-!',•~-•~f,,•••;.,_,.,~,.-,_,,,.__, .. ,.-·,r·o-· 
-----~~-~~ 
. . -~--:-' ---:-·· :·c· .• --- __ :_,::',___2_ __ -~~c.cs...:_.~1,>---''=-c,·-.-'=,,.~---c=~_._----.-----C-" _· -- --.- - ·---~~c-~;,/0··· --
-~ -· -,'"---···-~?'·· .:·.·:· ( 
·- .1:4!'.. .If there i·s :another .frame to 
be· .proce·ss·ed,:- go to 2.. If· . 









:t.5 .- Print: r.e:sult·s ·a.ri.d stop:. ' · ~: 
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9. . COMPUT.ER TDlE~S.A.VING TECHNIQUES 
-
-
It was desirab1.e to minimize. the: tin:ie·-. required -to ruil __ the~ computer· pro- --<·-·~~:-- .. ,, - ........... ~ --- - ... ·-.,. • . ··- ~ ~ -- .t I • 
'~ 
• 
__ gpam so that we could afford to .investigate. as many p·aramete.rs. ~s possib·l~ .and. so:_, that· effic·ient. algori thins would b,e avairl..a,ble for later ·use wit~ the context 
· mechan.izat.ions-.- · Two general forms of' t:ime-~ving· techniqµe~ used were ap:r>rox· imation and a1geb±aic man.ipulations to elimina'te divisions and multiplica.tioris. """"--
. 
This section discusses the application and inte_raction of these two techniqu.es·. 
. 
., .. 
~~~~--~~O=J1~_e..___: ...-.example .O~-the algebraic marripu-J=ati:on -~ipprbacn ··hi{s--. alre_ac\Y-bee~n~-;~=---c··-~- --·". -~--. / 7 
countered· in the flow chart section. Since the product _p(~/ek) · G{ek) is 
used thr.ee. different places (iri simP.le- ·decisions, 4-cell decisions, and· 8-ce.1+,' ,. decisior1s), it iS convenient_ to r~pla9e ~a.ch P{~,"e_k} by the_ prodllct 
. 
.. p(~8k) >a(ek)' -- . P(~,8~), and to store it for future use. This procedure'~ however, requ;tl'.'es considerable_ mE!mo7. _- Since there are.z.8.9-_ce11S-.and 2Q pOs- -------·--··- --··· 
· sible natures for each, we need 22 x 289 = 6358 memory locations. This re-· 
·_placement also implie··s that. a division ope:r.ation must b·e executed e.~ch_ ti-me, ·a: l ;., •••• , ... context term of: t·he f 6rm 
-~ · 
22 
p-(x/0k) - 0~1 
1. 
P(x .. /_· ... e_ •. ): P(:H. /•·. 8k· .. :)···· 1.. 1····].' .· 




. /0k) - \' 
·a~1 
J. 
p(x.,e. )P(0./0k)/G(8.). 1 J. 1 1 
:(30) 
(31) 
But since this division can be performed at the beginning of the program, the overall procedure does save time. 
\'le cun sa·,·e tin1e o.nother way in the computation of context at the ex-pense of son1e r:1crn,)ry. Each cell draws context from its fou::c neighbors during its recogniL·il)n. Cc)nversely, each cell imparts context to each of the neigh-bors. Thus the context term 
22 
p(xi/0k) - 8~1 p(xi/0i)P(8i/8k) (32) 
1 
32 
H . ,t. 














can be calculated once and -stored, rather than being·:. calculated separately 
four times. . .-< 
0, 
' Approxim8;1?ibn. techniques-. aid ·in >;reducing· computer-.- t~E! .as- Catl' ~be- illli-s·-·-=,-~---- , ... ~-~ .. :~ ·. 
.... 
trated by a ~Jmple_ exampie.. :Cqnsider, the :f'dll.owi_ng. prob._-1e·m. 




:.1 .. · ·<- -a=-. ·<· .-··. :·1• •--•0-. :• :·i_ ... _ 
'. .. . . . . , ~
- J. -
l_, 2 ,: .: -.-. ~- ·,:N 
.---~·-;,_..:=. .. ,. C.--•: 
---:l .. . 
.~):00·· 
-- -- -~ •._ - ,•' -- .. ;-•- ---• ·-.·----..--·. ·-• • '.' .-· '-,'· -·- • '. .--·- • •.' C '----- ·--. •' •••-•• • 




'." · .. ·.-.-
N 
-. . . . . , .. 
·w¢, t~~re-. re-cfuii;·ea:: :to:_-_est.imate . E · ·a .. -b. so: that, the es~itriate: do·e·s· n_ot- devi·ate 
' i=l. ~- J. 
~· 
from the true value by mo_re than k$, but we are constrained to ·minim;i.ze the 
' I • 
' 
computer time requlred to ·perform t~e ~-~-~~~-~~~~-°-n. __ , Since the variable bi can 
· .ass-ume value_s- from a much larger range than th.e variable ai, ·it f_o:ll?ws that 
it is point.less to compute the product a.·b. when b. is signif'-i·cantly smaller-J. J. J. . . . - ., 
-t:'.qan the maximum bi.· A $imple procedure for approximating this· sum is to 
determine the maximum b., compute a threshold, and compute only those products J. 
. I 
.... 
of a. and bi for which b. exceeds the threshold. Let b - MAX b .• Let 
J. . h i max i=l J. 
t - 1 k 'illax. Then it is easy to show that 
N-1 100 10 
This procedure saves time by trading a fast comparison for a slow multi-
plication and is effective in the Philco 212 computer if as few as 2 out· of 22 
terms car1 be deleted frorn the sum. In practice up to 21 terms were deleted 
from the sums so that the time saved was significant. In the program this ap-
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r 
J. " ' 
'_, __ ,,.,. --~- . ,....,......,. --- .. --'• - :.."--· .... 
0-- =1 k 
,(37) 
n 
-· --· - '····-- ·- -------.-.,-- ---· .. --·-e_:_- - ----~----~,.:._. '- ·- - - -- ·-·-·· - - .. '._,,.' -- .• ·----- -·-·· ·. -,"i'' 
,11 , In each of thes~ cases the second fa,,~or U.trde~. tlle smmnationcsie;n ¥Wies qver 





. . ~ 
The pretnis8 underlying this technique is· that we can pr8dict (with ce:r,,-
taintyJ, when the deletion of one term from a sum will not appreciably affect 
. ·-- .. ··..--· ._: ___ ··-···-·--·"-'?"·-------..,.--~-...,-.---~----·--·---... - .. ----~-----·--·~------~-
the sum. rt i,s sometimes possible to predict when a particular decision is so 
unlikely that it will still be unlikelyv"after the context term has been taken 
':i.nto account. In this case we can skip the calculation of Text (~k) . 
This last ap11roximation has implied another manipulation time-saving de~ . 
vice. Since sometimes Text (9k) will not be calculated, there will be some 
contextual probabilities p(xi/0k) which will never be used in any decision. 
Consequently, we can save time by calculating p(xi/9k) only as needed and 
storing it for future use. 
r One last time-saving device is not to use context to improve an obvious 
decision. Occasicinally, there will be one value of ek for which p(yek) is 
significantly larger than for all other values of ek. Then context is unneces-
sary, and it suffices to make the simple maximum likelihood decision, skipping 
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SECTION V 
. . . : ·:- --~--·"-~ _ ;---•-~- : ·. ;c:·~-lU!!~~--4'. AmrB-eEI.I, 90MPOUND RECOO~!Tt()N-· :. -~ ·;- -:c~---- °' ---. ~ -~~ ~~lJ 
@ 
.J ·c ( n 
D 
1-. ~URES ·or PERFORMANCE' 
.There are numerous ways to-measure and qis·pJ.ay the results.:.of re,c:.ognit-ion 
exp~riments. The simplest method is t,o ·Show the various __ decisions for each 
cell ·of each frame either in a table:···or in a graphic display. This method, 
. fl-~· ~ .. -- ~--;::~:: ~:o;~:::~~:~1:;:~:~:;i:::d~:s t:; • ::~:::~~:::P:=::n i~ to· 
D 





generate a confusion matrix. In such a·matrix the states of nature are dis-
... 
. ·; . playe~ in one . directioi:i. and the, actions in. the·· other· dire-ction. Ea.ch element 
. 
. • 
-· ·-... -- - ...... ___ ..,:;_~, -- . ~ .. 
- • .... d .-- -- -·· - .- ·-tn· the- tntttri'x -repre·sents···· the 'iiiiinbe-r ;'of "tinies that a cell of nature ·e was 
·plays less detail than· a cell-by-cell output. · Another way to evaluate per-
formance with large quantities of data is simply to count the total number ,<?·f 
' ' errors and to· compute ,the peroentage of correct .or ·incorrect recognitions. . 
' 
This is a reasonable measure. if the minimum probability of error loss 
function is used~ For other loss functions, .. however, some errors cost more 
than others and should be weighted acco~dingiy·. For such cases a good- measure 
of performance is risk, which i.s the sum: of loss·es. incurred with each decision. 
Risk "' ah k 1(0 k'~), which is, in effe~t, the sum of errors weighed by 
losses, since L(0,a) = 0 when there is no error~ 
When using risk as the basic measure of performance, it is no longer 
possible to divide by the total number of ... decisions to calculate pe:rcent 
error. Instead, we have calculated random risk, which is the risk that would 
be expected if the decisions were made entirely at random, and have used this 
as a normalization factor for the measured risk. 
Random Risk = ~ ~ ~ 1'(0 ,a)G(0} ·· total number of decisions 
-- where r is the number of possible values of a and G(8) is the a priori 
distribution on 9. For a minimum probability of error loss matri:;..: random 
risk is approximately r;l · (total number of decisions1, or~~· (total 
number of decisionsl if rccc22. 
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almost·_exclusively.in terms of risk and risk/ra.ndom_risk, and,we._also have· 
used·the expression 
- ., - ~ - ,..,._"""'~~ ... - - ~ - ---; -· 
- ~ .. - ....... ~ -~· ' -· --·. ·- .--
. - ': - .>c- - ,. • ~ . - -- ~----··-·----- ' --
--- - -·-- - - ----
.. - -~ 
--a_._.,,..._,,., __ ,,...._..,..,.., __ _,• -H ~------ ------------ -------
'-. ·.· 




· wh·ich we _have J:!alled ·-f'R~c9gnitt·on. Ac·cur~cy". 'l'hi·s expr.e$siQn: is: -~ generali-z·ed· . -• •: • . . . 
t., 
• e_qtiiva-lep.t to --'' Percent Co;r;re:-ct_ R-ecognition" and i·s- rneani:ngful. for a-ny loss 
function. 
., 
THE ~ PRIORI ~- :CONDI-T40NAL ·PROBABILITY ·cJ"OtJN'+S 
·,) 
--
~~-----=-=r-·--~~------· --~-~----_.__,~------ _ __ ,-·--- ---~~----- ---- - - r------~- -- -~ ---- --- , --- --~...:~-=---- ~-- - ---·- - . -~ · _;:: .. --:·-~---~-~~- . __ ._- --~~-~-~--~---~'"·~;<·t:·_....,""-"--~.,....--~-~---:ffefore condu~tlng the recognition ;te.sts, a priori and coad1.tional proba-
- - / 
.-· . bil-ity -~S! __ ounts _were obtained from- the training imagery. Table II' is a display 
, 
~ 
_()f th~ ~2 ~-priori counts and of the 484~cohditional·count·s obtained from ·ad-
jacent neighbor·s for ·use with the 4-neighbor rule. This data was· extracted. 
_. C 
from 45 fram~s of urban imagery. Table III is the data from the same imagery 
extracted for both adjacent and catercorner neighbors for use w;ith the 8-neigh-\ ,;·c. <If 
bor .rule. In each frame there are 28:9 ! priori .occurrences, 1088 4-cell joint 
oqcurrences, and 2112 8-cell joint occurrences. Thus, to convert any count in 
the tables to its associated probability, divide the count br 45-times the ap-
pro11riate number of occurrences per frame. The condi ~ional probability can 
then be found from the definition 
-, 
-· .. ----~ -- ----------- - ---- ------- - -- _, __ --
" The largest a priori counts are for urba~ residential and suburban -,:J-
·housing cells; the other target categories occurred with about the f:tequency 
that would be expected in urban imagery. The conditional counts are those 
upon which our contextual rule is based. A study of these will show contextual 
information; each target cntegory has preferred neighbors. For instance, 
facto,ries are often surrounded by railroads, tank farn1s, storage yards, rivers, 
and parking lots, and farm buildings occur most often in the vicinity of 
bodies of water, roads, and plo'f.·(ed fields. 
3. PRIDJCIPAL RESULTS r1 0R IvWASUPJ~I·IENT VECrroR SET NO. 1 
The principal resuJts of the study arc clisplE\yed in Figure 8. Thiri is a 
plot of "Recognition Accuracy" with conte:-..rt as a function of "Recoc;ni tion 
36 
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Accuracy" without context, where "Recognition Accuracy" is defirteda;s j_n 
Section v~1 .. 
--:-. =--, ..-
.· •,:, --~-· 
·------------ --=-
: ·'"'~ 
The results were measured for five different 1evels of simple rec.ognition · 
· at1d'J·or bot;h the 4-neighbo:r rule and the 8-neighbor rule. The 4-neighbo:r rule 
.. -
performs better than the 8-rieighborrul:e whell the recognition pert'orma.nce is 
good to begin "4th, but the s.:.neighbor rule is better when the simple recog-. < 
ni.tion performance is lower. Note(that for. a simple ;recognition machine 
~-· ~~p~ble~of produc~~g;_grea.~)er _that18<2%_ .9():t'~e<::t ~r_ecogn.ition.. f'or-~t~se ,tar-get.~----~· ~=~~-:--a 
classes, the addition of this kind of Context reduces the er:ror rate by 
, ..,: 
·· one-half and when the simple recognition accuracy is lower than 80%, the. .> 
' ,nUJlle:i:'ical iiliprov.ement in accuracy is -even greater. ' It; is significant tnat 
'·· this. has been accomplished not by increasing the number or accuracy of the 
available measurement vectors, but simply by using the available measurements 
more effectively. Consequeritly, for any recognition system at least as 
. 
sophisticated as the one simulated, the recognition performance can be im"'-
proved substantially, merely by using neighbors as presence indicator context. 
Some other parameters affecting these results should be explained. The 
imagery was predominantly urban, and the ~ priori and conditional probabili-
ties were estimated from urban imagery. There were 44 frames of imagery in 
the training set and 10 frames in 'the test set. As explained in Section III"'-7, 
, the training and test frames were drawn from the same set of imagery, but no 
...:_-.........:.- .· --------.. _. ___ . 
frame was tested on Hs own data~ The 10 test frames were chosen· to be a . --· - . - ---·-· --- ,·;·~-
representative cross section of the entire data base. It was not feasihle 
to test all 45 frames because their testing would have consumed too much 
computer time. With 10 frames each point of each curve in Figure 8 is 
based up<;>n 2890 decisions, which is enough to provide reasonably reliable con-
clusions. 
The x-vector set used in the simulation was number 1 as shown in Figure 
3. The five points on the simple recoc;nition accuracy axis were obtained by 
simultaneous' y :::; ca ling all of' the s tandarcl de via t :i.ons :Ln the :::;imu I 'tb_ on by 
the factors: 1 1) (\ () () [,_ ' J ) I ' J ,· 
·• e \ ' \ .J e (_j ' \_ • U ' \ e ' '. ' \, • I • 11'~,r. l--,,\'[l '').( ·i 1·11 .{',1c·t·or ·th:1t·, ',·J!~I~ 1 .1 sed 1•n --·-\.... l ~ , ..... (_ , .... 4-tJ • .._ ~,) .... . .L '· j ,._ ~.._, l.4. 
·t C .. ' ' '' \ J ·1..,. (.) .• (_._)'} • the , -· '-..) \, u • t_ ...., H i:: I H:c! I y Llnt. : 1 :c 1·cs1:lt:::; W(ll: l d have been ::;lightly 
bci!:_;· withotti, Lruncat.i,m, lrnt :::;:i_nce Lru11caL:i_,,n nr"v.i_dc:; aho11t a 110 to 1 time 
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Figure 8. Recognition Accuracy With and Without Context 
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.. 4 •. . ADDITIONAL RESUL'tS· FOR MEASUREMENT VECTOR SET NO. 1. ~ . . 
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1 
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··· · ..... I -------~--·· _· ___ ]!'_!g_11:r~_ 9 :i.s_ a::pl.o.t_ of.c~-recog.nitioo-aoom-aey ~vs-; .. ~.®?,ition. ac}:mrn .. _-. -_"-~-,-----~-
\ ;,c<~, cy with- context· that· res_u.lted fr.om a test rup earlier than· that 9f Figure· 8. 
. ii 
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0 '· . . 
n u 
D 





This test was run on a set ·of test fr.am.es different from t:ho_se ·of Figure 8 • 
' . ... 
·The results for l+-n·ei·ghbor cell context are not shown, be·ca.use ther·~ was at 
f-b 9,t· time an erro:r · :Ln. the 4-neighbor program. · It is· _presented mainly to show 
·' 
th·at the results_ of Figure 8 are repe·atable. The dii'ferenc.es which ·do exist 
_.between the· tw·o curves for 8-cell recognition- ·can be· att~ibuted to .the differ-
- _ ..... ~D.J. s~tA.J)f.JJna;ecy. .The.: imag~PY . ef~-Fi--gllre -8 has .'a greater naifibefr -o-ruroan ·· · ' -----> - " 
res·ideht.ial and/suburban housing ·target ._ce-lls than that .. of Figure 9, and as we 
w"ill show, th.at tends. to- it1c-:r:easde the numerical i~provement offer-~d by c·ont.e:kt. 
,-
,-}• THE RE.SULTS WITH UNIFORMLY CONFUSED ~IBA.STJREiv1ENT VECTORS. 
~ 
:Figur·e 10 i~ 'a _plot of recognition accuracy of ~imple vs~- .compound deci-. 
.··,· 
,s·i-:c;;,.ns ·.for a simulation. using measuremei;it vectors wh-ich ·were distributed so each · 
target class was_,·equally like'ly to b·e confused wi-th eaCh; ·other target class. 
·:~\ 
:("pee: Section III, paragraph 5. c). 
This test was run to investigate the effects of the measurement vect9r s:·i-
mulation. This particular simulation is a limiting case for what could be ex-
pected from· an. actual parameter extraction device. As can be seen t'he results 
differ very little from those shown in·Figure 8. Except for the measurement 
vector simulation and some co!lsequent chang_~s in the truncation, the two_ tests - . . . ... - - -- . 
were identical in every respect. Because of this similarity, we are confident 
that any lack of realism in our chosen measurement vector distributions is re-
latively unimportant, and that the results which have been obtained in this 
experiment would probably transfer to an actual machine of this same general 
configuration . 
6. THE EFFECTS OF CONTEXT ON INDIVIDUAL FRAMES 
Figures 11 and 12 are computer printouts of the image truth, and the 
simple and compound decisions for each cell in two frarnes of irnac:ery. Each 
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Figure 9. Recognition Accuracy With and Without Context 
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The · simp·;Le_ de:cisl6ns <that. ar~ in error· he enc·ircled. The -4-c·eil contextu~i-· 
.. , .. /' 
. 
'·decisions which. correct' -e·rrorieous s.imple de.cisions . are marked by squares. ~e 
- -.- ·- ~- ------------·----------··-·---··-- -- ---·--·- .... -. ._ -,- -- .. ·_ 
- --- -s~-~~11-~c~~t-e~t~~1-- d;ci~s-:i.-~-ns- ~-hi~h- ~~~r;~ct ~~-~r-;~;~~~--- s1mPi-e dec-is10-ns are - _ _ 
. . - -~ ---.. -:::-~.- .. . - ----:------., - . ·- ~------ _·- .,.--.,.-·· ! ·" _.......,//. .,.---~·- --"' . --~ ·_ . ,.9~ ';.. •. - , 
marJte·d by tr-iangles-~ -These two frame_s a;re typical urban frames. Frame 182 
.has C mos~ly large ,areas covered with ad•j:ac.~nt ·cells of t·he same target type,_:__c . . 
I_; ~~ 
--whi_le frame 1863 has a greater number of smaller s_ized. tar,get- areas·. In- ·frame: 
.162_. ~h.e predominant target type-·is, s.tiburba.n housing. _ It can ·a-lso be se-e;i. tbat 
sul:>tJrl:>an housing ·if? the tg,rget type_ ·ro-r -which. the dec:ls:ions are most often 
-··••-·_;t·.:~::::::i~:~::·::~:~ ~~~~:~:~~::::~~:~:::~t~-~~::t~::;:ew:::.~l!·::·~;··· 
conte:xt. .Frame 1863 shows, on the other hand, that Context was al}o capable 
.. 
._ ~t- improv.in_g recognition of sma.1·1er ta.rg~t·s •.. In- t·nis:: fr.a.me .--'Correcti".ons can ... ·- .: 
be· seen for factories·, stora:ge yards' railroads' .and ri~er-s. There are ·n:ume-ri-
J~a.lly fewer correction· in cells of thi.s type:, howe:ver, bec·ause th-ere ar.e fewe"r·· 
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f:~·-- 'THE·- :EFFEC·T_ OF CONTEXT ON bIFFERENT ·TARGETs~~coNFUSI'ON_. MATRICES: .AND:: TABLES' 
Detailed bre·akd.owns of the misclas·sif-ieations_ are given by t,he confus.ion 
watrtces of Figures 13_, 14, and 15. Figure 13 shows- the confusion matrices 
for .simple, 4-ce·ll, and 8-cell rec_ogni tion corr,esponding to the lowest per-
·rormance .. {left-most) points on the curves of Figure 8. Figure 14 shows the 
simple and 4-cell confusion matrices for the po:ints plotted third from the 
left on Figure s-. 'Figure~ 15· sh.ows -the simple-- a.na.: 4-cell conr'~sion rr{~trices 
for the points second from the right on Figure ·s. 
Tables IV, V, and VI are summaries of data extracted from the confusion 
matrices. Tl1ese tables are presented in the same order as the confusion 
matrices and display the number of cells of each type in the 10 frames and 
the number of correct recognitions for simple and for both kinds of compound 
decisions. Note that when the overall percent correct recognition is about 
1/2 (Table IV), the improvement in the number of correct recognitions for 
rivers, factories, suburban h0using, and parking lots ranged from more than 
2 times to 8 times, while for farm buildinc;s, athletic fields, and plowed 
field:=;, t.lle nun1ber of correct recoc;nitio11s \·Jent frorn zero up to an appreciable 
perccnt:tf',C iff the tcrta1. This means that for son1e targets, the adcli tion oi' 
context to a relative]y poor recoe;nition system can mean the difference be-
tween aln1ost no perforrnance and nearly acceptable performance. 
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,In Table V the p~rform$1nce with ,-simple reco·gnitio.n ·was considerably 
. 
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·:, ''.·: · -In 'Tab.le VI simple re·G_ogni tion was ver_y--$6-c5a:-;--s·ifo ··1~liat~·-1:Jie percentag:e 
tncreases with context could not be ·great. In several. casE!s·, how·e·ver, the 
·addit;ion of cont·ext · made the nµmber correct· almost equal to the numbe-r present. 
In all three ·tables it can be· seen that the largest numeric.al increase i~ 
_,,~·-,.,,• ,-.•~~ i•;•,-.,,-,--·-.• -----~·-.-•~u ,._,, .. I"-;~• _ ~·cU---.~••'--'"W" -,.c•, :>'•.·"'·", .:.: ____ • • -~.---. ..d.."=-...•-,......,_, __ ., __ ;.-,A....;.._':\" _- .-•~•---.CS.---'- "'-•·.-·.__,_,_:a.....:._.,~.•-.,_~;~--'-~•~-, . .o.,,.,,.,:.·~,.--_.,_..,.._,__.,~~.--..·-•-"'"-""~" , ~- ~---~ _ --·---·-
·Cor..re ct'~ recog"ni ti'ons was for~ S·Ub{irban housing·. This :happened' because· there 
-were numerous- suburban ho·usin_g cells which., b.ecause _o~ th~ ~ priori p~obabili-
~ 
. . 
.... ties, wer~ c·.lassified- aEf. urban· residential by th~ ·simple decision rule.. The 
, 
addition of context corrected mariy of. t·hese. 
~ 
erroneous simple- clas-sifications·.: 
THE EFFECT_,,: OF REGION :SIZE ON .CONTEXT 8 . .. / 
If regions ·are d~·fined as groupings of adjacent l±ke c.elis, it become.s 
.·apparent that there· is a relationship between the number of reg-ions in a frame 
apd the recogni ti-on improve.ment that is provided by cont·ext. Figure 16 is a 
. 
=plot of percent- er·ror for frames with three d:ifferent s·ized regions in simple, 
4-cell, ahd 8-cell recognition. Note that in this plot the performance is not"· 
plotted vs. simple performance but against the standard deviation scale fac-
tor. This was necessary to show that simple performance also varies with ·the 
number of regions. The vertical scale is RIS~K/RANDOM RISK, which is 1 -
--~ -------- - -- -·-··- -- -·-- -· ---------- · - .-fteeognition--Accuracy·;--·- -- -N-ottng tha.t···-an irtcr·ease· -in recogrii tion accuracy becomes 
---- -- . -
a decrease in RISK/RANDOM RISK, it is possible to relate Figure 16 to the 
earlier graphs. 
When a frame contains many small regions, the er:r1.1r r.ate goes up, and im-
provement in error rate with context is less than for a frame with fewer, 
larger regions. To explain the variation in the simple performance, first 
note that frames with many small regions have fe\·J urban reside:1tia l and sub-
urban housinc; cells sir1ce such cells usually occupy larce regions. Since 




the optirnurn :":irnpl c decision rule is ner:Pssari l y biased toward n1al-:inf~ 1JR and SH 
decisions. Errors resulting from this b.i.:J.s (,cc11r rnc)st often in t>';u:ic::; c,1nL:iin-
ing many sma 1 l rcr~ions and J'ew UR and SH cc! l:_;. Al·1c·i ··1 ·t · ·t l1 c, .... i ''11" ·) ·, r:i ,, ., , l' ( ·. ·1·... ·.1. ~ - • . . . , ' ~ i..) -·· • : ~ 1 • C. ...._ •. ' ·' .., 
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CONr..1SIOM IIIATRIX F"OR COMPOUND DECIIIONS 
Figure 13. Simple, 4-Cell an.d 8,-.c·e_l,1 
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Figure 14. Simple and 4-Cell C.onfusion 
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Figure 15. Simple and 4-Cell Confusion Matric.es 
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average for frames with large· region's.· ... : ,__7(- · · · ·· - · ··· · 
·-- · ··It·,,-":is more difficult to -~explain why c·ont.ext provides greater improvement .. 
· ... · ..... ··-·· ~ror:rarge regions·. tna.n·· :ror .. sn1a-1L'~:Nbi!Dai1Y ·the context imprO;em~;t 'd~c;;,;;;,s~~J,~~. _, 
~· as the basic performance increases. But here we observe that t,rend ·only for 
. t.he. · ~mal_lest. scale faGtor, and ... t:h~ .reverse .tr~rid for larger scale factors. · .A. 
- ' ;. . ·- ~-·~ _,_ = -··-- . - -'- . ~ 
- - ---- -~-.-·'· --- -~---- -- - .-- - - -- . - ~ :-··~----- - -·· det~iled· analysis of the density .functions., '1.os.s matrix, and ~ priori probabi-
·~Lities reveals that, ro·r a s·cale factor of 1.0 cqrresponding to a simple 
recognition accuracy of 50%, the simple rule ·will classify a suburban:housirtg 





context improvement is for suburban housing, which occurs _in large regions,. 
the g!eater improvement oecu_rs with larger :r-e_gions . 
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SEeTION VI 
-· .....,; -.- • ;.,.-+ ;·; ;__. ---~ •• --" • :; ... _ - -· -~ ~ . -:- _:_ . 
_._ :.:,.,...:, •• - .- - - --
---- c..."e • - - - . - - - ~. -- ~ - ·-t- . -. - -
' i THE THEORY ·oF REG!ONs· , . t 
. . . . .. -.. -·· . . ---
; 
- 1 .. ··t ,ii;' . : 
.. 
·,[ 1 .. WHAT ·rs A REGION? .,j 
The variance in the measur.ement vectt>rs. ·:ror such natures as fields, sub-
--
. -:~nrban~h.ou~i-ng~- ·r&ads-,-~·and ·wood-land wrl·l rre· large;-- 'ih practice'. •becausee~ch-~----~ 
----- --~ . · . 
category cont.ains so many different subcategories. There are wheatfields, 
co:r:_nfields,. gl~diola beds, and str~:wberr:y- ~t-ches .; _: ranch homes;" cape · co·ds, · at1:cl 
·---~~ .apartment ··houses; .nar·row roads· and turnpikes of· asphalt and. concrete. It is 
often. meaningless to distinguish between ali ·these .subclasses', but. ·not to . 
. ~ 
. . 
• · 1. 
realize that these distinctions exist: is·, on the other hand,' to waste_infor- ---·-·· -. ~~~ -.. .___~------~...,____,_~---~ -~~--~~--
. 
. 
~ -~--,.c------~-'--- .,-,,---- -~ - -
:.':· 













--· . · ...... •--. .,, .. :..---- .... - .... ~-,..,----·"""~ .. _ -,-- . ------, ...... --··r ··• ·· t -- ----- -----~ . .,. ........... --:,,:. · -· trre-· recbgniti"Ori ___ vect_o.rs for --~t:~e cells· cover~d _by a ·partic_ular cornfield ~e 
... ,: very highly correlated. In fact, ;they may be virtually identical.. The region 
concept takes explicit advantage of this information. 
Consider a cornfield consisting of four cells in a square array. Since 
the probability distribution for fields is very wide,. there is a good chance 
that this cornfield will look not only like a field, but also like woodland I 
and like an urban residential area, or perhaps even like a parking lot. A 
simpie decision rule would classify all the cells·in the cornfield the s~e 
way (since the four cells all have approximately the same recognition vectors), 
but the simple rule would probably classify them all wrong. 
5 6 
12 1 2 





Cells 1,2,3, and 4 are the 
cornfield. Cells 5-12 are 
the context cells. 
Neig:1bors of a Square Region 
What, then, would the 4-cell context rule do? In classifying cell 1, it 
I 
n 



























.• :- r-e:--. 
would draw context,frolXI. eel.ls 2,3,~J.2. Cells, 2 and 3,s:i.:Jn~ly ~ca~e th_a~" _ 
. __ they _:ha-Y:e.-~thec. same nature -as. cell 1. - 'This -fact_ ·sugge·s.ts· that -cell l · is · .. not _ an - . . . - - - . . - ·" 




. . . ' 
-
' airplane .or··a ba_seball di~ond, but still it. c.ould ·be a field,: woodland, urban \§~"·area, or a· par·king lot. Thus, the task of ferreting out the nature,,_ of cell. l ... _ devolve-s onto cells 5 -ancl 12. Similarly cells· 6 -and _7 determine the.- decis:ion 
made· .on Gell 2,· and so on. At· least one of th_e cornfield cells/ might be- ·- _. 
---:_ ·- -. - - - .'.· - -· -· . - - - - - . ,q,±:_~s-sifi·ed :corre·ctiy; but it is ·t1rilikely th~t all- of th~m would be·,,. si~ce each . 
~ 
• - -· - -- ,- ·---~- ,_.cc.. _, ... -"-
:cell dra:ws c-ontext from different neighbors.· He.nee, it appears .that the sim- - __ · -
_ ple rule will classify cornf:i:e'J:.d; cells O'Qn-s1stent1Y ·ana will be entir~~ght-,·~--_----,._· 
some of ·the t·ime_, entirely wrong the r_est of the time. - On the ·other hand, the 






'but t,rill se_ldqm ·correctly classj .. _fY._ \bem_
0
all_. _____ 'The-B.~--e.e-,li~-~~te*t-~u-1e-m±ght-·---- -- ~----~~ .... _. -.~,~-- ·-" ________ .,_,.,, ______ . --'·-·- . --~ ·- ------·- -~·- - - . ,. - . - "-, .----- . ----,--~·_,- t . . 
. fare slightly better but that -is not the principal concern of this example. 
'The point is- that th·e simple rule wil.l pre~e_ry_e"· ... t.he ___ geometr.ic--configuration at -- __ ,._.- ----. . ... ---·---¥- ------~ ··-· __ ........... --·-~---··'"-''~ :~;• .. -·- __ .. - .. -~-·~-~--·-- ... q~- - .. ___ ,. .. "le:-----·-·.. . . --,---. '""'\"''"'' th_~ expense -bf,, be:lng totally in_ error -some of the time. The context rule w1ll ... - .• 
us.ually. ·.be at least partly -right, but it will distort the- shape. J 
Fortunately, this may be. a_ sitµ.ation .where you can have your cake and. 
~-a.t it too. Recognizing that all of the cornfield_ cells look alike and hence have the same nature, we can consider the four cells as a region drawing con-t·e_xt from the neighbors of all of it~ component cells. If useful context 
·_exists in any of the neighbors, it can then be applied to all of the cells in 
the.region. 
Extrapolating the ideas of the preceeding example, we see that it may be better first to partition a frame into regions, where a region is a connected 
:set of cells all having similar measurement vectors, and then to use a con-
textual rule for recognizing the reE3ions. Alternatively, two cells belong to 
the same region if they 11ave similar meas'Jremer,t ,.rect1Jrs, and if there exists 
a string of pai.rw-1.se-adjacent cells, also with similar vectors conne~ting the 






.. " :: .~. 
·. ·'· 
• ?'. 
-T.lle _sample frame _segment· .o_f _ ] 1igµre .is; -would ber pa:rtiticihed -as~ ·follows:: -
~ • I . 
. ; ,,. _, ·,:~; I. , ,i/ - .,, -~ 
UR ·oo UR_- RO UR UR J I UR l 
·:RO . RO RO RO RO'. RO 
PL SF 
-.·· 




:PL FA FA· :-FA· SY u. 
;RI RI RI SF SY RI 
' 
SF 
-, .. - - -- - -





u . , .. 
B_·_·i · u 
I 




----~-~- -~ - ~ •• ,.;_,,'. . ·.:. - ·-~~cc~·• - ~ ·• . 
-
''.-,· 
Exa.m.in1ng the factory ·iti ·the cen.t.er· of the miniature fr.rune, we s.ee th~t one 
-- . 
;- , .... :· - .·:.. . ..,. -··-' -- . - - -· facto-ry ~cell can draw c.op.t·~xt . fronf ·tne parking ,.ot' another can draw conte.xt· 
. 
. fr~m th~ storage yard,_ ·and the t-11:t;rd can derive- context ,from- l;le:ithe_r ... The-region, however, draws. c9ntext. from_ both.· 
In. addition to this advantage, regions allow us to define the .add.iti.o_.n_al parameters of area, perimet.er,. a.pd shape, all of which can be used in ·t:b·e re_:<!ogni tion process. 
-2.. REGIONS TQ HELP DISTINGU-ISH INDISTINGUISHABLE CATEGORIES 
The e-ffect of context often deperi~s on the number'- ·or cells of the same nature that tend to occur near each other. Suppose there are two states of nature, A and B, whose associated recognition vectors are identically distributed, but disjoint from those for other natures. That is, if x is a recognition vectoI' f.·or a cell with nature A (?r. ~' and if NfA and NfB, then 
p(x/0=A) - p{x/0=B) 
and 
... 
p(x/0=N) - O. 
If, on the other·hand, xis a recognition vector for a cell with nature N, .. 

























· -This mathei;natical model . :ts·- a limi·ting c~se · f·or a· si tua.tion which o~curs in 
' ... 
. / ·-.-~ t,ractice .. when . the. measurement. vectors are gooE- for g.istinguisliirig-- most-target 
-
... • ' 1 ' .. • . 
·. ~-crategq·~ie~~ ·but. fail. to separate 'two· particula~ cateigories. Here, we shal~ \-. ... - . ·,;,. '9• '<J, 
see, the simple rule does not .work _at all so that, in practic~, without the a:-id 
. 
. pi . . . 
. . .. , . . · .. 
of context and. region theory, one --would have t·o t·ry to find new parameters to 
distinguish between natures A a~d. B~ _- With these devices, howeve_~, ___ t_~----~y_b~_-~ 
------------~------..-------------- - --- ----~----~---------------- ·------------- - ·-.·-- --·- --- -~--------,--- ---- --
. 
' ~ 
possible to separate ·natures. A .and Br-wi tho11t any additional measurements. 




loss matrix. Then the Bayes~ de.cisi.on ·-choo~es the va·Iue of e that maximizes . 
p(~,ek) for a simple rule and p(~,~1,;~2,~3,~4.,ek) for. a 4-cell context 
rule. 
'· 
... - ·- ··--- .. ----- ----.--
D 




"' rtatures ~lways chooses the: nature· with the larg·er, ~ priori probability. · If 
the natures A and B usu.ally _occur in isolated cells,- then. the 4-cell and. 
8·-.cel-1 contextual rules may separate these· two natures fairly well~, The con· .... 
text is the environment in wh.i~ch th·e target ·is situated, and ·the en~r·orun.ent, 
.. in turn, can specify the .pr.aper state o·f nature. 
Now when one of the natures·, say nature A, generally occurs not at an· 
isolated cell but in a cluster of: eel.ls all having the nature A, the· problem. 
becomes more complex. Context will force all the clustered natures -t·o be 
classified nature A, and all of the isolated cells to be classified B, unless 
the difference between the two a-priori probabilities is very large. To see 
this, let N be a nature other than A or B. (We assume that P(A/B) and P(B/A) 
are both small because it is impossible to separate two targets that generally 
. •· 
lie·side by side and look identical.) Then since P(A/A) is large and P(B/B) 
is small, P(N/B) will ·generally be larger than P(N/A). Hence if a cell is 
. isolated, it will be classified nature B, and if it is grouped with other 
similar looking cells, it v1ill be classified as A. 
\·H1en both na.tures A and B occur largely in clusters, cell-by-cell con-
text loses its power. We have a cluster of cells each of which is equally 
likely to 110.ve nature A or nature B. Each cell on the boundary of the cluster 
has a little outside context available to it. Otherwise the only context is 
that a·l -1 the ce·1 ] s i11 the cluster arc almost cert :tin tu h~rvc L} 1c :..;(,1 .. rne n:1t1 ;re. 
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.· To' ·formalize this __ .procedqre· fr_om __ :a ··pra.ctical_.poi_nt of. vi.ew_,_we __ ne.ed onl,y · ----1 - • ·. • . -- . • . . . . 
. ' . • • . t 
. . 
.· @ . .. . . . . •. . .· . 
note the follow'ing rul.e: When all informati'bn about· a region of cells wit_h 
. (,~· .. ..:... - - -
_eimilar measurement vectors has bee.n derived from the interior of the region, 
. 
. .. 
it is then pos·s.ible to think-of the re-gion ~jmpty~-~~.~~-·~-t~g_ie __ C¢l.l_! ___ ·A ceJ .. _!_· _________ . · ----~-:,----· --~ -
--------- .. "C'------· . . ------. . . • . . 
. 
outs:i.de a region -is a neighbor to that reg~on if' it is ~ neighbor to _aw .Gell ·~ ' __ 
" 
in the region. With: this definit:Lon of· a neighbor·;, we can apply the neighbor-
- ~:~ <-· .: .... __ .... ~ .. . ·_ . ·- - --· .. 
. '. · .. 
:hood' context rule to recognition· of regions • 
S. . 'r -----
- ! 
• , ,_ '·.!:,J· ... .-., 
I 
I 
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In simulating the region decisi·on. problem we· used the same nature space-, · 
action spac~, loss .functions, ·and recognition vector 'distributions that we 
·~--u-s-ed---in---the- ·cell recognition. problen1 .... --T-he---~~ori ana.-cona:itional probabili-
ties for regions were naturally different from those for cells, but they were 
ca-lcula.-too-· f-rom---t-he .t-F-aini-n-g -i-mag~ry-,..in-·--a···-silni-1-~--manner. For compoun·d·--s-,- ., . 
. 
. 
:.re·cognition, neighbor regions were used in place of neighbor cells. 
I, . 
,-3: 
... THE REGION EXPERTh1ENT 
. 
Prior to making any decisions, a test frame of 289 -cells was partiti.oned · 
:into regions on the basis of the natures of the cells. A minor flaw in this 
I 
approach occurs when two adjacent regions, say a cornfield and a blackberry 
·- -patch, have the same nature. They will then be lumped together to· form a 
single region. A similar error occurs. when two adjacent cells in a region_ 
have markedly different recognition vectors, for in practice these cells 
would be assigned to different regions. These errors, however, are fairly 
insiLrnificant, and partitioning according to the state of nature rather than 
"' 
the recognition vector is certainly the simpl1est procedure to employ in a 
first study. A recognition vector was then generated for each region, and 
several types of decisions were made for each region .. 
_____ a ... ____ Simple Decisions 
- . -·----- -- --· - ,_ ----- -- . - ---·--- - ---··· - --------.. --- - -·--
-~- ------~·----
The approach to simple decisions for regions was tl1e same as that.'" for 
cells. Unfortu11ately, the rec;ion e:<periments did not provide a direct com-
parison of rer~ion recogni t :i.on ,.,i th cell recognition. Since, according to the 
region hypol hesis, all tl1e cells in a region h.·1ve approximately the st.une 
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-th_e".s-ame _a$ that for cells. The· loss matrices.· and- recognition vector ·distri~ ' . 
. 
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- ·-- - _____ ,__ - - - -~-------- --- -- ---- -than for cells. -- Consequently·,- the ·region -performance might be -slightly worse 
if one measures performance in·terms 1·of· the number _of cells correctly recog-
nized.:_ Tl:ie· cells -with the large ~·priori probabilities generally fell -into -· _ -
--- --- -----~~----~------~----- ~~----~----. --~-----·- ---
the laTger reg~ons. - ------_ -------- -- --
b. .Area Decisions 
j ...... • 
,'-""" 
-· .'rh~ -- concept .of regions introduce·s. the _ additional ·:reco_gn:itio·n pa:r:~et~r-s, 
. 
. 




perimeter, thi-s last ·parameter contributes no ·new information,. Tp.e area 
• 
• ,. • ._. •., s 
- • •----:.,~-·--~-~- ~· • ..-.er-~-'·"'-•-•-·~·-·-"=·--•••·-•-~-----'·• ""-.-- •-·~--- ---'"-~--''"'--~~-·-·~~~--~~...-....__.•~-·-' .. •.•. C',.-~...._r-.~··-~~-.~,~~~--- .-.. ~-~~-•'""~~-. , ~----:-. . •.,- --•------ -, . ._..,,__._._.,__, --~·~~,-~_.....,.,.,._,,.__,....... .  .,_-
--·'---~-•~----par-amel_e_r_, is easy to determine and possesses considerable information. It 
' ',• 
d.istinguishes point ,~argets from area targets and distinguishes s·.mall are~ 
targets, su:~h as .factories :and parking lots,. from large area targets l_ike 
woodland and housing deve·lopments. The value of the shape par~ete_r, l)oweve·r, 
<i.S not so readily apparent, and it is difficult to measure. .Consequent·ly, 
··.\ -we· cnose to use only the area measurement. 
:into. th-e foll_owipg categories: 
1 cell 
2 cells 
3 or 4 cells 
5 to 8 cells 
9 to 16 cells 
more than 16 cells 
The region are.as w·ere qua_;nti_z,ed 
-, 
•· 
The data collection computer program computed a histogram for these region 
sizes, and this histogram determined the area probabilities. We assumed that 
the recognition vector and area parameter ~ere independent given the nature 
of the region 
• 
p(x,A/9) - p(x/8) P(A/8). 
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- .. ·· }]1:1-iaS,ia.B-sumpt-ioil i-s -CottsiS'tent wi,th the 88.l'iier asSmnptioU.s. Consequently, th'e 
Bayes-decision function·chooses·a to rtd.nimize 
. ' . - . .. . -
---- - ~ ,~ -=··-.,'-~ . 
.... =-~ • ~. 
..... ..-...,,,_,. . 
·.-' ; __ :.._ ___ _ 
- ·-·- -~~--=-~-
'. ... . - . 
. /. 
- ---------·-- . ~ - --· -- . -,.,_ - ~ __ ..:_. __ ·.~-- -~, - ----- --- . 
-~----,--------~-
22 
L t(e, a )p{x/8 )P(A/8 )G(8). 
8=1 
r·., 
-.c.-_..;.....c. ___ ,. _____ --·. - ---------
-- -- ---~ ---- -----------~ 
·e~. Cpmpounq. · Decisions 
' . 
,.~ . " 
--- -- --- . -- .. ··,1;·,-- ... -··· --~- ---~ • '' . . -···· --- ~--·•·---·~~---·---_...-_·- ---~-·---:,."--•···-··--·-·-·:'" . ..... ·······; ...... ,.....- .... ~,,.,;_.._ .,.,·,- .. ...:. •• ,;•,;..,. .•. • ::'"._ ,::.,~.-, •,,,._,H,-~ •-"• ' '··---,.~·-,~••-''_<·,.~:~ ',• •. ·,. 
. -""'~-- .· --·· ··""·-..... ~-,~ ... -- ... ~·. _., .... -.... --: ... ,_ .. _ .. ---·· .................... _ ~····,-
' ' 
, • .-- I The region context algorttnm. works the Saine way as the cell context · 
algorithm except that the definition Of neighbor has changed. . . We say that 
. 
· two regions R and S are radilis 1 neighbors if there is a cell in R and a ce11 ·· 
.ia &--that are-:tt8..-&e1:r-nce~gl:iliors:"- We Sii.y-Eh~t-R-alld s··· a?'e .ra.diU:~-2 ~clghbors ·", - -~-~ 
if there is a cell CR in R, a cell c8 in S, and a cell C such that C and CR ' 
are 
11 4-cell neighbors-" and c and CS are ug-cell neigh'5ors.•f - We mide oOth - - ~----~--·-------
radius 1 and radius ~· decisions to dete:rmiri.e whether there is significant con-···· 
i . 
t'.e.xt· in the_distant.regions .. 
-4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
As Figure 19 illustrates, the recognition improvement due to context is 
not nearly so impressi~ for regions as for cells. This section discusses 
the faults in our approach and suggests the methods for removing these de-
ficiencies. 
a. The Chronology of the Study 
The study was not conducted in the same order as presented in this re-
port. Early in the study we decided that a purely mechanistic algorithm 
would be preferable to a heuristic man-machine interactive process, no we 
developed the 4-cell, conditional independence context rule. To test the 
rule experimentally required that computer programs be written and that the 
imagery data be prepared. Since the data preparation introduced a time delay,-
it was imperative during that time to devic,e an nlternati.vc approach. If 
after a considerable amount of tc::;ting we were to find that the l1-cell ap-
proach was not. pro.t'l Lab Jc, j_ L wotil d then be too late to develop a s11i table 
alternative. We conclllCled that it would be unrensonabl c for :in optica1 scan-
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REGION CONTEXT, TESTED ON 
10 FRAMES OF URBAN DATA 
CONTAINING 700 REGIONS 
DATA SET UT-I 
t------1-~'-------+---......;...----+--------......._------ X-VECTOR SET I -A 
M. P. E. LOSS MATRIX 
RUN OCT 30 
0.3 ....... ____________________________________________________ ""'--___________ ........ _________ ...._ __________ ,__. 
0.3 0.4 0.5 0. 6 0.7 0.8 
RECOGNITION ACCURACY, SIMPLE 
Figure 19. Recognition Accuracy With and Without 
Region Context, Tested on Data Set 1 
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.·we· decide.d to use the region concept to group small square cells ·together to • 
. 
- • I • 
. 
. 
. . h~dJ.e _lar.ge -targ-e-ts. - ·-Wben---the -data- became available we -had de:vel·oped pro-
grams for handling both cells and -~egions. The first tests were made on 
regions. Unfortunately, we. had not considered all of the relevant factors, 
and the improvement with context using· regions was disappointing. We the~ 
dropped the region approach and ·tested qontext_ with..c~ell recognition ~lone. I 
As has been shown those results hawe indicated that there is abundant con-
/ 
textual information in the imagery. When this became apparent,,. we. asked oux--
. • • ·, ' < • ' ' 
C 
~';- ~' • . ' . -- --~ - -
- ~• ..... ·- . . ~ , 
selv~s. why we had not obtained good results with ·regions. To answer th.is 
. question .w~ have cpme. to the follqwing .,conc.lusion:s,. 
..-.. . 
! . 
The Philosol)hY o.f :Begions 
We should- have used· regions not as an alternative. to the cell appr.oach 
·but as a generalization of it. Initially, we thought of regions as a device . 
, to collect information not available to the cell decisions and th.oli:ght that 





regi~ns JOuld use the information that was available for cell_ decisions dif-
. ferently. The idea was that if cell cont.ext could not enhance the re cog-
nition accuracy, perhaps region context would. But cell context works well, 
·~~~·· -
and is highly appropriate ·for small regions. One ~oal, then, should be to 
devi.se a region r,1le which will reduce to the cell rule when regions are 
small~-but will perform better than the cell rule when regions are large. 
In addition, we have concluded that regions mt1st not be allowed to have too 
mariy neighbors, that more information should be extracted from the geometry· 
of the regions, and that the area parameter should be used more efficiently . 
The following paragraphs discuss each of these factors one at a time. 
c. The Number of Neighbors 
Section V pointed out that the 4-cell context rule worked better than 
· the 8-cell rule when the simple' performance was good but that the 8-cell rule 
worked better when the simple performance was bad. A simple explanation of 
this phenomenon is that when the simple performance is good,- the·· 4-neighbor 
recognition vectors supply enough information to make a ~ood decis;on. The 
8-cell rule draw·s no useful ne,., information from the extra neighbors, so the 
extra recognition vectors simply add randomness, and the overall perf'ormance 
.. 70 
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-~·.i·s worse.. "When the s~mpl~ ,r.e.cogn:iti-bh i~ b d, however, ·each .re.c.ogni-bion. vec- . 
t2r ·contains less i.nf':o.:rmat;iOil·, so ·_the.· ·4 ... celI .rule. n.iay.JlOt gAther -~r;iougn inf9r-~ 
. . . ' :· . - . - --
-- ~ - . "' . 
. ' . . . , 
- - . 
tnat·ion t·o ~ave a.ti. impact.. In_,_t·h~s ca:Se, the information that the ·8-cell rule 
:dr~w:s' from the catercorner neighbor~ is ·suffi'ciently: valuable: to wa:r:;r:~nt the: 
intr.od.uction of .the extra randomness.~' . .; 
This explanation is plausi_ble, but an .examination of Figure· 16 reyeals 
... - ~ .·,.....: --·- --" . - - --~~ -~--- ---- --- - --~ -- --~~~ -- ·- - ·- -.. -
. . tl-lc3.t the situation is ·more -complex. Ther·e · the s:-cell r·lll.e performed better 
than the 4-cell ru:1e on· large regions except for the· smallest_ standard de-
vi-atfon --sc.ale factor arid. ori --~11 size. reg-ions· wh_en the .. :simp·1e. perforrr?ance ~~,1as "" 
po.or. I.n :acldition, in the case .. where the simple performanc-e is bad (scale 
f.acto·r = 1. 5), the amount of ·improvement · of the 8~ cell rule over the 4~cell 
~rtlle ___ is_ an_ ,incr.easing function of reg-ion -size. T.hi-s d~p$ndence · on region 
' 
size can be explained by noting that the· 8-cel-l rule is a. crud,e. a·pproximatio~ 
t·q the reg~on rule.. ·The. 8.-cell rule draws inf;o:r;-mation. front ce·1-1s which are 
region neighbors but __ not 4-oell neighbors .. 
From these considerations it becomes :appar.ent that the region rule 
. 
should gen.eralize the ~;~cell rule, not the 8-cell rule. That is, two regions_: 
R and S are neighbors if there is a cell in R and a cell in S that are 4-c-ell 
neighbors. ·This ·new definition corrects one of the sore points of the region 
'" 
approach,· s int"·e a region generally had so many neighbo!s that the contextual 
information imparted was washed out. The new definition of neighbor regions 
reduces the number of neighbors a region will have by eliminating those 
neighbors with the greatest separation. Hence the context from the remaining 
neighbors will be more important or will have more information. 
Occasionally, a very large region would have nearly as many neighbors as 
there were regions in the frame. This, of course, led to poor perforr;iance. 
The large regions, hov1ever, usually resulted from a ·weakness in the simula-
tion since a large region could really have been two adjacent recions huving 
'· 
the same nature. The simple interpretation techniques and the partitioninc; 
algorithln would have lumped two such regions togetl1er. It is therefore irn-
perat.i ve i.n fu~.,ure research to modify the pa.rti tioning scl1eme so· that no 
region is lar2cr thnr1 necessary. 
d. Region Interfaces 
. ·- .: ... --- -- ,j_. ., . 
·_ '~ 
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W:~s···that· th.~ ·interface or·~otninon bo.undr3.ry ·of: ·tw9. neighbor regions was not us!e·d.: 
•. ;. 
'a 
·as a recognition _factor;- for inst~nc.e, .our c9ntext rule would relat.e regions, 
. ;-; A, arid B exactly t.he same as it would relate A and C: 
· ?'· 
,, . 
B B B 
/ 
.,.. 
, ·Figure 20. 
.,. 
l· :, ,' .. 





Tb overcome thi:s ·draw·back, -·we reco;mmend ···:that the region ·c.ontext .. prob·a-
:t,iJity p(x1/ek) be raised to the bth.,.power where b is the bolirtda.ry .between . 
r~.gi-ons i and k. T:his. a·ppr·each .adheres to the ·.gui.ding·-prirr~}'.)le t·hat. feg.I·o.fi·s ~.-~-~ 
• K 4 trhould gen·eralize th'e · -cell approach. 
It should be 11-ot~d that instead. of rai·sf:ng:: ·the· regi.on c·onte·xt probabilit:y· 
to the: b th power, one could .. accomplish almost t,he s-ame objective-: by drawing 
oo:ntext for a region not from neighbor regions .but from neighbor cells. 
·Figure: 20 ex.ernplifies-. the case w·here the two. :.~~1e··s are not ·the s,ame. Cell. 
B' is a 
A A 
B A 
:Jf.i.gur.e .21. Common Boundary· of .. 1>:o. Re;giohs . 
neighbor to region A, but region Bis a n~ighbo_r to region A with a common 
boundary of 2. 
e. Area ( 
The area histogram improved the simple decisions essentially by modifying 
the ~ priori probabilities. Recalling the rule established earlier that when 
all the ini'orrnation about a region has been extracted from its interior, it is 
permissible to treat a region as a single cell, we raise the question, "J-ras 
a] 1 the ir1forr:·1aLinn been extracted from the interior of the region simply by 
us inr~ \ 11c area 1ri.ctrir~ran1? 11 ProbalJly not. A stronger use of the area para-
th meter would be to raise the density p(x/8=N) to the area power. Althou~h 
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,, ... t_his approach i~ not supported by an. establ,ished theory, · th~ fqllowing cc:,n .. 
. 
- ..... ~ 
s1derations make it .. plausible. · First, as the area of a region increases, th~ -;-~ 
number of neighbors - l;l region has will. gener~ly increase. - Raising the target 
. . 
. . 
density to the areath power keeps the weight giyen to target region infor- 1·-
niation in balance_ with the weight g~ven to the contextual information. 
~ 
" <'· Alt~rnatively_, one could take the. view that the correct way to us¢ 
re.gion.s is to compute the 4-cell decision expressions for each ·ce·i1 i.n ·the· -
1region, and then t9 combine these expressions by multip.licati:on. This ap- · 
~.prqa:ch would weight neighbor•.~entext-· aeeordi.~ to. ttte'interlace~·tuie-· a:nd,'woU.ld 
weigp:t_ the target region information more heavily than the weight given it. 
by the. area th power rule. This just·ifi~ation and ~he preceding ·one i'ndicate 
·--
that the target density should be .raised to some,.pm:,~r, but ;n,.either_indic_ate_a __ _ 
- - - - - - - -
the proper exponent. The following example suggests ·that- the area of the 
regio~,may be -the required-exponent • 
.. 
Consider a region consisting of two cells, i and k. The one.~ce1·1. 
context- rule for· ce·ll :.k makes the· cl'e'ci.sion :N that maximizes 
G_. ··(·9:: __ -- ·N:)_ p._ · ·(· x/9 =N) 
.... k ... . l{ k 
·, 
Now since cells i and k belong to the same region, xi=~· Furthermore, 
since we know that .i and k have the same nature, it seems ·unreasonable to 
use a context expression which assumes that i and k may have different 
natures. Taking this contraint into account, the one-cell context decision 
~rule· chooses N to maximize 
G(9k=N)p(~/9k N)p(xi/8i=N)P(9i-N/9k=~) 
' 
= G(0k-N)~(~/0k=N)2 P(0i=N/0k=N). 
Here we have raised the target density to the areath power while the con-
ditional probability factor is equivalent to the area histogram. Thus, in 
a future study we should use area in this manner for target region while 




















































. . .. 
· .ce.1,1 to a :c:atercorner neighbor ce1·1 wit~hou·f p.assi11g through ·a significant p6r-. . . - . . 
. / . 
__ ./ 
. - . . 
. I . 
. . . 
• . : 
. . . tio0; of an ao.Jacent c_ell, a road, :for f'nst_ance,. w_i.l.l usually be broken into 
severa:l regiolls, not one. This defici.e;¢Y of the partitionirig scheme reduces 
tn:e -eff:~ct:i v~Iless of th.e ar-·~a ·pa:raIJ1et~:r. If,. in ·designin_g· recogrii tiqn vectors,. 
a para.meter were dey~lo:peo. .to emphasize the· c-otmectivity of these thoro_ugh-
.fares-, then the area param.et~r.,: along ,~ith a Shape indicator, ·couJ.d effect·ive-.. . ~ ~ 
ly di·iorce :roads, rivers, ano. railr-oad·s from the. oth·er states of qature. This 
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., · ,dichotomy··b,etw_een· thorolighfa:r~.s and· other nat-ures wo·uld _enhance the recognition 
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This study.has demonstrated the existence of contextual information in. 
aerial photography. To.mechanize this context, we developed a simple condi-. 
tional dependence algorit.bm that has produced significant improvements in 
target recognition scores •. 
Until now, the logical approach· to the development of image recognition " 
' 
.-
' • • 
• 0 • 
- •• •' •'--" ':, ~· ' 
,, : • • ~- ,,--w ___ .---.,...:_,_'-~~• ..... ~-~ • ·. • • 
·-•~· • - • -
-··-·~ '"•-•·--·•••·-:-.~· •• -·.::.~,:~: ..• ~•·•-"~ •-•· .. ----· .• •••~-~'-'!''~.:...- -.. ..,.-· .. ,.••<---·..-·•·" t~c:_hni_ques.,. did not _empl9y context b_ecause .:the·· introductio.n .of---context-:would .· ·· ··· · ·· . 
. 
. 
· complicate the . problem a~d be.cause the utility of context had not been proven 
experimentally. Now that we have de~onstrated the value of CQntext ·and have I 
. 
__ . ____ -~llown th9-t _it _can_ b~ .m.echan~zed, it is- u~easonab±e-----te-ign-ere -een-text~-fn the-------
. development of an image interpretation machine.· 
In additiqn to· mechanizing context and proving its usefulness, we have 
developed a new tool for studying context. This tool is a -simulatio·n tech-
nique which frees the study of context- from its dependence on a hardware 
target recognizer. Thhechanization of context in a real system will require. 
a complex, yet flexible structure which would be virtually impossible to 
build without prior study. A practical ·way to study s-uch a system is by 
simulation. For best results, however, context should not simply be added 
to an existing system concept. The system which we simulated had a limited 
set of target categories, low spatial resolution, and little flexibility for 
appropriately handling different sizes and shapes of targets. In view of 
its limitations, it is particularly impressive that context worked as well 
as it did. With systems more suitably tailored for use with context, one 
should be able to achieve even greater improvements in recognition scores. 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
a . System Studies 
We recommend that. future attempts to ··automate jmage interpretation sys-
tems no longer proceed in a piecemeal manner, ignoring the overall objectives. 
As an example of ho·w a system consideration can alter the 1 ... ,ay a basic recog-
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recognition--dertc-e~w:as. constructed··-at Philco-Ford. 
.. . · ... -. 
For.the·sake of economy, -
---
__ ..______ - . 
- - ----------
. 
--------r---'- --- - . ·- - .,:. : __ _ - --·---·------·----·------this machine · was designed · to ·recognize·· tactical -t·ax-gets ;-· one -t az-get-at, a -·t;i.]J.le-; ~ ·----- ·· 
---- ---
. The primary evaluation was performed with M-48 tanks as targets. A mask was 
_
1 designed -to distringuish the·se tanks- from the general category. of n(?n-tanks .' 
The performance of this machine ,was tested on a large set of im~ery with 
recognition.thresholds· set :to provide a recognition rate of about 98<1/o. It 
-was, found that the- machine could provide the_ desired recognition rate with :a 
;low false alarm rate' when the imag~ry background was fields and woodland. But· 
.. ,... 
-
.: ·when iihe terrain was crisscrossed with tank tracks, the .false :~la.mi rate rose . ··- . ____ _ . -_.-.--•· _· .. ._ ....... · ..... -... :--·-·· , .. ~- - .. ·-··----- - • ·- - -·;-. . . - ..• __ :. -··. ·- .. _ · •.• ·- ·----·-·· _---·. - ···->' ."\ ·. - ·. - -·-·. ·. -., ·- -· ....... - . ' 
·_ to about 'one fa.l'se alarm per frame, largely because . tank tracks . ·YTere being ;~ 
:niistaken for tanks. Looking at this situation from a system point of view, 
it appears that inclusion of a tank track. recognizer in the design would have 
. 
. , I' • •"'------------"-- .-• •••. _,__ __ --·-··-·~~.,-,,__..c.£. -~-·•-•...-___ .,,_ .. , .. -,.----~·-,.~.--'•.___, __ ._,, __ '.-.• ·-.-'•; __ __.~,-~---.-_._~.·~ - ---'-•---- •:"'------ ----
---- -~Jimue-1:t·possiole ·tc:L-aiscri:mina"""te~-tafiks r-rom tank tracks most of the time, 
thereby significantly reducing the false alarm rate. This was not done,. how~ 
·· ever, because the ·emphasis was ·on the basic -recognition technique,· and 
funds -were not available to study other targets. Thp.s, despite generally 
excellent performance, the results wer~ considered inadequate, because one 
false alarm per frame on some imagery was too high to be tolerated. J 
b. The Use of Simulation 
·rn general, recognition system studies have not been performed because 
-it- is too expensive to perform them with hardware recognizers. Therefore, 
our second recommend~tion is that system studies be performed by simulating 
the basic recognition measurements. A simulation of a recognition system can 
be meaningful when all of the system structure, including the targets to be 
recognized, the loss function, and the context, are simulated accurately. 
r 
In the present study, we did not simulate an actual re~ognition system 
with high fidelity because there was no actual system to simulate. On the 
other hand, we tested the effect of variations in the way targets wer·e con-
.. fused and found that such variations do not greatly alter the effects of 
context. 
It is shortsighted to defer the study of recognition systems any longer. 
Simulation studies ,1ill provide timely identification of peripheral problems, 
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c. Further Studies of Context 
- •· :'! ~. 
' -·-,-:-· - - .~ -;-...!- .--; ··- -d - - - -- ·~- -·· •• 
1'1., . , 
Our final recotmn.endations a.re ·that further studies be made of --the follow-
\ 
, ing ··topic.a relating. speci~ically to co;ntext. 
.. (1) The possible ·use of higher order conditional probabilities-. -
· {2) · Ways to select target categories for use · as con.te~ •. 
_(-3.)_ - The µse of gross measurement's to sel~ct apl)~_q.priate ·.!!_·priori· 
·-
~.·· ·- ~d, conditio~al probabiliti~s for. detailed interpretation._ 
•-- ... ,. -- :(4)- -· ·Methods-~ for--· ct>mb'1liifig l)oint· : and _·a.re.a ·target ret~ogni t·ions ---· 
in the same recognition system. -
(5) Methods for rvarying ·the effect~ve distance between a primary 
.,._ ........ -:•C:' , ••••••• :·· : .. -·; ~-- ~, •• •• t·arget and --~ts ccontext. ,_ ---- -- --·--
:(6·) The us:e of, regions • 
(7) The application of presence indicator cont·e·xt to t;a.ctical 
targets. -
(8) General techniques for using app~arance modifi-er· context. 
The present study has begun to develop useful contextual algorithms, but 
considerable research can be done to refine, simplify, or develop entirely 
different appro~ches to the use of context·. It would be interesting to study 
the use of higher order joint probabilities, or alternatively the use of a 
larger set of target categories. The selection of target categories for use 
as context is a topic which is intimately related to the choice of the con-· 
textual algorithm and to most of the other system considerations. 
A different way to use context which was considered in this study but not 
tested, it to use gross measurements made on an entire frame to estimate the 
type of imagery in the frame and then to use those estimates to select an 
appropriate set of~ priori and conditional probabilities for interpretation 
of that frame. For instance, urban imagery calls for different a :e_riori 
and conditional probabilities than ruro.1 or mountainous imagery. If measure-
ments could be made to determine tl1e ceneral terrain type, that knowledge 
·-
would be context for the local reco{jnitions. 
.. 
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[] 
.· allowing .tp.e --distance·;between_ .~ ·t~get"an.d:_:its. con.te~ t·o· ·-v~·:_::from targ~t 
~ .;-- . . /- .• ,-
------~----to- -t:a.r.get •. .. 'These -preblem~a.re ?:elated ·to•'&~may·r.\'l ... 1'\"11· ~ 11"a--'--'~~~r0· 
by region theory. 
-·-
. Finally, work must- be done to apply context to ·the r~cognitiohs of tacti-
'" ~. r_--J 
· cal targets. Both presence indicator and appearance modifier context should · 
:be studied for this purpose. In the past,,complex system: considerations haye 
received les~· ''3,iin~~ti_on. th~- the: details· of the p~ticular recognition tech--.'· 
. .. 
·niques. Now a -consideration ·.·of context ·c~ translate. over-all syst·em require- -
. 
·:4 
-ments into .specific target recogni~ion r-equirements. Whether recognition sys-
tems u~~ -coherent_ sp~-=ti al filt_er-ing,. nori-coherent optical co;rrelat-ion -0r. elec-
tro,-opt~cai "techniques, this.stlid:y, by .a,emonstra"ti~ the.im.provemeri:t in per-· 
form.a-nee that cari. :be gained by .using .co:p;text., has- shown th·at ·a r.ecognition 
·~ 
. . . 
-. technique should not. ·be evaluated _.on its :basic performance alone. .If a 
. '· ,. 
recognition' tecb.Irl..que: is fle~ble. enough ··to accommodate context' its perforinatide 
.. 
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· .APPENDIX I ..... ---~~---··--· . - ~·- -~----~ _ .. _____.-.. - -~---------- .-
~· 
.. ~ SIMPLE DECISION THEORY1 . -
' . . 
. 
• ·! .: . 
· '.Let ·S.: be· the· 5a.mple .. -SJ>ac,e Of V~qtor ·valued o·bservat;ionS X,, on -~- .r.and.oin 
v~·c~.or ·x;- S is also called. the p.attern ·-·s-:pace, and. :x: a :pattern_. tet·· the par·a.~ . R meter space (E) , be an in.dex set for the probability distributions Pe on _S· For · a fixed 9 e ® , let p9 (x) .:. p(x/8) be a· (llrtlJ.,tivariate) i,rob0.bility density2 
- ----- --
t>h .S •. The elements of ® may"·be :the. clas·ses (~ith known· distr.ibution$) from 
which the patte-rn~x may.have come, they may be the (VeciOr val~ecl) P~r~~t~~s ·. ' .. for a q.istribution of,known fo;,ns, or they·may;be ·the distr:ibutions ~h-emselves .. -~ . . . 
· .. these a .e @ are called the .. state·s.-of.;n.ature. 
'Tr;1e decision mak~r' b.~e.. -~t_l\ifl ... dis.p_osal .,a··.s.et- A of> "P,Otrs1ble. •ac:t·ions" jind:--- - - - - - - - - .. -- - - -. - - --- - - - --
.. 
su_ffers a lo-ss L(ff,a) ~ 0 :L.f he takes action a e A ·when 11-a.1>ur·e· is: in state· 9 e: @. For example, if ® is the set of lett~rs in- the ·EngJ_:ish_.aJ,.phabet., 
action a0 may be· to decide that 9 is a. vowel and :the loss. L(0, ~O) . = l ir' 9 :£s. 
a constant~
1
• ~nd L(9,_acf)::: 0 if- 9 _is .a.vowel. I_f .(§) and A. ar.e finite, we 
write i for e and j for a, and. the loss func-tion L ·becom.es a rectangular matri~ }<. w.it·h element:s L. . . 
:i.J 
' 
' W_e shall identi·fy the states- of ·nature with the classes 
.i :..,... 1.,2, •• !' ,r from. wh:ich the pattern vector x may have come. 
A· ·finite statist:ical ·decision problem involves a set of ·st.ates.; of naturt~: ... 
· ® - 1,2, ... ,r 
J e A, the element 
''" curred by action j 
, and a set of actions A - 1,2, ... ,s . For every .i e: -@, 
L .. ·= L(i,j) of the rxs loss· matrix denotes the loss in-1J 
when the state-of-nature is i. The action chosen depends 
utlon the value x e; S of an observable random variable, and we .assume that the distribution of xis p.(x) when the true state-of-nature is i e ®. A ran-1 domized decision function t(j/x) is for each x a. distribution over A; t(j/x) is the probability with which action j is selected when xis observed. If for 
every x, t(j/x) ,~ 1 for one particular action j = j(x), tis said to be non-
randomized. Th.e risk function R(i, t) is the expected loss incurred by the 
I' 1This Appendix is condensed from Abend, Harley, and Kanal, 1968. 
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·.Let g(i) be an ! ;eri:o_Fi. ·prpl;)·ap_iiity di.s:triblit·ion oh the· .:Set .of··':states· 
·of n·a:ture, ® ·. 'The ave·rage risk., .or· :Bayes ··:risk pf the. d:eci:s·ton. ::fi.inctio.n t· 
:-w,i.th: r·e·spect- to .-t.he ~- ~~iOT.:i: ·dtst-·ribut.ion g is " ., -~~-----··" }' . } __ · : .. ::~ . -
r s r 
.. R. :(_g_:·,.·t) -- t R(i,t)g'(i) [ [-
--
.. L t ( · ···/· · ·),· · · (· · ···) -· :·(·· ... ··)· ~ .... .-;. • . · -· , · X . - . .X · · ·-_ . J.:. u.A. J.J J,_: .... P_i. .. -.. g. -· ... . . . .. 
. '"- ,_ ->-·.····.,-- .·:--...,.,$-· __ ' ........ ., ... -.. -.... -•. ._... ......... , ...... , . ' . 
i=l j=l i=l 
-· A_. :q.eci.sior1 'rule tg that minimizes the Bayes risk R(g,.t) is said to be B~yes 
·against the .§: priori probability distribution g. It is easily seen that a 
B:ayes: procedure tg wh.ich minimizes the Bayes risk has tg(j/x) = -1 :for -that 




.- 1· ].".:""' _:. 
L. p. (x)g(i). 
1J l. 
R(g) - min R(g,t) - R(g,tg) 
t 
(.4,} 
is called the B~yes envelope. In order to achieve this risk we·need to ~ow 
g. 







• r: p9(x)g(9) 
e e@ 
( 5) 
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· . ~~Slt1c~ tha. denotl4na;tQp,,iic&~4n1lepe,ndent ~-uf'::i;~:tne Bayes·. procediire1S~ eqU:iV~lent ., .... -,..-,.-_.,.----'"a.'-·•':--:"""' • ' • C-=------ •e< ... 
·to choos"i~ng t·he .act.ion j which minimizes 
•f. (".'f. 
r 




:For the: spec:ial case where .. (a) the set of. actions A is ·):a.entical £.9 tlie ·set ·of 
. 
st13.tes of nature ® ; (b) action j copresponds to O:eGiding that the state of' 
. . -~ .:~ 
'ii~t-~re is _J"·,__ and (. ·•c ·). L . . - 1 if i _J .J· and L.: . = o if .i ~: J.·. __ ·,· the B.ayes risk :i.s-J.J . . ,T . - J.J . . .... 
e.9_\..l.al to the probability .of error and the Bayes ruie consists 9f choosing the 
. ' ' \ 
State of nature i that maximizes either the a Posteriori coriditi.ollal I>:l'.'Oh<+bi~ 
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· COMPOUND DECISION-_ THEORY1 
• 
.. A c'ompound deci_ijion problem a~_i.se·s,·· when. one _is corifro.nted-: wi:eh th·e s:a.rne 
. decision problem, called the component problem, fbt only ,Once, but n times . 
. Thils, there exists a sequence ~ = (I\, ... , 8
11 ) of states ·0 of-nature (classes), 
and a~ cor-res_pondirig _s·equence xn_ : (x1 ,. ·~. ,x0 ) of vector valued_ random vari~ 
t ;· 
ables (patterns:). Each .. 0k, ·ca.lled the st~te_:-of_n8;t~.e_ i~ -th.e~~th _compone·n~ -·----------
_problem~ i·-s anv-;element·:-~r: the,- set @ - 1,2, ~ •• ,r .- In ·mailY ~ases we can as-
sume that the distribution of the kth pattern xk _is Pak(~); that i.s, for a 
_g_i'ven ek. e . ® , ~ ·is· independent of the othe.:r x' s· and '3 r.: s: -




and ·hence· p(x._/.9 .) - ft p(x./9,). We do n·ot: :assume· that the stat,es ·o~n-at\nte . . . . . . '--n --n . = 1 J J_. 
.. J e· ~:re :necessarily independent. Dependent ... 's accon.nt for context. 
We must choose a sequenc~ of actions ~ ~ (a1 ~_a2., ••. ,an) so as t-o mini-
m.i·ze the expected risk for a ·compound los·s fuhctio·n L{~n'5n). Eacn. action ~ i--s an element of t-he set A. = 1,2, ••• ,s , and the loss in the compound de-
cision prob~t~m is to be t.h~ averaee of the losses incurred in each of the n decisions. Thus· 
n 




where r_L (i,j) = L .. (k) is a loss matrix specifying the loss for the kth de-K lJ 
cision if vre choose action ~ = j when the true state of nature is ek =i. 
If all observations, x, are at hand before the individual decisions must --n be made, one can use a compound decision rule t = (t1 , .•. ,t ), ·where the kth -n n component, tk = tk(j/~), is for each sequence~ a distribution over A 
accordinG to ,,1hich the kth action is chosen. A simple rule is one i.-rhere 
1
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--·-------· 
------~--~- . --·--·-. tl{ :.: .. tk (j/~} ;that ~fl;!~ one where the decision about' ek in' the sequence of 
'pattern classes depends only on the ·k~h observati.on •.. _, For a simple symmetric . . . 
"< rP.le., tk · · t (j/~). for all k, · that :i:.s, the· probabilit:Y" of· taking action j · given. tne observation ~ i:s_·· indeperident· of k.. Classica·l decision. theory ·is . 
. ree;tricted-·to using only simple symmetric rules. " 
The risk for the compound rule. 4i. {~he .. compound risk) is the av~~age: ___ :gf· 
· the c.om:ponent risks : 
.. 
•1:c 
-.-=-- •••• ,, • ..... -- - •" - -·- • ,'.L:~-.••••• ".;~.;_-:.... •• ~. 0 •~•....:• •".,"r"o ,:;_,_., •--!'- .~• 
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- .-- • ,,-----:n .. ___ _, - . . ...... --~--··· .. ,., ., ..... . ... - _, , • ~"·l:k,.._,,.. '" • ••r;,p• ,._ - •- • •·-.--:-
JR.(El'._ ... ,: t .. ·.) = 1. [ R(8 ,tk). 
.. 
--n··-n - n 
-n ·. ·. 
. k=l · 
vthe-re 
- --.- -·-- -·-' -··-- -.-
-
-- - - --- -
,_ - . ,/ .:: . . ~. -· 
"' : . 
R(8 ,i-tk: .) -
--n .. : L s [ .L(0kj_}tk(J/~}p(~J~)dxn s j=l 
,·: ..• -....:..• 
-:Ls the: l;'is'k for the· kth problem ( the kth compor:ient· risk). The ·integrat:i.c>"n. ,i.s.-
:o·ver· the n-fold Csrtesian product of the pattern space. 
One can also talk about a compound Bsyes risk~ R(G,!.n) with ~~espec.t t;o -an 
a priori distribution G(8 ) over ® , the n--fold Cartesian product of tne :s.et -n n 





n L ~(G, tk) 
k=l 





is the kth component Bayes risk. A procedure is compound Bayes against the ~ priori p:rol)o.bility distribution r, if it minimizes R(G,t ). From ecitlf:ltion 
. 11 ( 5) it is seen that the co1npo1 :.nd Bayes procedure t G .i. s the decision function th 
. 11 that, for every k, n1inin1izes the l\. co1nponent B·1yes risk, 
- -- -- -- ·- ·-. ------ - --- ---- -
-~-------- ------------------..------ - -- -
.I . 
~- . 
R(G,·t· _): : .. 
. . k -~ 
.' - ' . ···:··. 
s 
[ [ · 1(ek,jj,t,k(j/~)p(?V~)G(~)c1xn. 
J. =l e . 
' -n 
n \ ~, -· ---· __ , ___.:.~.:· ... -. 
.. u·,~·. r· -·- - -·----'--0 -- - ___ ;_ .--~- -- --· :··--· :-; ·--:- _. :-- - --t,/,"::.. ....... ~ .. - .... - -
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. 1(9 ,:j :)_p(x ·, e. ) . = fk . 
k· -n-n T 1(ek,J)P(~., ek) {_:SJ 
- -- t· ---- - - --- ~-~ ~· ··- ' -·- - ' - :, •.. • -- -·· - ····· ~- - ,.___; __ ---~- ~ . __ .. . 
where p(x , e ) = p(x /9 )G('9 ) • 1For the . .spe. cial. :c~se· wh_ere: action j co:rres-
-n --n -n. -n. -n .. 
pcinds to deciding that 8"' j, and 1(9,j) = l if Bf j.; and L(e ,j) =; 0 if 9 = j, . . .
tkG ch?.oses the value of ek that maximizes p(~,ek). This is equiv~lent to 
maximizing the a posteriori pr-obabili ty 
sinc·e th·e ·denominator ·p(x ) 
. -n 
.. 





' - p(x) 
-n 
p(~/~) is ihdependent of 0k'. 
n 
(9) 
which is implied by (1). 
buted as gk(i), 




a simple rule (Samuel, 1%5) will minimize R(G,t ) and thus be compound Bayes 
--n 






































- .t: ·.-~·· .. 
·probab:t1±t1es are ina:epenaent· of k,· i:e. ; Pk(xJElk) - ·p(~ek) andgk(i) = g(:tJ. 
I • . 
However, even in these cases,.nonsimple compound rules have merit ·becauseg(i) .. . 
" " 
may not be known.. In the case when the states of nature. are· identically and 
\ 
· independently distributed according to an unknown &!;_. 1~rio:ri -<listributiol:l g(i); 
:'l t• 
one may use an Empirical Bayes decision procedure (Robbins, 1956) whereby one -
. . . . . . 
employs a "simple" procedure which is Bayes against a con~listen-t estimate of 
g. Since such an estimate· of g is based-upon observations associated with 
the component problems, such a procedure is really C(?mpound, _ 
•" Thus, c·ompourid"cled.sl~n rU:l~s ·a;.e··n~edeci ~h~n-(a} the-~.;;~~; of na:tu±~ 
are not independent. (e.g. , when context . may be belpful as in recognizing 
characters in English text or in photo il'.lterpretatiOn), (b) the.kth pattern 
- .. . . , . . . . 
" . ---· -
depends on, more tlian. Oi:ll-¥- the- kth. state iif-natu;re-{e;-g-~; ~Wti.en itite:i:'S;yriibol -ih;, 
·. 
terference may be harmful as :in communication channels having memory), or {c) 
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C "'""\- IMAGE INTERPRETER 
./'·· 
1.i -ABS.TRACT 
Image Interpreter is· a corp.pu.ter· program th.at. us.es ·t-he .output of ·Probabi.1-




:mc3{chine. · The probability distributions and loss matrix are specified by ad-
, 
ditional inputs. Imagery data; in_ the ~rune. form as that used in" Probability 
., . ·• ••. ·•" ...,, • ........... _. 'I"* -- .-~-.·-•-,y. ,.... ..- - . - c~ "' 
.. Calculator, :Ls _fed into the computer which makes simple, 4-cell compound, 
and 8-cell .compound dec.:Lsions· on the contents of each input frame-~ The 
;, 
re·sults of· -each decision function on each frame are printed· out ·1n a form con:--. 
venil~-rrt -·for analysis .. 
J, 





1) Card Reader 
2) 120 Line Printer 
3) 32k Core Memory 
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 




The program begins with the usual comment cards, dimension statements, 
initialization of parameters and arrays. The base data is read anu printed. 
Additionally, four significant operations are performed in the initial portion 
of the program. "Call Unrand," (line 0164), initializes the random number 
generator. Lines 0172 to 0177 combine the two conditional probability arrays • 
Lines 0202 to 0210 compute the random risk associated 1.J:i.Lh each loss matrix. 
This is a function of the loss rnatrix and Lhc a ririori Drl)babi ·i i ties. We com-- .. 
pute fo:r each state of nnturc tlle product of the standard. deviations in each 
of the three di1ncnsions in ·1 inc:=: U~_)1.·1 t.o 0213. Si nee this vr·:,·dutt is used 
·-
repe·atedly in the cal.c 11lat,ic,n 1 ,f : }1e probabili'l.y clen:3ities, it i~~ c,_.,..pedient 
Thi:] br.i.i1c:,~ :ls tu l inc:; ):)l '.}, or LcJ "Head Code Card" .in the l0r:;ic dia-
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",';:,· .• 
- ----- ----4--·- ------· - -
... -- - - -------- ----- -- --------- ------ ~_tne- input-- iettcer-- code to. -a--m.ore=-c__onven:fent n~mb~;-~~d~-, -ana nerma:1:±-ze= the 






















Let us examine this· process in more 4etail. -First_, th~ control ca.r·d 
for the fralile ·ts read.. The code ·"BINGO" indicates th-at. there is no more· dat·a.: 
.. -. ~ t • 
s.o pr:ogr·am coritr·o1 is ·tr·arisfetred to the printou-t section. The· code words ·· 
lltTRB.AN" and "RURALTI ar.e ·admissible. and indic.ate that "the frame is ·to b·e: r.ea.d 
and -processed. Any other· code word is inadmissible .and ··immediate·ly halts. th·e 
pro:gram. Seventeen cards, eacq containing the st-ates ot nature of the, ·seven-
. teen .cells :iri. a. row. on tbe frame of imagery, a.re. re~<i. Tbe:~ pro-gram· stops~f 
any card i~ f;rom a frame· other than that listed on the control car4 or if th~ 
cards are :not in order. 'rhe conversion of .the alphabetic state of natur~. cod..e. 
~ . 
.... ~ . 
' ~ 
\,··· 
' to the numeric code is .straightforward·, wi_th the following ~~c~pti.ons. A. 
-- - blank is .irit·erp:ret·ed ·to· mean that the· ce·11 has the sMle state· of nature- a.s. the-
cell to its 1e·ft... :I_n_ sorrE frame::;. the categ.ory l;>aseball diamonds, BD ,. was use.d. 
in place of the 'category athletic fields, AF. These two categories are( . 
:equivalenced in the conversion. Finally, if the al:phanumeric- pair does not 
fall into any known category, the error ·i.s noted on the printout, and for the· 
remainder of the_ ... exp~:riment, the cell ·is asswned to be an unclassifiable mix-
ture. The· count$ stored in XA.PROB and YCOND are moved to APRO~cJ and COND, 
r~spectively, and a b·ias of ·0.1 is added to each element of these arrays to 
:pre¢-lude the error which would arise if a c~;,rtain situation that existed in 
the frame of interest never occurred in the training imagery. If the frame 
of interest had been used in compiling the training data (des::.gn data), the 
subroutine "UNDO" subtracts this frame's contribution to the design sample 
to avoid biasing the experiment. The counts are then divided by the number 
of observations to make them probabilities. 
This brings us to line 0289 or to the "Generate Random Numbers" part of 
tne logic diagram. COST (I, ILOSS) is the loss incurred in this frame by 
using decision rule I and loss matrix ILOSS. The parameter I= 1,2,4 corres-
ponds to the 4-cell rule, the 8-cell rule, and the simple rule, respectively. 
Price (I, ILOSS, IDEV) is the total loss incurred clurinc; this entire c:-:neriment 
for decision rule I and loss matrix IJ/)SS when the distribution scale para-
meter · : as D:ENl( ( IDEV) • 
The stancl:.trd deviation SDEV = PSDEV * DEVK is determined, and PRODEV and 
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U' t;. ·_. '• 1 ' 
LI 
l] 
· The proced~re is to generate for each dimension M ·= 1,2,3 ·a random number from 
~ the .univariate normal .. -distribution with zero mean and unity variance, and then 
...... --I • --~ 
to multiply it by the. standard deviation·snEV(N,M) and add·the mean MEAN(N,M) 
.w}.1.e:re .. N- is the nature c>.f the· cell k at hand. · We th·en cbrnpute: 1?(x/0=n) for 
tl -- .. 1.,2, .•. ;·22 ·in lines 0310 to 0315. ·The ·components of the ·vector x are 
· s·to.red in the .array AVGVEC until all the· proba'bility dens_it.-ies· are ·calculateii . 
. The densities are ~multi_plied by the-~ priori probab1.lit-i·e·s a~ part of a t_ime--
·,-") 
·. _ ~a-v-irig ~r~uy~_:r~ .. ~- .. _ . {' .. . ' . " ' . ... . ' . . '-· ' ' . .. 
.r' 
· The loo_p r·anging from ;Line 0320 to .line .. 0344 c·orr:espon(is. to the boJ(, 
1abe1°led ''Make Simple. D·ecisions." ~n this loop -we· make· the simple de·cision. 
f'.or each ce11·· in the frame, with respect to each loss matrix, and recor-d the 
- -~--·a~--•-•••,..__•----?..- C-- -· J - -• •• •·---·- -----:-----2~-~~~P- ... o,oSJo -->--~--~-~a•"••.' . ''·"'• ~--' -'- >• J,.•..__ . ......,_ ._ . .........___ __ ,-......:..., ~<-•'• ---~···~·----~•- ~ 
results in "COST" and in the confusion matrix. In addition, two parameters 
· . 22 . 
are computed for each cell K--Regmax(k) = TRUNKK * ~ P(xJ9k=N). In later. 
. 
- n . . .. -. ! l)'cS:rti.oris of tp'e progrron, any P(V6k) that is less than Regmax(k) is taken to 
be .zero. ·o-erteral.~y, ;NCHO_SE(k) = -1. If, however, .there is only one value N* 
--~- -··' ~ -~-..... L-
of· 9k· ·for which 'P(xJ0k} is greater than Regman(.K), then we say the deci~ion-· is 
. I 
obyious, a.nd NCHOSE(k) = N*. Note t-hat the· cqnfusion matrix is plotted only 
for the first loss. matI'~:>c anq._ tne first, va.riatio.n of the recognition ve:ctor 
:q.istribution. 
The next loop comp:utes conte·xt; and· rnakes compound ·decisions, Radius = 1 
' 
:for 4-cell context and Radius = 2 for 8-cell context. The subroutines "N4CELL" 
-and "CELNAB" determine which cells a.1·e neighbors of a target cell in computing 
context. "CALTEX" determines the context one cell gives about another. This 
information P(~ek =N), where c'ells k and k.k are neighbors, is stored in 
Regtex(NKK). Initially, each Regtex element equals -1. If the joint probabi-
lity density 1\VPROB)K,N) = P(~,9k=N) is significant (i.e., greater than 
REGTEX(K)), then the compound rule multiplies AVPROB(K,N) by REGTEX(N,KK) for 
all neighbors KK an_d minimizes the sum of these weighted with the loss matrix. 
We, therefore, 1nust determine the product RkREGTEX(N >KK) for those N where 
P(~, e1~ =lJ) is significant. 
If Rectex(N ,I'CK) has already been computed, we use it. If it has not been 
computed ( H cf~ l. ex ( l'J , KK) -= -1 ) , then we compute it with Ca 1 t ex. T}-1 e exception 
to thi~ ucc11r~~ 1.·:hcn tl1e nature of KK is obvious (NCHOSE(ICK )· 0). Then iL is 
equivalent (und faster) to use simply the conditiona1 probabilit:," of T-I and 
88 
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the target cell is . obvious,. ~~ do not bother to use context. We. simply make 
... ~---···· 
the obvious decision.· 'l'.he results of, all the ·compound decisions ·are recorded 
·.: . .:.:. ··-·· 
.. in the COST array~ A ·confu·sion mat~ix is· plot,ted for the. first loss matrix 
and th_e fir:st· .di,stribution variation. Subroutine output displays the results•: · 




.CALTEX computes the con.text information P(x/8k) .;;;;' 
22 · . . ... · · ~ P ( x./8
1




. ·- -- -" • - . ---~:-J:-' •'•· .... ,. . ~-" ·--=- _ .. _-,,..-...... ·. •. -..... . 
CELNAB - With the _param~_t_~:r-~ItAlJIUS. l.,~ .. th.is-subrouti-ne .. (ie-t--ermines--~.- · - -----~· 
which ce·lls are "8'-ce11 neighbors'' of the cell K. Th.e 
cell numbers are stored in HEIGH, and the number of 
peighbo:rs found :i:s stored in mar. The number of :netgh-.. 
bars will be eight unless the cell K is at the edge of.the 
frame. The neighbors are found in the foll9wing order.: 
1 2 3 
; .•. 
7 K 8 
4 5 6 
DECIDE (IVALUE, INUM, LOSS, ILOSS, TRUNK)= J, where J minimizes 
INUM 
- EXPON 
k LOSSILOSS(I,J) IVALUE(I) l+(IVALUE(I)-TRUNC) 
\ / LOSSILOSS(I,J) IVALUE(I) 
IV ALUE ( I ) > TRUNC 
In the case of ties the smallest j is chosen. 
-ARG (ARG) computes e less accurately but more quickly than 
the standard Fortran function. 
inteGer I plus a fraction O.d. 
I 
e is easy to compute 
,, 89 
We can write ARG=I·d as an 
ARG I O.D Then e = e e . 
:) 
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· a.nc{ e· 1 . 
~ 
. .-~L~KRE.O; INUM, INDEX,. PRBMAi:-)' -.~ -Se·"t·s PRBMAX 
·.---
INUM 
- M_Ax ·1:,:KHEG(I) 
I ·1 
, '; 
an:4 ·sets. INDEX equal t-o tha.t v-a.1.ue _ _. I at- which LIKREG as-sume·s 
,;:-..... . -,,•• ···-·-·,M--•• "' .. __ •--..••••>-,~·:••.•:_•.,... ~-, •. • 
· it inax:imum'.' · Irl ~ase· of tfe~, . the SIIU1:Uest I is chosen. 
'N4CELL- is the -4-c:ell counterpart of c:ELNAB • 
-. 
b_or ce·11-s in the. :following order·:: 
,, . 
·· ..... : .. - -~'L.- --
3 
1 K 2 l 
' ' 
4 
OUTPUT - prints for each distri1-Jution variation and for e·ach frame 
the loss incurred for each decision function and e1ach loss 
matrix. It also computes and p~ints the ratio of the 
actual· risk to the risk obtained by choosing randomly, 
and the percent improvement of the compound rules over the 
simple rule. 
RAND - generates a random number, accurate to two decimal places, 
from a univariate normal population with zero mean and unity 
variance. The number is determined by averaging 12 inde-
, 
pendent uniform random numbers. This average converges to 
a normal distribution by the central limit theorem. 
UNRANl) - is a subroutine that sets the random number generator RAND 
in motion. 
UNDO - remo·,.,-es a frame's contribution to the design data by 
mimickinr; Probability Calculator with the +l te~ms replaced 
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=---'--~--=·=·-=-=-~ ~~-..............,~~==~---s-r~-~ ~~----'"'------0-_.-.,.., ...-----,.~=_~ __ =-:-__ ·. -~~----~=:.~' 
·- .. ----~- ~---
- - ----~- - --~ ----- - --· ---- -·- -~,-a------ . ·- .. ---~-·-----. ----
-·~----. -The· inputs to this'- program fa.11. into 'three categdr1e~: 
-(1.·r The output of Prog·ra.m. ·:t ·(w.i_:th one change) 
(2Y Additional input dat.a 









out:put data pf· ·Prograni 1 imm~die,tely ·follow.ing th·e .. firs~t .. : set. · T.h~ .. sain¢ ·fc,r.riiat 
-
' 
· .sh.all b-e·· used. Th:e f'~r.st, set sha·ll cont·ain. 8-cell context- 'information,; =t.he 
.se.cond s·et. shali contain 4-cell context :information. 
-~· 
·This -additional . -input ·data shall follow the -output .. o·f Pr·.ogram ·r. • • 
• .- --
- -. ~-- - ....:_ -~~ --,-..-.~· - -
-- - -~-
-- _. ~_.___.....,,__,._ ~'-'--'l - •• ----. ~ .•• ~ ~~-l.-~; ... , ••. , - , --~- C •• • - ·-- • -·· • ,• ........ -- - 00 : ••• - - .,... 0, V • - - --,- .-•.p••·-.o-c- •·-~~~---~·--·-""-':': --".,._. -~ •.. : '.'· . . ~---·· ., .. ""'"""' .... .....,... .. _ . , ...... --
-
TRUNKK -~ A number .·between O and 1 to indicate the degree of 
accuracy in th~· a.vproximatioris . 
(:r.io. 5) 
. ·"' NUMDEV - The numbet'· o:f ·,va..r.iations · o.f t-11:e b.as.e· ·di·st.r~-P-\J.t.ic>"n 
to be ,t.ested in thi,:s .expe:t'imeht •. 
{I~LO) 
lJEVK - ·(1 to NUMDEV) The ·.sc·a.le' :factor,$· .for the variations 
(10F6. 2) 
MEAN The means of the baise· di·stri.but-i.:on ~ 3 cards 
(22F3.0) 
PSDEV The standard de·"'i.ations of the base distribu-
tions - 3 cards 
.~. ( 22F3. 0 ) 
NPRIME, N8DIG - Twelve prime positive integers followed by a posit::ive 
8-digit integer. 
( 12 It~ , I 10 ) 





































-- - - ~-- --
- -- ·-·-· -··----- - --- ---- -- -- - - -- - . - -
·. " . 
_ c-ard 1: . Loss Ma.tr.ix Name {LON.AME) 
.· ·---··r1·2x, -A6) _, 
- 1.- •• 
. .,,. . 
•• 
_"(·_f-_ - ·,· ,•l'(·i<t:~ 
· Car.ds 2 to 23 :· _ The loss matrix eleme.nts .for" the· -proper row . 
(22Il)-
The· imagery data fo~lows ~to~ c9mplete the set of i*putf.3·· 
6. OUTPUT ,.. 
.,,.., Ii!,---"---·---
. ,., .·• . ·_""'I,·•--:-;--~-:·-~-
C 7 .. 
The only output·of Image Interpreter _is the usual printer output. 
DECK SETUP' . - · 
', 
. ·- - ' --- .. 
l : . 
1) Card or cards the system required to initiate a job. 
On the Philco 212 
-- ___ .. 
col 17 25 
. -: ·.\-... ~: ~ 
Job - Charge number, user'- s name 
-2) Card or cards the system requ:rred to compile a Fortran IV 
·program with subroutines. 
On the Philco 212 
col 17 25 
FORTRAN BATCH, MAP 
3) Image Interpreter deck 
. ., 
4) Source decks for the ten subroutines arranged in any order, 
,. CALTEX, CELNAB, DECIDE, EXPON, LARGE, N4CELL, OUTRJT, RAND, 
lJNR.AND , UNDO .., 
5) Card to indicate the end of a batch compilation. 
On the Philco 212 
col 7 
COMPLETE 
6) . Card to execute the program just compiled. 
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.... '', . 
--·----·~·-···-··----- ·----- -- - - --- ··-·· -- -·' ________________ .- -. ---. ~ ~ ---------- ----,- --
. --~··-=--·--=· ·=---·-·=-~=~~~~~~~=====~=~~~~~~-..,....._ ___ , ,.,..,,,..;, __ -=- ~~·· =--· - - ---=--~----~·· >- ----·-------·. ~ -· ·-'+.'§')il'..d::Gc....1! 
---·--·-·.--· .--~=-----'-----~----:_--7J---DATA -,/- .· -- . 
---- . . -
,· ,·· 
8) • System ,{nd of data" 
'}'. . . / . . 
/. . . . . . . . . . 




-EN.p .. - DATA beginning in: ·coJQlllll. 1. 
l· . 
The ptogram is written as thougn ali card inputs and printer O:Utputs were · 
dt>ne · on line.. I:t. may be neces~a.ry to inform the ,)perB.tor that the program i,S 
· a. 11Load:a.~a Go.'' Fortra.n. IV program. . 
L ·. :: ~--- .... -
,rJ . . - - --- - ________ "....:.. . +. ~- . 
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sEc,ND S~T o; :~~J1r1,~,L- nuT ~: lA)f~ 
wRO~l CO~UITIJ~4L JATA 
S""'~ r,5555 
ST"'·" !"16666 
S E C :, ~ D S t. T O ; : O ~ ) I T I "\ 'II A L :: r:- ~ J ~ ~ ~ lN :i ,;, ~ :J G 1: 
~RON~ ~1ST)J~A~ 04T4 
... 1sr,cH~A" )lTA )IJT JF' ,~,,El· 
UE~I~ITln~ or TERMS--I~,.= NUMBER 0~ CELLS ACROSS A ~Ml~l 
JM&X: NUMBER Of CELLS UOwN' rR,N~ 
IJ~Ax • NUM~ER OF' CiLLS IN F~A~l 
J 
r, ~=NUMBER Of POSSIBLE ST&TES o: NAfJR~ 
Nt "'ACT s NUM~ER Of ACTIO~S A\IAIL.ld_~ 
~A'v~ECI,J> ~ STATE or ~ATUR~ o, c~~L IJ 
~~'•'ECIM•x • <J•l> • I> s NATURE<I,J> 
A;:>"O~(N) II TM[ A PRIORI PROiA8I .. ITY o=- • ~~GI,~ n:-1 NAT JR~ ~ 
c~'Dt~,NN,RADius, • THE PR08AdlL?Tf ,~,, A 3 AQTIC11~•R :ELL ~I-L 
MAVE NAYJ~E ~N ~Mi~ A 3IVE~ C£~L WIT~I~ 
RADIUS WAS N,TJij[ ~, 
o & ., I u S • THE "4 AX I P1 UM DIST AN C {, BET L1 ~ £ N T ~ 0 ~::GI i ~ C: c:: JC M TM A T 
TMEsE T~O REGIONS dlLb a~ CA~LEO ~EI1~Rnts 
~,, "4A .. 1£ • NUMl3E~ OF" TRAINING t~AGER'f iiji\,'11ES 
P 1. a~ E • RURAL OR UR f:j AN 
~£I~~, ) B. LIST or TME NE!GHB~A ~E~IJ~S 
~TrT: THE TOTAL ~UMBER Of N!lGH~O~S o~· T~~ ~EiI~N J~D~~ =~~~1D~~ATI0~ 
lI~~EG(N) • T~l ~lKlLIMOOO T~AT ,~~ Ri]IO~ JNDtR c,~sI~{R&T?O~ 
MAS STAT£ OP ~ATURE v 
F°Q"'"'Uflll • A LIST OF Tt:4E rRAMES i:-~:,f:1 rOfl:-4 T~:: I\JP•ll' .o,T& w,S 
~~&\(N,I> n T~E ITH COMPONENT OFT~~ ~~AN V~CT1~ ,,q NlTU~£ 
c; r· • v t l"4 , J ) : T M E S T A N C A A O O E V t A T I J N 1 N T -4 E I T M " I ~ E "! ,r t e \J f:' ~ ~ 
Lr~ScI,J> : THE !~CURRED 8V =~0051~~ J ~ME~,~~ ~A~JRE IS I 
s1·kEG a CONrusro~ MATRii ro~ Sl~P.£ o~:ISIJ~S o~, 3~G?J~S 
ST1£Tx • CoNrusio~ ~ATRIX ro~ SI~P_i o~:ISIJNS 0~ ,tG?~~s 




,~~~EG s CONrus10~ MATRii ro~ CO~P)JNu OE:rsro~s 0~ RE3I~~s . 
)l~P~BCN) z ~uMBER or qEGIONs ~IT~ ~ATJ~E ~ I~ TWE TQAJ~I~~ ,~•J£Rv 
v ... · • " ".', C N , N ~ , R A D I u ~ : N U "'~ E R O :- , J l :> N T O C : J q ~ ::: ~ C E ~ ~ F" A R ;; 3 I J ~ o.: 
A NATU~! ~ A~) A ~~GIJ~ o~ ~••J~E ~~.S~~~RATED 
BY A DI'!TA~:t. '10 :i~EAT::R T~l~ qAOIJS,I~ :TM:: 
T~AININ; IMAG~~v 
\ 
" '"' .. !: £ ', : T HE N u,.. BE R O r: S T A ~ D A R D O E V I A T I J N S : 0 ~ ~ M I : ~ , ..i t I '4 A '3 E I Si · T J :i E 
Ii •t.~PR[TED 
. 1 
~ v~lR. THE NU,..BE~ or REGIO~s P~c:~ss~n 1~ ,~,s c~~PuTEq qJNI 
; 
DiwE,~lu~ ZC0~0(22,22,3>,IZCONDCt452) 
~1~£\~ro~ CONRDJ<22,22> 1 
~I~E~~TJ~ ~EGTExc22,2e9>,REG~•~C189),N£1G~CZ~~),A(1),A ·p~AC13) ~ 
or~E~~Ju~ N80IG(12>,NPRIMEC12>,IxCONO(t452),1VJ~ECt3),~,RR&Vf22> i 
JI~E~~TJ~ YCOND(22,22,J>,APRO~C2!),CJN)(22,22,3) 
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:, __ S~M,£!&¥' 
DI""£~~ 1 CJ 0 : LA~ EL ( 2 ) , ~AME. < 2 > , TITLE ( 2 1 
e ::, 
V I ~ E N c;; 1 u '" P S D £ v C 2 2 , J > , i.J I:. V I< C 1 0 ) , P =11 : t. t , , S , f O ) , : ) S .T C , , s; t 
or~E~c:IJ·'; 0RTAINC2~>.LIKPR8(22) , 
~ I "'! f. "' , T U ,\I C ON F u S C 2 2 , 2 2 , ~ ) , . 
DI~E~c:ro~. XAP~Obc22>,xTOTALC22>,•C~~oc14,~>,x~I3T<,2,6, , 
~I"' EN c:: I CJ"-· SIZE T X ( 2 2, t> 2 > • LOSS ( 2 2, 2 2 ~ ~ > , ~ i S i.J. T C i 2 ) , ~~till"' 11 ,. (2 0 ' > 
u I ~ E \J c: I G ., "" A 1' U R t. < 1 7 , , 7 ) , .\J S T A T E C 2 9 9 ) , " R ~ 3 ( l 7 , 1 7 ) , "I C . A ~ !I; t 2 A 9 ·> 
I.; I "' E N ~ I O ~ · P R O D ( V C 2 2 ) , C E V P R O C 2 2 > , I " VlJ E V C ~ 2 , J ) 
U!"'E~~rv, LONAME<5) 
DI"'E~~ru~ NCHOS£(289) 
UI~E~~!J, MEA~C22,3>,SDtVC22,J>,.I<H~GC22>,4V~~JB(28Q 11 ~2) 
t. Q. JI v A '~ t. , Ct. c CO "IF' u ~ < 1 , l , 1 > , SI Iii RE 3 < 1 , 1 > > , C : J "F" JS ( 1 , t , 2 , ~ SI Z:: T )( C 1 , 1 l 
f, ), (~O"r:-usc1,1,J>,coNR01<1,1>>,<:0\II-JSC1,1,4>,ACTS'fS:.:Gt1,1)) 
lr., 1I 1Jt.tE.~cE <IXCOf\/D<1>,CO~DC1,1,1>> . 
£.n ;IVALt:.'Ct. ccoNRD.3<1,1>,coNr:-usc1,1,5>> : 
t. Q ., 1 v A 1• t:. '· Ct. ( NA TUR E C 1 , 1 > , NS T & T t. C 1 ) ) , t l'4 ~ ~ G ( 1, 1 ) , \JC L l S ~ f 1 , l 
louivA~£,c~ cvcoNuc1,1,1>,xcoNDCt>> 1 
t.a 1Ivt .t."-Ct. CZCONDCl,l,l),!ZC0"'40t1>,4V:l~0:3(1,1>) , 
I 
~EAL T7~ 0 ~u I 
"E A L J V ., E \/ J 
I 
~E.AL 1 • ~s,rxcO"'-'D,LlKRl:.u,L.Ii<PR~,,..::A~ 
l"JT£Gt ~ CON~D3 
1"1TC:Gt" ...,AlJMAX 
i 'J TE.. r; F .. · 1 !:. CID E.. • s I z ET )t ' XI:. ROX' ~Es u - T • F ~ fi1 "J,..' • ~ E. ' ~ A o· r Uc: 
l~TEGE~ rO~RDl ,ACTREG,SIM~E~.:o~:us 
lNT(GE~ ~lN, OBTAl~ 
A B 'J O ~ -.. A L ~ A N D 
u • r A I A d t L c 1 , 1 2 H s r 1 , L • ~ t:.. L c 2 > 1 2 H c , 1 • "' , "" ~ c 1 > 1 4 M 1.. ::: 1 • ,-., , ,.. ~ •r 2 , , • M J J " o , 
~ATA TITLEC2)/6M CrLLl,TITLE(l)/6~~~~IJN/ 




~EAD I~ THl STATE OF ~ATURE CODE 
uo 8 J=1,1.3 
HEAU 1~b9, <ALPHACI>,I=l,13) 
P Q ! ~ T i ' 6 9 , ( .A L P l'1 A ( I ) , I : 1 , 1 ,l) 
8 CQ~TI~1 .t. 
io(AQMAX = 2 
I .. A~: 17 
JMAX: 17 
lNL'M: 22 
Nu~ACT = 22 
~[AO ?·,:.;~,PLACE ,NF°RAMl 
;.( E AD T \' P ~ 0 8 AB IL I T 1 t. S CAL.Cu L. 4 TED d Y I'":, .'.a RA "1. 0 ~t. 
un 19~Q I=l,1442,14 
ll = I • 13 
READ ~081, rIZCOND<J,,J=I,II>,LF~A~t.,~J~CO 
I F" C 1 4 • ~. J M C D , N £ • I I > S T OP 3 J 3 ' 0 
IrrLF°~AMf ,NE, NF°RAM[) STOP 444~0 
C O '-.1 T I ~, J E. 
~EAu l~CO, (!ZCONOCJ), J•1443,1452> 
0~ 78~ 1=1,1442,14 
l. I= I•~ -~ 
~E&D 3~u1, (XCOND(J),JSl,II),L.fM4~~.~u~:o 
lrc14 • ~UMCD ,NE, II> STOP 33J3J 












. \/"' .. 
~.~,rj 
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11 I I ii I i 11 I 












































(j j. :,6 
C,1:>1 
u l !,5 













r::::, ,=·::::1 r:: =~ 
CELI l ·.,,rl~PkE TER 11.·-it ,.-1-:.--1-Q ,:9 
780 CO~Tit\lvE. 
READ 3000, (XCONDCJ>,~=1443,1452) 
NEAD 3uu,1,XAPROB 
READ 3~ij1,XTOT•L,NUMRlG,LrRAME. 
Do 79n r<::1,11 
1<2•2•1< 
;--
,( 1_• K 2 • 1 . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . i . .,. 
"' E .:' D 3 ~ ~ 3 , C )( H I S T C ~ 1 , J > , J : 1 , 6 > , < ( ~ I ~ T. < < l ·, .J l , .J = 1 , 6 > ., L r R l '4 E , \I J t.t "" 0 
Irr~uMCU .~E. K) STOP 66666 
, 9 o i.; n ~ r I ~1 1 E 
~£AD 20~8. ,rRM~UMCI>,l•1,NrRAMr> 
PQINT ~086,NrRAME 
?QINT 2o~a. (~RM~U~CI>,1=1,NrRAM!) 
IJ~A~ ~IMAX• JMAX 
XIJMA.-uIJ~Ax 
C kEAD r~ PARAMETE~S or THE SIMULATED ~u~ to~ SI~>LE P,,,~R~ ~E:~l~ITI~~ 
r'1fAD 7723,TRUNK,< 
772J fQQ~AT (rl0,5) 
PAI~T 77?4,TRUNKK 
1 12 C F" 0 ~ l-1A T ( 1 H , 2 0 X 1 2 41 M T M £ T R U \I C A T I O ~ s:' A : r, ~: . i J., r;: 1:J , 5 ) 
~E,o ~~99, NUMDEV 
PR!~T ~599, NuMOEV 
RlAD 659~, tDEV~(I>,I=l,Nu~DEv> 






Do 345 H:1,3 
Do 34~ "4=1,INuM 







i°O~M.ATfl,.. ,91·0,.EAN(N,M)/1 ... 0,22F5,1/1~ ·,22F'~,1/1~ ,22r:"5
1
1, 











~n~MAT(~X,67H12 PRIME NU~BERs AN' o~~ 9•0l]IT ~JM3!q ,~~ ••~DJ~. ~J 
1"°'3ER G~ \1£RATOR) 
7601 ~O~~ATl/12I9//5X,9~~~D1G(1):.1I9) 
C TME rn~Ln~lNG SUBRO~TlNl GEN[RAT[S 11 J~I;J~M-¥ DiqT~?-JT~J Ra~JO~ 
C VARIABLES PROM 1 8•DIG1T NUMd[R •~D 12 ~ijl1~ ~J~BE~S · 
READ ~,on, (NPRIME(IX),lX•1,12>,N90IG(1) 





C A L L 1 1 :,: ~ A ~ D C N P R I M E , N A D I G ) 
RE AO fli,c;9, LOSSE.S 
UQ 40Q4 IL0SS=1,LOS5ES 
~E4D ~~95, L0NAM£c1LOS5) 
~EAO 4J96, CCLOSSCl,J,lLOSS>, J•l•I~J~), 1•1,l~J~> 
co,JTit-.·:,e: 
FQQ~ATfl2X,A6) 





















i 'I. I '. 
i ,! I 
'' I 































J ~ 14 
CJ l 15 
1..1 l I 6 
u111 
1J l '8 
u l. / 9 
1JlbQ 


















































CE L t I '' T E RP RE TE R 
DO 19,..,,.. T=l,I~lJM 
L>o 19""1 ,1=1,I~uM 
.•. :ifi:iiliu· il'.:.,:i:i'> 
. d 
Y C ~ ,., 'j c J , I , 2 ) : Z C ON U f J , l , 1 > 
vc~~~cJ,J,3> = zco~o,~,1,2> 
1"'68 CQ....,TI~,~t. 
' 
C E"i·: r,P ~EF"E.RENCfS TO z::OND A~O IZC'l~D 
D!" 269 i:-Ev=1,t'4i.JMO~V 
JO 2~9 1L05S=1,LOSSlS 
&JO 269 !=1,5 
PA!CfcJ,lLOSS,IOEv> • u.o 
i69 CQ\ITI~-,E. 
PQI~-JT tU"6 
UO 34~ lL05S•1tL0S5lS 
P~I~T ~~?,lLOSS,LONAM~(lLOSS> 
252 FQQ~lTf~aX,11HL0SS M4TRIX,IJ,2X,l6) 
PQ!NT 2,;-', CI,Ia1,INvM) 
uo 254 Jc1,INUM 
P~I~T 25?,J,(LOSSCl,J,ILOsS>,I•1,I~u~> 
·.254 CC,'JTI~ t.. 
J46 co,rI...,...,C: 
253 FQQ~ATfl7X 1 13~ACTIO~/~ATURE,2214) 
255 FQ~MATf25x,I2,Jx,22F,.o> 
DO 5~ J=!,INUM 
DO ~? !=1,l"-uM 
SI1o1REGtl,J> :s 0 
SI7ETxtI,.;> = 0 
LQ~RO, tl,J) : 0 
ACT REG f I, J) ::s 0 






UO J~3 IL05S•1,L0SSlS 
Su111 = :.,,r; 
Do 352 l.m1,INUM 
PKt")D: J,O 
00 351 J:1,INUM 
PROD: PROD• LOSS<I,J,lLOSS> 
Su~ a s0~ +PROD• XAPR08(I) 
RANDnµtI~OSS> : SUM/ X 
Do 4J;?1 '=1,INu~ 





CO '! T I ".i c. !7 1 







G!vE\, ,~r-T ESTIMATc.lJ 




IF"tPLACI:. ,tQ, URBAN) GO TO 100 
1F"CPLAt~ .~O, dl~GO> GO TO 8688 
lrcPLAl.~ ,NE, RURAL) STJP 00000 
Un 1;;", J=l,JMAX 
A E ! D 1 2 : \.: ~ , IF" RAM l , I F-c O .i , t NA TliR ~ ( I, J > , I• l, 1 MA ,c ) 
Ircrr~A~E ,NE, ~rR~ME) STOP 11111 
IrcI~n, , ~E. J) STQP ~222~ 






























































































CJ i I 0 
c.,;_ 11 
0212 
CJ l I 3 
CJi/4 
Cl 2 15 
01.16 
G i. I 7 












Ct.LL ItvTlRPRETER i. ,t.1·~.:Zl :11 • 1_0 .. ,-.9 
C 
l~f~ ,EQ, NBLANK) GO TO 249 
Do 25" ·'1=1,I~UM 
lF"p( ,lO, "4ARRAV(N)) C.O TO 251 
2 5 0 CO 'J T I ~J, E. 
lVcK ,C:iJ, NBD> GQ TO 7J92 
P~JNT 1716, KFkAME 
P~!NT 12G11,I,J,NATURltl,J) 
N:IN;J~ 
~51 "1ATuRt t.i.,J) • N 
uQ TO 1Sr 
7J92 NATU'°'f tl,J)•14 
~0 T() 1!:)ri 
249 \iATL;~E"rl,..J) : NATURl(~·1,J) 
15 3 LO~; TIN~· E. 
N0~8c~ =NUMBER• 1 
iJ() 601 ~=1,INU"'1 
A P ~ O r1 c I\' ) = x A P R O B c N > + 0 , 1 
UQ 60~ ~ADluS = 1,RADMAX 
JO 2C'l'I I=l,INUM 
co~o,1~~.RAOiwS) s YCO~DCI,N,RADrJS)• 0,1 
20 0 Co~ TI ~-.;t. 
6 0 2 C O ~ T I ~ ._, E 
b01 CO&.JTI\l . ..1t. 
X: ~~~A~£• IJMAX • 2 
. SEA~C~ Tri DETERMINE If TMIS F"RAM~, IS o":: o.:-. T~~ T~&I1\1?,1G r~&114E:S 
on 1749 I =1,NFRAM£ 
IrcKrR,MF ,Ea, tRMN~M(l)) GO TO 1749 
1749 CQ\JTINut 
C T~Is ~~A~E IS NOT I~ TM~ TRAININ~ IMA~~~v--~E~=~ w~ ~~?> U~DO 
Go TO 1Y401 
1748 PRINT 1746, ~FRAME 
C C A L L u ~ 1J n T O D £ L E T [ T 1-4 I S f=" R A M £ , S C ON ' ~ I :i U T I J N T J T ~ E 'P e 4 ? ll' I " Q O A T A 
CALL 1,,oncIMAX,JMAX,I~MAX,~STATE,~~IJ~.=o~~ •• D~JB) 
. > ' X a >f er XIJMAX 
C NOR~ALIZE TH[ PRQ8AR!L1TI£S F"OR I~T~R2~E1I~G TiIS ~QA~£ 
lY'Ol 0() 20 v::j ,lNUM 
AP q OB r ,, ) : APR 08 ( N ) / X 
20 COt\JT!N .E 
UQ 77? ~ADiuS: 1,RAOMAX 
Do 772 N=1,INuM 
lJO 7 7 '? l: 1, N 
X :: C0\JD(I,N,RA0Ius> I (APROd(l) • A.:IR:)ci(,.}): 
CO~DCI,~,RAOIUS): X 
CQ~DCN,l,RAOIUS) : X 
'!I . I 
' [· 
772 CQ~T!~J£ , . 
C T H £ F' O L L O ... I ~ G P ~ 0 G R A M G t. "' ~ R A T E S RA N O ' -I V :: C T JR S : 0 ~ ; E L ~ S , . • "0 J. I I( £ I. I ~ .J .0 1.!. S, 
C F O ~ REG In"!~ 





N. T~~ TARGET CLASS (STATE OF N&TuR::> I~u::i 
~ c TM£ AEGION INDEX 
M: 1,2: THE T~O DIME~SIQNAL CO~F~SIO~ OllJR4~ I~iEx 
MEA~CN,M):X AND y MEANS roR TARG~T C.ASS ~ 
' ' 







SoEvc~,M):X A~D Y STA~UARO DEVIATIONS ~oR TlR3::T C ··q~ ~ 
IJ E v K I s A M u L T I P L I C A T l o N r A C T o ~ ;- o ~ s ~ l ... I ~ 3 A :. ~ s T & 'Io A • O D ::1 v I A T I O ~ c; r· 
~·~~ I~ A PSEUDO RANUOM ~UMBlQ APa~oxIMlTI~~ A l•us~IAN ~.~,,M v•ijIA~LE iI• 
T 1-f z £ R n "1 i:- A ~ , u N I T Y v A R 1 " ~ c E , "' o T .., :, o i:: : r M A • , P ~ , : E s o F' • ._ E c t ~ ~, , I T I s· 1. GE~ERA~(n AS A ruNCTION OF" N~RI~~ 4NO ~8UlJ . 
. c:::J 























































































lrc~ ,lQ, NBLANK) GO TO 249 

























































lF'(I( .~O, NARRAV(N)) CiO TO 251 
250 CQ~TI~J• E. 
li;-CK .. t:i.,, NBD> GO TO 7J92 
PRINT 1716, KFRAME 
P~!NT 12811,I,J,NATURl<l,~> 
N: INu1o.1 
.:!51 ~ATuRt tJ.,J) • N 
CiQ TO 15 ri 
7J92 NATU~ftl,J)•14 
u Q T () 1 ~ r1 
2•9 ~ATU~frl,J) a NATURlCl-l,J) 
15 a L o -.J r r N l· E. 
Nu~BcR =NUMBER• 1 
Uo 601 ~=1,INUll1 
A P Q O f'j c ,..; > : )C A P R O 8 C N > + 0 , 1 
:, 
UQ 60'? ~AOius = 1,RADMAX 
JO 2f/'r, l=l,INUM 
CO~DCI~~,RADiuS) s YCO~DrI,N,R•D!JS)• 0,1 
200 CQ~1INvE 
6 0 2 CO ~ T I N '"' £ 
e, 0 1 C O 1,,1 T I N ._1 t. 










' SEA~Cl-l Tr, DETERMINE I~ THIS F'RAMt• IS o~:: o=- T"'4:: T~ail\l?,1G· f\~&MES 
on 1749 I =1,NFRAME 
l~(K~RAMF ,Ea, ,RMNuM(I)) GO TO 1749 
174'9 CQ\JT!Nul 
l 
C THIS ~RA~E IS NOT I~ THl TRAININ3 IMA~~~,--~E~:i w~ ~Kr~ ~~DO 
Go TO 1YA01 
1748 PRINT 1746, KfRAME 
C CALL ~)~Un To DELET[ THIS ~RAME.s CONTHI~UTIJN fl T~E , •• I~l~G DATA 
CALL \,,oocIMAX,JMAX,IJMAX,~STATl,~EIJ~,=o~o,,D~J8) 
X 11 )( e )(IJMAX 
C N0RMALlZE TH£ PRQ~A8lLlTIES FOR l~T~R>~E1I~G T~IS ~qA~E 
14i•D1 DO 2n \J:l,lNUM 
ApqoBc,,) = APROBfN)/"1. 
20 CQ"JTI~ .E 
UQ 77? ~ADluS: 1,RAOMAX 
Do 772 ~=1,INuH 
1.JO 7 7 '? l: 1, N 
X: cn~DcI,N,RAOiuS> / (APROd(I) • ,~Rld(~)) 
co~DCI,N,RADIUS) = X 
CQ~Dr~,l,RAOIUS) : X 
772 CQ~TI"iJl 
C THE FOLLO~I~G P~OGRAM G~~l~ATES RAND,1 V~CTJR~ ~O~ ~EL~S, &~D ~IKE~I~JO~S 
C F' 0 ~ ~ E G I l'l "! c, 
C ,~l VA~lARLl~ usED ARE •s FOLLO~s 
... 
"' C 
N R THr TARGET CLASS (Sl4TE OF N&TuR~> INu~K 
~ • T~E R[GIQN INDEX 
M: 1,2: T~E T~O DIMENSIONAL CO~FuSIO~ OllJR•~ r~,~x 













SoEvc~.M):X A~D Y STA~LJARD DEVI~TIONS :oR T4R3!T C_A~~ ~ 
1J E v K ! S A M U L T I P L I C A T l O N r A C T O R : D Q S i.; 4 .. I ~ J A :. ~ S T 4 ~ r, A , D D rv I A T I :J ~ c; ' ! 
~·~~ I~ A PSEUDO RANUOM ~UM8lR AP>~oxIM&TI~~ A ]•us~IAN ~.N,,M v•~IA~LE ~I· i . 
T H 1. £ R n M r A r-. • u N I T v v , R l A r..i c E , ~ o T w J o t:: : I M A _ , P 1.. • : E s or • ct £ c t~ ~, , I T I s i 














































































































































f !J r 1 r : :: 
i 
i 
r 11-z1 11-1D,9 
AVGVECf M)aX ANDY RANUOM VECTO~S G~N~~,T~D •J~ £4CM -~QIJ~ 3Y A~E~AJ£lNl1 AvPRO~fK,~! = TME LlKlLl~OOD, OR ~ELlltV[ >~o~•~ILtTV ,~AT AV~~tCC ~, COME FROM TARGET C.ASS N 
Do 659~ IDEv: 1 , NU~Dlv 
Do 268 IL05Sc1,LOSSES 
Do 268 I:i1,5 
CoST!I,ILOSS> • O.O 
CQ~TI~ur.: 
Do 85n1 1-1:1,3 
Do 8,n1 ~=1,INUM SOEYCN,M) = PSDEVCN,H> • OEVKCIDtV> 
CQNT!NU£ 
X • DEv~cIDEV> • OlV~ClDEv> • DE~~(IOl~) 
DO 4022 N:1,INUM PRODEvfN) = 1,0 I <DEvPMO(~) • x, 



















~ • NSTATECK) THE ~OLLO~ING suBROWTlNE GENERAT~S RAN), A JAJSS!A~ 
ZE~O ~EAN A~D UNITY VARIANCE 
Do 85 n 4 ""=1, 3 AvGvEctM) ~ M[AN(N,M) • !DEV(N,M, • ~•~D«~~~!~~.N8~IGI 
Do s5n3 N:l,INUM 
Do 85n6 p.u:1, J 
A(M) = (AvGvEC(M). MEANCN,M)) • I~VOE~(N,~) A~G 3 fAt1) • A(1) + A(2J • A(2) • A(J) • 4(3)) • ~., AvPR08fK,N> ~ APROBCN) • PROOEV(~) • £tPONCAA3) 
CONTINUE 
PRINT i066 
PA!~T 270, KrRAME,PLACE 
CQNT!NuE 
fQRMATf40X,13HfR~ME NUM8!R ,I4,5.,A5J//) 
I -
Do 33 1<=1,IJMAX THE FOLL~~ING LOOP MAKES SIMPLE •*TT£A~·~E:OB~ITI0~ n!~!!!,~S r3R R~QIO~S 
~.~ED nN LIKELIHOODS ANU A PRIOR! PR,a,aIL1TI£S ' 
75 On 31 ~=1,INUM 
LikREGfNl = AVPR08CK,N) 
31 CQNT!"JJt. CALL LA~GECLIKREG,INuM,lNOEX,PRB~AX > 
TRUNC:THUNKK•PRBMAX 
REGMAXt~) : TRUNC 
~ • !\/S'1ATE<I<> 
TE"IP = PRBHAX 
lNTEMPmINO[)( 
LIKREGflNOEx>•0,0 CALL LARGE<LIKREO,INUM,INOEX,PRB~Ai J 





LI~REGfINT£MP)=T£MP DECIDE ~ElOHS A P01TERIO~I P~OBA3ILITY W!TM LD~S ~ATRIJ A~DJ CHOOSES ACTION TO ~I~I~IZ£ ~lSS 
Do 3•7 ILOSsc1,LOSS(S J s orcinECLIKREG,INuM,LOSS,ILOSS,TRuN:> Co~TC4,IL0SS) s coSTt~,lLOSS) • ~OSS(N,J,l.oss, lrtIDf~ .EQ, 1 •• ~o~ lLQSS .EQ, 1 > SIM~£G(~,J) : l!~AE3(N,Jl•l 
l; 
. 'i 















































. I . 
'l 
.: I 




































































u 3 7 6 
iJ J / 7 
OJ78 





























c :;j 1 c: ] [ . J 1 . 
Cl.LL l'·ITlRPRETER 
-S47 CQ...,TINuE 
33 CQ~TII\: JE 
STA~T T~ C!LCULATE ~ElGHYQR CONTr~T 
Uo 799 ~ADluS: 1,RADMAX 
Do 1991 ~:l,lJMAX 
D O ~ 9 9 1 ,, : l , I r-. u M 
MEGTExtN,K) : •1,0 
1"'91 CQ\JTI~Jl!t. 
DO 34 i<:1,IJMAX 
I~tNC~isfcK) ,GT, OJ GO TO 386 
~T,,T: 0 
] 
l~C~AniuS ,EQ, 1> 
lrcRAOivS ,GE, 2) 
IrcRAntu~ ,Ea, J> 
Do 154 N=t,INUM 
L!l(REGtr-..> = 0,0 
CALL N4CELL<~,I~Ai,J~AX,~EI3~,~T0TI 
CALL CELNA~(~,1,l~~K,JM4X,~~IG~,NTOft 
C A L L C E ~ ~ A 8 ( ~ , 2 , l "t A IC , J '1 A J( , "4 ~ I G ~ , N 'T' O T' >! 
lrcAVP~Qq(K,N) .~T. REGMAX(K)) ~o TJ 1994 
PRl')iJ : l, 0 
DO 1993 ~KK:1,NTOT 
l<I( : Nt!GHCKKK) 
IrcREG?Exc~,KK) ,G£, 0,0) GO TO 1984 
NBEST C NCHOS£(K1() 
lF'(N~EsT ,GT, OJ Go TO 1983 
.I. 
I 
REGTExfN,KK) = CALT[x(KK,N,RADIU9,INJM,AV~~JB,:JND,REG~~~· 
Gr., TO t9~4 


















.. ,,' \ 
i ;) 
lF'(P~nD ,L£, 0,0) PRINT 1996,K,~K,K<K,~ 1 
1996 ~OQMATfl~o.2ox,55HSOMETHING Is fIS~Y ~~~E. T~~ TE~T P•,~u:, E~J•.s zEqJ 
+S ZERn:11M ,40X,~Il0//) 
.~. 
' 
p~~D C P~QO. REGTEXf~,KK) 
1993 CONTINtJt. 
LIKRlGt~) = PRrio. AVPROec~.~, 
1994 C011JT!Nu£ 
154 CQNT!Nut: 
Go Tn 389 
J86 DO 387 N=t~INUM 
387 LIKREGt~):AyPROB<K,N) 
TExT(N) = LIKELIHOOD THAT THIS R?GIO~ ~·s ~,T~~~ N a,s,o 0~ T~E i 
NEIGHBOR 08SERVATIONS 
,Q:~2.3DQl. 
MAi<t. COMPOUND DECI9IO~ tilSED JN l PRt:>R!~S 1 MISTS lNJ =~~Ti:XT 
J89 N:NSTA1'~CK) 
CALL I •~GE(LIKREG,l~uM,INOE>C,PRi:i-.AX.) 
T~uNC:TRuNKK•PRB~AX ~ 
UO 349 lLOSScl,LOSSt.S 
J • OEClDE<LIKR£G,INu~,LOSS,IL0S9,TRuN:> 
COST(R&UiuS,IL0SS) = C0ST(RADIUS,IL0SS) • .ossc~.J.ILO~S>l 
lF"CIDEV ,"Jl, 1 ,OR, ILOSS ,N£, 1> Ci' TO 350 
Ir(RAnius ,EQ, 1> co~RD1(~,J) = CON~Ot(N,J) • 1 
IrrRADIUS ,EO. 2> ACTRt.u(~,J) = ACTH~Gc~,J) + 1 
IrtRAOI~S ,Ea. 3) co~RD3c~,J) : CON~D3(N,J) • 1 
CONTIN, £ J5 'l 
349 CO°'JTlt..J11i 
34 COt.JTIP\;1 t. \ 
END CONTlXT LOOP 0~ ~•START TJ 2 Rl~T ~!SULTS 
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. I . . 
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i:-, 4 4 2 
044J 
u444 












I ikffl I I 
CELL I~TE.RPRETER 
PQI~T '6?2,0EVK(IOEV) 
( J C :I 
CALL O ,TPuTccosr,LOSSES,AA"00M,IJ"tAX,L:,'4A"'::) 
Do 26?3 !L0SS=1,LOSS£S 




P~!CEcl,!LDSS,IUEv> • PRICE(I,IL,sS,IOr~, • CJST(t~IL~'~' 
CQ•iTINuE I· 
C O '1 T I N fJ t. 
tJ688 
C 






Do 26?'1 !DEV• 1,NuMOlV 
Do 26?1 IL0SS•1,LOSSES 
Dn 26;;>1 I:1,5 





lTITLE = l 
uo 2ar ,<:1,5 
.lr:<K .EQ, 2) GO TO 280 
PRINT ?81 
lijAME • 1 
IF'p< ,GE. J> I~AME.: 2 
PQINT 282, LABELCI~AME>,NA~E(lNA~E>,TlT~E<ITif.i) 
PQ!~T 283,(NAttRAV(I>,Iat,I~UM) 
DO 2A4 ..1::1,I~UM 
~SUM= G 
Uo 28'5 l=1,INUM 
2a, NSJH: NSUM • CONrUS(l,J,K) 
PRINT 28~,J,NARRAY(J),NSUM 
PRI~T t?8i, CCO~ruScl,J,K),1•1,I~U'I) 
284 CQ~TINuE 
Do 288 I=1,I~UM 
NSUM = 0 
Do 289 J=1,INUM 













t9o Fo~MATt4ox,42HTOT•~ LOSSES fOR T~Is £NTIR~ i•T:~ o: n•~•> 




1746 roQMATfl~X,17HTEST FRAMl ~UMBER,%5,48~ ~,s JSE~ ?~ cn~2tLI~G T~IS 












































































































u .;~ 7 
















04 / 4 
04/5 
04/6 





2 U O 0 
2001 
2U02 





J IJ O Q 
3 :..IO 1 










/"!(LI !1'1TlRPRl T[R 
fQM1114ATfit~£RRQH IN F"RAMt. ~UMdE'.:"ij.,:f-:;:): 
~0RM&Tt,x,A5,60X,!~) 
fQQMATt17I3,19X,2I~) 
S:-l"'l~MAT ( 1716) 
~QRMAT(l7Ib////) 
r, 
. ' . ;, 














Fo~MAT(J5H THIS OUTPUT CORRl::SPON~S TJ .:,::v_.~ • ,·.:--;,2-I/-/-J 
F"nwMAT( 16f:"5. 0) 









































































r. :: :l 
,. j 
/. 
FUNCTION CALTEX ( K ,N' RADIUS' INUM' AVPROB' coim' REGMAX) ,, 
DIME:NSION AVPROB (289, 22)., COND (22, 22, 3) l¢GMAX (22, • 289)] 
SUM= 0.0 
DO 10 I=l, INUM 
IF (AVPROB (K,I) LT REGMAX (K)) GO TO 10 













CALTEX - SUM 
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c·~·:: ,~~ -~-; 1: ;a F": t*~·~; t::;;;: C • ': Im;::; b~, .. ,-~~a C ::·1 t=l f,~ c:::1 &'.!ICtS wJ ~~
•• .. 













































CQHHENT •• ~URROUTINE TO SELECT ALL NEIGHBOR AeGyONS nr K, WITH?N RAD?US 
nIME~SION NEIG~(289) 
, lNTEGER XEROX 
lNTEGER QADIUS 
J • CK• 1) / IMAX 
la,< - J • IMAX 
J • .J + 1 
181-1 a - RAO IUS 
945 MH: -? 
941 MM: H~ + 1 
JJaJ+IRM 
l I = I + H"' 
XEROX • .. 1 
uQ TO 9'41 
946 lFtMM .LE. O> GO TO 941 
lFcIHM .GE. O> GO TO 944 
lBM = RAO!US 
uQ TO 945 
94~ lFtRADTUS .NE. 1) GO TO 124 
943 lFtXERnX) 94A,9,2,t24 
948 XEROX II O 
JJsJ 
1I :: I • 1 
uQ TO 947 
942 XEROX a 1 
1I =I+ 1 
9~1 lF(IT .LT. 1> GO TO 153 
lFcJJ .LT. 1) GO TO 1~3 
949 lFtII .GT.·IMAX) GO TO 153 
lFcJ.J .GT. JMAt) Go TO 153 
161 NTnT: NTOT • 1 
NETGH(NTOT) a IMAX• (JJ • 1, • II 
1,3 lFtRAOTUS .EO. 1) GOT~ 946 




liQ TO 947 
12~ GONTINtiE 
HETURN 
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c= .:: t"!ll®'•~'"l .e·. ... ' f 'j r:::J c::J c: · :.1 c:::·:J 
A 
·:·r·,. 
lNTEGER ru~CTION DECIDE(IVALUE,IijUM,LOSS,ILOSS,i~ti~~t \ UIMENSTO~ LOSSCI~U~,INUM,5),IVALUECINUM) ' 
WEAL IVALUE,LOSS 
ULnSuM:1.0£'100 
..JST A~= :?2 
uo 2 n ,J: 1., I NUM 
~UM. o.o 
LJQ 30 "1=1,INUM 
l F' t I v A I U E C ~ ) • L T • T ~ U N C ) G J T O J. 0 
lF't LO~StN,J,ILOSS> .Ei. O.O) GO TO JO 
~UM. ~u~ + LOSSCN,J,I~oss, • IVALUECN) 
30 CQ~TIN11E 
l.F"tStJM ,GE. nLOSUM) G:, TO 20 
JSTAt1: J 
0LOSUH = SUM 
20 CQ~T!N11£ 






















































































COMMENT-. SURROUTINE TO COMPUTE EXP·(--A~Gl WH£A[ AAG IS PCSITtVE ANO LESS TMAN 10 
X • .t!NTCARG) 
NSTA~:: X 
t. :s ARG • )( 
lXPON • 1.0 • X • (1.0 + 0.5 • X • r1.o • 0.33333 • X • f1,0 
Q + Oa25 • X))) 
lrrNsr,R .Ea. o> GOT~ 20 
UQ 10 T=1.NSTAR 
10 tXPON • EXPON • 2,7182~1828 
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FORTRAN 4 PROGRA~ 
















COHME~T-. ~URROUTINE Tn CHOO~E T~E LARGEST AVPRoB(K, , A~D ITS 1Nb£~ 
C 
C 
PR8MAX CONTAINS TH~ MAXIMUM VALUE 
100 
!NnEv IS ITS !~DEX IN THE LIST LIKREG 
UIMENSTO~ LI~REGcI~UM) 
HEAL LTKREC'i 
1.Nn£x a 1. 
~R~MAX: -0.5 
LIQ 100 N•1,lNUM 
lF"tPR81-4AlC ,GE. LIK~EGC..,l) 'Gll.'t,O- 1·0·:0· 
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FORTRAN 4 PROQAA~ 
SU~HUUTJ~E h4CELL<<•I~AX,J~A1.NEIGH.NTOTJ 0 tJ O 1 







































J • CK• 1> / IMAX 
I • K - j • Ifi1A)( 
j • .J • 1 
X£~0X a 0 
CONT.:.NUl 
XEPOx •~[ROX• 1 
r.o rn (4001,4002,4003,40D4,124>, 
JJ = j 
Ircr .~a. 1, GO To •010 
II : I ;;. 1 
GQ TO t61 
IFtI .fa. IHA1) 60 TO ~010 
II= I• 1 
l2Q Tu 1.61 
II== I 
IrcJ .~u. 1> GO To 40tO 
Jj = j. 1 
Go TU 1.61 
IF(J .ra. JHAX) GO TO 124 
Jj = J. 1 
NTOT: NTOT • 1 
. - -
b 
NE?GMC~TOT) • INAX • (JJ • 11 ~ Ii 
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SUAROUTI~E OUTPUTCCOST,LOSSES-RA~DO~,KHAX.LONAME> j 
COMMENT •• SU~ROUTINE TO PRINT L0SS£S FOR TME VARIOUS DECISION 




LEBRA ~ 1.0 / FLOAT(KMAX, 
UQ 10 TL0S~=1,L0S5ES 
UQ 10 T=1,S i 













UQ 5n TL0SSa1,L0SSES 
X • CO~T<4,ILOS5) 
lttX .ra. o.~) GO TO 50 
uo 51. t=t,2 




PRTNT JOO, CILOSS,IL0SS•1,L0SSES) 
PRTNT ,99, (LONAME(ILOss,,rLOSS•1,LOSS£St 
PRTNT ~03, (PERCNT(1,IL0SS>, ILOSS:1,Lossrs, 
PRTNT ~04, (PERCNTC2,IL0SS), ILOSS=1,L0SS£S) 
PRTNT '02,KM.AX 
HETURN 
200 FQAMATf/l////1M ,57X,5~RIS~S) 
201 fQAMAT(/l/1H ,46X,28~RATIO or RISK TO RANDOM RISK) 
202 fQ~MATt///1M ,30X,20HT~Is rRAME CONTAINED,I5.8MREGI0NS.) 
203 fo~MAT(///1H ,46X,28MRATIO Or RISK TO SIMPLE RISK) 
299 FQRHATt1~ ,30X,6HMATRIX,5X,5(6X,A6)) 
JOO FQAHATt///1H0,31X,4HL0SS.3X,5I12) 
301 fQAMATt1~0.30X,6~5IMPLE,8X,5r12.0) 
303 ~ORHATll~ .30X,8HRAD!US 1,6X,5t12.0) 
30~ fQAHAT(1~ ,30X,8HRA0IU~ 2,6X,5r12.o, 
401 FQRHATC1H0,30X,6~SIMPLE,8X,5r12.~) 
403 FQ~MATClM ,30X,8HRAO!U~ 1,6X,5r12.4) 
404 FOAHATC1M ,30X,8HRADius 2,6X,5r12.4) 
503 FQRMATtlM ,30X,8HRA0Ius 1,8X,5r12.2, 














·t= == .,.,· •'. 
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rORTRAN 4 PROGAAH 
0001 
0002 
0 0 0 :3 











H(AL FUNCTION RA'JDCNPRIME.,~80IG> 
UIMENSTO~ ~PR!MEC12>,NADIGC12> 
NUMBER: 0 
uo acso, rx=1.12 
N8nIG(TX)=CN8DIGcix>•101)•~PRI~E<Ix> 
~ D T G T er r N ~DIG C IX > I 1 0 0 D O O O D O > • 1 0 0 D O O o.o·o: 
~8niu(TX)=N80IGCIX>-NDTGT 
Nu~BER =NUMBER• ~80I~(IX)/100000o 
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: C: J 
' : J 


















lJQ 850n !X:2,12 
NBniu(TX>=(N80IGCix·1)t101)+~PRI~EcIX> 
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eoM"ENT---SUAROUTINE TO SUBT~ACT TMIS rRAME s eoNTAI!UTICN·TO THS TAA?NING DATA 
lN11H: 22 
UQ 122 Kal,!JMA)( 
lHCLu: ~STATE<K) 
NTnT: 0 
UQ 799 RADIUS :1,2 
C A L L C r: L '.J A R C K , R·• D ! U S , I "" A X , J M A X , N E lG. ij , N Ttf T' ): 
165 lFtNTOT .Ea. o> GO TO 799 
UQ 1~3 K~K=l,NTOT 
KK = Nf:"!GHUO<K) 
N • NSTATECKK) 
lcnNUCTHC'>LD,N,RADiuS> • ICOND(IH:OLD,N,AAl)IUS> - 1,·0: 
163 CQNT!Nt1E 
799 CONTINUE 
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-----~------- --~=----""'-~-=-- . -- . - -( ................. 
'. 
_: APPENDIX IV 
_.., 
. PROBABILITY. CALCULATOR 
' . . . . . . . . . . . . 
·:··_,.-
, .. l; ·· .ABSTRACT:- -- ,, ·: ·. 
Probability Ca.lcula.tor :Ls a. computer program that .reads cards containing . 
the.~ priori and con.ditio.naJ.. J.)rohahili ty. Counts whiCh have been computed to ··· 
date,. and ·read~_(!/U'd_s describing.f'r.a.mes..of-4cmagery.--c!t-then-examines those - -- ---- -- ----------- -------- . 
' , ' 
input frames which have not already been used in computing the probabilities, 





and uses the information they contain to update the probabilities. The com-
pletely updated probabilities ar'e then punched onto cards, which may be.used 
as an input_ to a la:ter..run....of' .. thi~ same p:r-ogram or as a.n input to 'the image ~ ·· · - ----- -------------· ---~ I 












2. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 
a. Card Reader 
b_. c·ard Punch 
·C • . 120 Line Printer 
d. 16k Core Memory 
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 






All the blocks ih the logic diagram have been described in Appendix III, 
so they are straight foreard exCept for the key block, "Update Input Probabili-' 
ties With Information Derived From This Frame." The list of comments at the 
head of the program is incomplete but the missing definitions can be found in 
Program II. Lines 0129 to 0151 contain the programn;iing which determines which 
of the four adjacent neighbors of a cell exist, store the cell numbers of the 
existinc neichbors in NEIGH, and store the number of neighbors in NTOT. Lines 
0152 tn O I ')) add l to each ,joint occurrence count for each neighbor and the 
central eel! under consideration. In line 0160 the. a ;eriori occurrence count 
is incremented. The l:i.nes from 0166 to the end of the program simply print 
and punch the output data. 
.. 
- • -- .·-,ap -~.--.-;-~;;-,-.-:.;-;:-. -1~ -'"·· .• ;,',·,·.•·, -,. 
. 1-
-1 


















































PH OBA BILITIES 
\VITH 
INF OH T\lATION 
DERIVED FR()Ivl 
THIS FHAl\lE 




.. y j 
. .. . ·. ... - -~ .--
,:-~·-;· . 
.. . : . ..· .. _ 
~ 
I 
---·--·--···--· ------- --. --·- .. -. ~ ~ -
I . . 
D . . 
D 
n~ . l , Jj 
n·.1.··· ,· l:"41, i~ ·. ! ~ ' ... 






. .. All data is· fed int·o. -the computel' on 8.b column c_ar:ds_. , The format of 
. 
. 
·these cards is indicated in the Fortr·an s_borthand notati-on:. · 
~,---
1 state of nature code car.d. Each :pair of a]_phab.etic character·s corres-
; ponds. to one, 9f t·h,e s.tat.e.s of nature. r'I'he ··st.ates of_ nature: ,must ·b·e in their . 
numeric order. > 
( lOX, 22{A2, lX)) 
-- - - I • - . 
__ ......... _ -----•- ,--,_.._-~, .. ,··,-.--.;"•••+~-- ~__,---• ~,-~. '"M,-~••••-•"·''~o•,-. __ ,,. ___ •-•a..,-·•••-••-.,. - ---,----~- --- . . ; ---· --,- . . ... -
13 cards to be read and printed-. ·w:e :u_s·ea- these ·cards to explain the 
· st.ate of natu-re co.ding system_. 
(13A6, A2:) 
. 
and :stat-ing -how many f,ra:m.e_s hav~: b~en processed .. 
.. 
. .· 
103 cards cont:ai·ntng_- -Gbndit·it)tlal l)robabili.ties -. -E_c}.¢h car_:d -contains :14. 
w.'orq.s o_f data, the number of ~frames f.rom w4~ch th-e _data waa extract-~d:, and a 
·s:.eque·nc.e number- 1 to .103. 
( 16I5) 
l card containin.g the last 10 condit:iot1:al :probabilities,.- _", 
( 10I5) 
·2 car-d~ cQntaining the a priori prob.a·bilities 
(l6I5/6I5) 
2· blank cards· 
11 cards, numbered 1 to:1x 
, (75X, I5) 
• ,I Cards listing in chronological order the numbers of the frames th·at have 
been processed 
(16I5) 
(This is the end of the "q_:J_d data." Initially, when all the parameters 
are zero, it may be hand punched or generated by a special computer p-r.·ogram. 










', / ~~~=-· -~--' ·""==" ===-=="---~=-· -~- . =~~ ~=~=----,,.'-==,,,,;.~~'.'"""'·~-=-~•,:,:-,a_ = ·------== = 
________ ...,.:,.,., __ ~----~-~-~--~-Tl'fe Yorrowing · .ca.ra.s-deScr:i.1:>e the input data which this program will pro ... 
. -~ ~ . . ~ 
cess. Eighteen ca.ra.s describe each frame.. .Any rilllJJ.\)er of :frames may be fn- . 
D 












. : ( .. 
card 1: f .. #· "RTmA_T· .: 'tr --· _· , .u:,UR-. ---B··_ ·:A_-.1\~r-_·u 
-ra.me ·_ · · . _.._Un.ti.LI. •· . , .-or l.l1J.1 
. ... . . . . ,. .· .... ,·' 
(I4,. 'lX, A5). 
.K. 
ftame #, row # (1 t.o 17), the 17 state qf , . 
. ' 
. . 
nature data cells alphabetically coded. =· _ --s>· ~--
- --~ -- ' -- -- --- -- - - -· . ·- -- ~---------- - ----·-- - ------r-~----- - ------ --··----.-~--------~ - . . l - :· -- - . 
·(r4, ?X, I2, 17(A2,IX)) ~ 
Following the last card of the last fra1ne, there must be a; CJitd CQt1tain ... 
ing the word BINGO 
•:···-; 
---(5X:·, -A-5 ) 
...... 
t,· ~ . 
.. ,, 
'l'he l.ast card is the card Which the System uses to denot.e ''end of data'' 
·-
in a Fortran program. For the Ph;ilcq ,212, this card is ''END DATA'' in columns 
·"· 
.. 6 .. : OUT PUT 
An updated version of the input data label;Led ;'old data" is puncft1ecl Onfa:i, 
.,cards in the same format as ·the input "data. 
'7... DECK SETUP 
a. Card or cards the 'System requires to i·nit-i.at:e a .. Job .. y 
b. 
c. 
On the Philco 212 
column 17 25 
JOB Charge number, user's name 
Card or cards the system requires to compile a Fortran DI program 
On the Philco 212 
column 17 25 
Fortran MAP 
The Fortran source deck 










:I . - -·--=-~~g_~'FA.-, -~=-· 
t I · On the :fhj_lc.o 212 
u 
I' §, t" z .. : '' 
., 
a 












column 17 ·2~ .,i,/t-· 
'I 
:GO .F4LtB _. 
. ~ ' 
';(' 1 f. 
~. Sy~tem ··End of :DATA CA.mJ:. 
:pn .the: Phi l..c·o 21·2·' ,, 
,,. 
,___.,., 
•: :EDiD DATA in column:$· :1 to: 8 .•.. 
The program is written as thougp all card: inputs and printer oU:tpu.t.s w¢:re 
done on line• Depending on the sYstern :regttirernents, it In.8if be neces'sary tp fh;.. J form the operator that:·"the computer 4 . . . . 
grµIn and th~t i.s ··wi·11 puneh c~ds .• ·---~' 
"· 
.... 














;.. - ... 3 
' "4 
. . "5 
·. ~ "6 
... ., "7 
"'. "8 
"'.., u9 
~ '.J. 0 






L · .• .1. 7 
!! .. ~a 
\. - •9 
V .JCC 
C l c: 
~ 




• Cf' .. L P~OB CALC · 10..;Jo 1!>-14.9 
. ! 
l 'l CELL ?HUB c; .. LI,; I 
µ~Oij~A~ TO CALCULAI~ • ~~!OH! A~J ~u~~,r.J~4L ~~oa•3ILfTIES rJ~ 
~~~ 1~ ~~oro INTERP~(,A,IQ~ ~y ~J~f~Xi 
PROu~AM TO COMP~T~ IH~ SlMPL~ A~J ;JNu!TIJ~4L 4 PRT~~I ~ :~~ 
AE~•Of\l C0"4CEPT t.LJ.MJ.NATt.v-·t.&:-4 ~~ ]J.O.~ ;0.'~S!STS nF' ,niE' ~-'-• 
STnP 12345 IMPLI~s T~t ~~Ju~A~ ~~~ NJ~~AL.Y 
STOP ~0000 i~P~r~s Ct~~ JAT4 ~~o~ ~~0~3 P_ACE 
srnP 11111 lMPLI~s CtL~ JAIA :~o~ T~O ;RA~Es ~TXEO 
SToP 22222 IMPLI~s CE~~ JATA JJT l~ O~JER 
STOP 33J33 iMPLlc.9 O~u JAT~ r~J~ T~O J~C<g ~I-~0~ 
sro~ •4444 ll"IP~lc.S 0Li.- :,~TA ·u;J j• O~)~R 
STOP 66e>66 lMPLlt.S 0LU ~AT• r ~.JM .fiilO~J PL.&C£ 
UlrINITlnN or TERMS-. 
NATVPE(I4JJ ~ Sljf~ OF N~TUR~ J~ ~~~L 'J 
~~TATt< ) c SA~L ARRAY Wll~ ON.Y JNc. !NO~(! 
IMj x • NuMBER o~ c~i..1-s. •,.Aoss • ,. -~A"::. _ 
JMAX. NuHBER Of c~LLS DO~N A ~R•~~ 



















~··· ;.._.. ... ·-·· . ...:. 
. ~-C1 
- - . - "., ~2 
.. u4::J 
~ 
- . t.; 
C 
- ~ - -
~ 
~FRAME c THE NuM~lM uF FHAM~s ~~!:~ ~•v~. PREvIOJSLY gEE~ P~l=£5S~D 
. t< F 9 'ME =. T Hf: B t\Y L. ,\ u !'1af- ~- 9£ - T ~_£_ ! ~~wt_;. _ _:,_::j:_N_~_ .?JtO :..E~rL 
PLACc.: URBAN QR RuRAL - - .. ~ - .... - -· ....... .:. ...... - --··~·· .. -
I. 1!~4 
v .. ~5 
I; - . 
f.,; 
.! .¥.~ - ·- ---~ -
.. ~ I! 1 
__ i. ... .::a_ 
~ 
_\t ________ _ 
TOTAFH.<N.> c TOTAL. AKf:J._9.CC:UPI~LJ ___ 3Y .;_;~_,,j __ J3'_l4jj_1J_R.£. -~----- ...... __ . -- --------·-· 
Nu "" R f G s T O T A L "4 u p., t:H. R OF R t. u I O ~ S 1-' ~ JC c. SSE O O O 1 9 ~ • 
FR~~L·M ;; A LlST c- 1~£...-~_R.LM_r_l__--_RJ_,.,_~rtJ.;rf Ii~ I\fPUT _J)..tJ-4..._w,s D£~J.~~E0, - ----.. ·-·-- -----
0020, 
-----------· ·0021~ ---- ·--· -- .. · --· -·--. 
""'~9 
------~"~o 
u .• ..>1 
UIM~NSIO~ FRMNUMC20~) 
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APPENDIX V. 
., IMA.GERY-INTERPRETATION INS'XRUCTIONS, 
,f 
INSTRUCTIONS· 
a. · If a· cell is ~ shared ·by··· two types; o-r· areas,:, such as Runway and Random 
.Field,· classtfy the _cell acc:ordi·ng to th,e :tar·ge.t which occupies more 
',;,..., __ . '!'" 
.. ·• _, .. ---•·r·-·-·~ ~-- -- -~-·- ••,•. ·---·---~---
b. For po'int targets· lik~. Airplanes or- ·.T.~nk:s .in: ·Tank F·arms- wh:Lch are at 
least moderately ·vi·~_ible, q·lassify the cells as being_-.th~se targe\s 
.r.egardless of the other contents o.f t·he cells . 
. , .. -.•... --·--.. .... - -~-- ·--. -·-· "·~ -··-·--.~~-~-·--------
.c. ·:F.Qr;.Bridges ~follow ·:·Rule 2, if the Bridge is a ·s.i_griif'i.c·ant object. in 
-~· 
the cell. -
c;l. Classify a c·ell as a River ·or ·other Bodlf of Water if at le:ast 1/3 
of the cell is 'C!c>vered ·by the water and there are no o.t·her more 
predominant targets in the ce·11. 
:e. G.·lassify a cell :~s. Urban Residential or Business or Suburban Housing 
:if' there are any significant buildings in the cell which fall into 
t.n:at category, and if there are no more specific ways to categorize 
1( 
'the cell. 
·f .• : Classify a cell as a R-0adway only if the Roadway is the only signi-
ficant object in the cell, or if the roadway occupies more than 1/2 
of the cell area. Do not classify insignificant dirt;roads as road-
ways. 
gf,: Classify a cell as R.R. Tracks if the length of the track in the cell 
is at least as great as the width of the cell, and if there are not 
other other significa11t objects in the cell which predominate, and 
whose presence would not be picl{ed up in neighbor cells. 
"' h. Random Fields are usually just wasteland areas \·Jhich are not covered 
by trees or by other regular vecetation, such as bare earth that has I a definite but irret11 Lar visual put.tern. 
I ' ' 
I 
I 
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.. -··' -·· . 
==- ·= -. 
,j' ... · · Star.age Yards ~e. the o~~door storage areas -·th:!lt often accompany 




:k. .• : ·classify Cemeteries ~fs·. st.orage yards. 
1. --.us·.e.· the category Unclassifiable Mixture as ·1~ttle as ·possible, 




• • - • ---•• • • 
_,._ -• -- - - •• • .-L• --------· 
. -






-<!ontaining· ,.an edge of· aQ. ·urban .resi·denti-al ·area, .part of a small 
river, a corne·,r of a ·r ac~ory, ~nd .p.art of. a: park"ing.· lot . 
. ..- . 
COMMENTS 
The object of this task is to s.:imu}ate th.e kind ,of interp·retation that .. an 
automatic interpretation· machine would be =abl·e to perform.. Therefore, it is - ... ···-
important to consider whether a target could ever· be re.cogn~zed by a machine .. 
. ' For instance, you may know 'that a .. r-oad exists in- a: particular cell even though 
·C· it is obscured by trees, since you may see it going in and coming out of the 
trees outside of the cell you are trying to interpret. You ·are to 'simulate 
recognition of one cell at a time, however, so that this qell should :probably 
be classified by you as w.oodland (w¢). Hopef·ully, the cont·ext will be pro-
vided by the computer program that we are writing to handle this data. 
Since this simulation is, at best, slightly crude, it is not possible 
always to· ·roll.ow the above rule. The chief limitations are the number of 
target categories into which to classify cells and the limitation that only 
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---------------------, -----'------.------- -_-_ ---- --~RANDOM-1'IDMBER GENERATOR 
·The procedure that- -·was used to generate_ ·normal r·andom va.r-i~pJes was to · 
."'f. a.dd together a ·series -of indep.endent -unifo:rm random variables. The: justifi-·-- · 
-·"· -c.ation --for this procedure .:Ls publif\he.d in APPENDIX I of ,Ab.end, 1968. The 
-r.e_sults · are _,summarized as fo!J.<;>ws-; 
-- -- ---- - -- ··- --





....... ,'·II'- ~-··. 
a. :Generate independent ra-ndom numpei·-~ ,_ uni:t:o:rmly dtstriquted 
I in t:,tt~ :t-·ange 00 ·to. 99 ~: 
b. Add 12 of .tb.ese numbe;ts. t-og:ethe:t.~ 
--~ - . --.·---- - -- -
- ··~ -~-- - ~:.......: ·-
__ . ._ ____ ._ ,---=----~-- ----------·-
-''\ ..... 
' ~-
- - - -- . - - .'r 
:c. Subt·r-ac_t 594-- fr.om total .. ~ _ \ 
:d_. ·Divide res-ult by ·_100. 
e.. ;The result is a norm.al rando~. YcU"iab·ler w-it.h. zero_ mean and up.it;:y 
variance, µs·ab_le :f_or· problems: _requirip.g -up ·to 20,000 normal 
variables. . . . 
The.: programs for generating the. ·-~an<fom var-iab·re·s are i"llus·trate:a. in 
--Ap.pe-ndix III. The subroutine· UNRAND reads an_ arbitrary eight-digit- numb·er· :and: 
twelye prime numbers and uses these to generate twelve independent, uniformly· distributed eight-digit nUTJlbers. Each time a normal variable is called for, 
<I 
, the subroutine RAND generates twelve_ new eight digit numbers.from the old 
numbers and the prime nwnbers, adds them, and obtains the normally distributed 
number. The generation of the uniform random numbers is accomplished by keep-
ing the least significant figures resulting from n'onsense arithmetic performed I - -1 
on the old eight-digit numbers. 
The normal random variables with zero mean and unity variance are given 
particular distributions by multiplying by the appropriate standard deviations 
and then- adding the appropriate mear1. This was done in the main program. 6;---, 
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p(V8k' any other X 1'S or 8 1 s) · P(xJ8k) im:PlieS p(any/x1t'8k) = p(any/8k) . ' ' ~ 
. p( any,~,ek) ' 
p{;~ny/x._.··:.,.ek) - ----
. ·- ....... . .K .. c: .... .. . . • - p·(.··-~--.... ·,·e·k ---;,.'. .. ~ .. ~---- -. ---~-· - - ---- -------- -=--·· ... ,.. •• -- - ••••. ··;: ••••• ·1-"· .• --- - .... ....,.._ J~.. ··-- --- -· - ----·------,< '-.:i 
P{xJ8k' any)p( any/8k)G(.ek) 
- ---------------
···, ~--
. . ··p.•(x./9 }G(9 ) 






Bence this result means that~ contributes no information not specified by 8k. 
Proposition 2. 
Let b and~ be non-adjacent cells, and let p(9J8c,any) = p(8Jany). 
Then if the hypotheses of Proposition 1 apply, p(Vec,any) = p(~any). 
Proof: 
p(Vec,any) - [ p(~,9J8c,any) 
eb 
- [ p(vab,ec,any)p(9b/8c,any) 
ab 
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- L P<~.,~Jarry). 
ab 
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- I:: p(xJany)p(0c/xc,any) 
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~ Note that the assumption p(~/ec,any) = p(~/any) where band care non-
adjacent cells, can replaee the more strinc;ent assumption that the natures ab 
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